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St. Helen’s College

Message From The Head

It has been difficult to reflect on this academic year with great
clarity with all that we have been faced with over the past sixteen
months. However, we welcomed our pupils back to school in
September with great gusto, albeit with many Covid protocols in
place but as ever our pupils, staff and parents have demonstrated
how adaptable and resilient we all are.
Despite being back in a national lockdown in January, the children
returned to remote learning and our community rallied round
to support the children of our key workers, providing excellent
supervision in school, and our EYFS staff continued to work with
incredible commitment to keep our settings open.
The work, articles and activities showcased in this magazine are a
testament to the creativity and love of learning that our pupils have
and we are so proud of all that they have achieved.

We have all embraced the many remote events throughout the year which started with our Prize
Giving back in September to our regular assemblies, Speech Competition, Singing Competition,
and Musicians’ Concert to name but a few. None of us could ever have imagined the adaptability
and new found skills we have all acquired nor could we have imagined the joy and pleasure
which these remote events have brought us but I am sure you will agree that the children have
been incredible.
We were so grateful that we were able to resume a modified co-curricular programme and the
children have even managed to enjoy alternative ‘residential days’ and day visits this term to
continue enriching their experiences outside of our academic curriculum.
This has most certainly been a year like no other and your children are experiencing a historical
time in our world which we can reflect upon with the utmost pride. Our school values have been
upheld every step of the way and for some reason our stars of the week, achievers of the week
and commendations have resonated quite emotionally with us this year. We have been brought
together as a community and I am so joyful and proud to celebrate the successes of each and
every pupil, the dedication of our incredible school staff and our supportive parent body. Thank
you all for the part you have played in our incredible journey this year.
God bless you all.
Shirley Drummond
Head
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St. Helen’s College

Message from The Principals

As we write this, having just returned home from Year 6’s final
performance, Hakuna Matata, The Circle of Life and Can You
Feel the Love Tonight – all brilliantly sung by an inspired cast –
continue to echo in my mind. Prevented by covid restrictions from
using our usual venue the Compass Theatre, Year 6 performed
The Lion King outdoors in the ‘St. Helen’s College savannah’
under a blue sky and surrounded by the lush vegetation of the
Windsor garden.
The Year 6 performance is just one (marvellous) example of the resilience and ‘can do’ attitude of
the St. Helen’s College community. Despite the most onerous restrictions, and with the unwavering
support of the parents, the staff have continued to provide a fantastic palette of activities, trips,
competitions and performance opportunities for the children. This has not been easy; planning
has had to be meticulous and has been subject to frequent changes as covid rules have evolved,
and some of our events have had to be curtailed. But the modified programme of clubs, activities
and events has been a great hit with the children.
They, of course, have responded with their usual enthusiasm. Take-up has been fantastic, and
the children have thrown themselves into all of their activities with gusto. They engaged fully with
on-line class assemblies, the singing competition, lunchtime clubs and inter-school competitions.
Blessed by good weather, and taking advantage of the beautiful Court Park, the sports days
(there were ten of them!) were hugely enjoyed by the children. And The Lion King performance
was a triumph!
This magazine will give you a taste of St. Helen’s College life during a difficult year. We hope that
you will be impressed by what you see.
Dominic and Jill Crehan
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Ducklings I Mrs. McGee
Our youngest St. Helen’s College children have had a wonderful and busy year at Ducklings Kindergarten. They have experienced
fun activities both indoors and outside in our beautiful garden throughout the year, challenging them to help them grow and
develop as they move through the Early Years Foundation Stage.

We have seen all of the children
grow in confidence as they mature
into independent learners. They have
excelled in all of our activities, giving
them lots of opportunities to show off their
own amazing little personalities.
They have been involved in a number of
special calendar days, including paying
our respects on Remembrance Day by
making poppies, making our own flags
for St. George’s Day and making and
eating yummy fruit kebabs for our St.
Helen’s College Well Being Day. They also
enjoyed dressing up with all their teachers
as their favourite book character to
celebrate World Book Day.
We celebrated Christmas, singing our
favourite Christmas songs for our Mummies
and Daddies to watch on Tapestry and
we really enjoyed Easter, with a very
special visit from the Easter Bunny! We
recognised other festivals throughout the
year including Chinese New Year, where
we got to play with lots of real Chinese
food. We were also very lucky that Ark
Farm visited us during the summer term
and we had a super time petting all of
the farm animals.
The coronavirus pandemic has meant
that parents have been unable to see
our amazing displays in the classroom,
but we are so proud of all the interesting
and beautiful pieces of artwork we have
produced. We have all been busy during
this academic year to keep the classroom
looking vibrant.
The Ducklings children have taken on any
challenges and tricky activities that have
been put their way and have proved
to be utterly amazing in everything they
have been involved in. They have been
full of fun and laughter and have kept
the classroom both busy and enjoyable.
They have been full of awe and wonder
in their learning, discovering more about
the world, themselves and others every
day. We are so proud of them all, and we
wish each one of our Ducklings children
well as they move on to Nursery and to
continue their learning journey through St.
Helen’s College.
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Ducklings I Mrs. McGee
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Ducklings I Mrs. McGee
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Robins I Mrs. Mann
From making new friends and engaging in new experiences to spreading our wings ready for our next adventure, our year in
Robins Nursery has been amazing! We have adapted so well to the changes put upon us and have thrived. We have engaged
in learning both at school and remotely due to the circumstances and our teachers are so, so proud of us and all that we have
embraced and achieved!

Making Bread

After listening to the story ‘The Little Red
Hen’, we had the opportunity of making
and then tasting bread just like the hen
did. This was fascinating as we explored
all the ingredients needed and how much
of each was required. Smelling the bread
cooking in our classroom throughout the
morning made us super excited to taste it.
We had the choice to spread jam on our
slice if we wanted, and it was so yummy!

Children In Need

We took part in some lovely activities to raise money for this charity. We didn’t have to wear our uniforms to school but instead
came to school in beautiful, colourful clothes. Some of us had Pudsey tops and Pudsey ears. We had a fun day engaging in all of
the activities as well as taking time to learn about how the charity supports children and their families.
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Robins I Mrs. Mann
Posting Letters To Father Christmas

We spent time thinking about, and then writing, our own letters to Father Christmas. We told him how we are trying our best with our
behaviour and hoped the reindeers and elves were being good for him. We then walked to the local postbox to post our letters.
It was so exciting watching our letters go into the postbox and knowing that they would soon be on their way to Father Christmas!

Nativity

This year we performed our Christmas
songs in our classroom, where our
teachers recorded us and then shared
them with our grown-ups.
We learnt all about the Christmas story
and its significance. We were all given a
character from the story to dress up as
and we sang the lovely songs we had
been learning.
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Robins I Mrs. Mann
SPRING TERM
A lot of our learning during the Spring Term was remote or a blend
of both remote and in-person. We embraced this experience
and tried our best for our teachers and parents.
When some of us came back to school we were in ‘bubbles’
(and it snowed!). When we finally came back together as Robins
Nursery it was so lovely to be with all our friends and teachers
again. We played together again which was just wonderful. We
also supported a charity called ‘Comic Relief’. We donated
money and wore red for the day.

We all really impressed our teachers by learning and performing
a poem for the Poetry Recital. Just like at Christmas, our parents
got to see how fantastically we did as our teachers recorded
us all.
We ended the spring term with an Easter Egg Hunt. Following
the clues, we found a basket of chocolate eggs left for us by
the Easter Bunny!
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Robins I Mrs. Mann
SUMMER TERM
We all brought our scooters and helmets to school for ‘The Big Pedal’. It was great fun scooting safely around with our friends. We
also learnt the importance of keeping active.

Lifecycle of a Butterfly
We have been learning about the fascinating lifecycle of a
butterfly. We have looked at a variety of books but to really
understand what was happening we had real caterpillars. Over
the weeks we watched them get bigger before they made
their chrysalis.
We checked every day being very patient then amazingly one
morning as we were coming into the classroom one of them

hatched and out came a butterfly. Once they had all hatched
over the coming days we gave them a name and released
them to find more friends and food. We named them: Lara, Elsa,
Ruby, Starfish and Bluebell.
When out in our gardens we will be taking an extra close look to
see if any have come to visit us!
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Robins I Mrs. Mann
Class Assembly
We surprised our families with our wonderful performance all about minibeasts. We dressed up as different minibeasts and then
sang all the songs we had learnt. Our teachers recorded us so that our parents could see our dancing and hear our fantastic
singing.

Sports Day
We had so much fun on our ‘sports day’. During our PE lessons we have been practising different skills such as: footwork ladder,
underarm throwing and ball skills. As well as a sprint race, egg and spoon race and a relay all in preparation for Sports Day.
Due to the current situation our families were unable to watch us so our friends in Wrens were our spectators along with Mrs.
Drummond and Mrs. Hunt. We put all our energy into the activities and really did do our best. Everyone cheered and at the end
we all got a rosette.
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Wrens I Miss Carmichael
AUTUMN TERM
Big Art Project

After settling into Nursery so well, we found ourselves learning from home for a while at the end of September 2020. Our teachers
were particularly impressed with how creative we were when engaging in our ‘Big Art’ project. We were asked to create a face
using objects from around our houses.

Remembrance Day

At 11 a.m. on the 11th day of the 11th
month, we marked Remembrance Day.

paper, tissue paper and glitter. We now
understand that the poppy is a very
significant flower for Remembrance Day.

In preparation for this very special day,
we made our very own poppies, using
red collage pieces of card, gummed

We wore our poppies and stood outside to
listen to the remembrance maroons that
marked the beginning of our two minute

silence. As it was so quiet everywhere
we were fortunate enough to be able to
hear a teacher playing ‘The Last Post’ on
her bugle from Upper School; it was very
moving. The teachers were very proud of
the level of respect that we showed for
this very significant moment.
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Wrens I Miss Carmichael

Children in Need

On Friday we wore our bright, reflective and spotty clothes in aid of Children in Need!
It was so lovely to see all of our friends and teachers dressed up! Even Miss Williams’s
puppy, Malcolm, had a Pudsey bow tie on for the day! To begin the day we joined in
with a Joe Wicks workout - he really did make us work!
Many of us made pledges at home and shared these with our friends at school. As a
special treat, our chef made some Pudsey cupcakes and biscuits which some of us
chose for our pudding - so tasty!

Diwali

We have been learning about the
religious festival Diwali. We made some
diyas using clay and beautiful gems. We
worked really hard to mould the clay into
a pot shape so we could fit a candle
inside. We carefully placed gems all
around the diya and inside too!
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Wrens I Miss Carmichael
Christmas
The Christmas Nativity had to be a little different this year as we were unable to perform it in front of our parents. Our teachers

made a video of us acting out the story, so that our parents could watch it at home. We loved dressing up in our costumes and
singing the songs, we had so much fun! We also had a visit from two very mischievous elves who caused a lot of laughter in the
Wrens classroom. We were all very excited each morning to see what they had been up to

Spring Term
Snow Day

When we returned to school after Christmas things were a little
bit different. We had to split into two groups to form two bubbles
and we were not able to play together for a little while. We
could still wave, smile and blow kisses and we found lots of
ways to talk to each other from a distance. While we were in
our bubbles we had a snow day and we were able to build our
own snowman; we named him Snowy

Pebbles Of Expression

In February we all came dressed to express ourselves. Mrs.
Hunt’s assembly was all about how we are unique and how
we can express ourselves in many different ways. The story Mrs.
Hunt read was about a little fish going out into the world for
the first time and the advice his mummy and daddy gave him.
We were all given a pebble that we could decorate however
we wanted. When all the pebbles were finished we took them
outside to the entrance so that we could line the walkway into
school. These remind us of the important message that each
one of us is unique and each one of us can make a difference
in the world.
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Wrens I Miss Carmichael
A Little Experiment, A Lot Of Fun

In the classroom we used ice cream to make our own snowperson. We wanted to see what would happen when the ice cream
was out of the freezer. We had the opportunity to make predictions about what we thought might happen and soon realised that
the warm temperature in the classroom made the ice cream melt. We observed the solid ice cream turn into a liquid, it looked like
a big ice cream puddle by the end of the experiment.

Summer Term
The Big Pedal

We had great fun joining in with the ‘The Big Pedal’ campaign. We loved bringing in our scooters and helmets and zooming around
safely! We rode around the circuit laid out in the car park. It is so much fun exercising!

Eid Ul Fitr

Some children in Wrens celebrated EidUl-Fitr in May. They were able to share
information and their experiences with
their friends in class. We all enjoyed
hearing about how they had celebrated
at home with their families.

Minibeast Assembly

We have been learning about the important roles minibeasts play in our world.
Some of the children in Wrens have been watching the life cycle of a butterfly at
home too. We thoroughly enjoyed performing our minibeast assembly; our costumes
were amazing and so colourful. We sang our favourite song which has an important
message about caring for minibeasts.
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Owls I Miss Joiner, Miss Davies, Mrs. Hunt
My Gymnastics Club
My name is Arahya. I do
Gymnastics after school every
week. I would love one day
to do skills on the balance
beam. Each Friday, we do
a warm up and we jump,
stretch and balance. I am
learning how to do the splits. I
think that everyone should try
gymnastics because it helps
you to build your strength.
Fridays are now my favourite
day and I have made new
friends at my club. I can’t
wait to watch the Gymnastics
at the Olympics this year.
Arahya S

The Pauline Quirke Academy
I go to PQA every Saturday
morning, which is a performing
arts school. I love the classes
because we get to sing and
dance and we also get to film
all of us acting. I am in a group
called poppets because I am
5 years old and it’s so much
fun. This term we have been
practising for our production
Alice In Wonderland. I am so
excited to perform because
I love all the songs that we
have to sing and I have been
learning them by myself. I got
a certificate, a lollipop and a
sticker for being performer of
the week. I was really proud of
myself. Aleya S

My Teachers
I like the teachers in school because they are smiling all the time.
When I was four in Owls I bumped my head on the climbing
frame. Miss Edgson helped me by putting an ice pack on the
back of my head. I was relieved when she helped me and she
smiled at me the whole time. Eleanor G

Eco Representative
I am the Eco Representative for Owls. Recently I made a poster
to be displayed in the school to promote the importance of
recycling. Aariya P

My Gardening Club
I enjoyed the spring term gardening club because I grew some
plants with my friends. I grew a sweet pea plant, some basil and
chives. I loved measuring the plants as they grew on the stick
and giving them some water to drink. I took all my plants home
with me and mummy made me a delicious pasta with my basil
and chives. Chisom M
Gardening Club
I like Gardening Club because
it’s fun. We dig holes and
water plants. We learn how
to look after plants then bring
them home to keep.
Plants need sun, water and
soil to grow. Don’t hurt worms
because they’re good for the
garden! I have a good time
outside with my friends.
Tansy M

Solar System
I enjoyed learning about
Space. My favourite planet is
Earth. When I grow up I want
to visit Space. Arya M

Space
There are eight planets in the
solar system that spin around
the sun: Mercury, Venus, Earth,
Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus
and Neptune.
We live on Earth and there is
no other planet that you can
live on. The biggest planet in
our solar system is Jupiter and
the smallest planet in our solar
system is Mercury. Anjali S
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Owls I Miss Joiner, Miss Davies, Mrs. Hunt
Cricket
I enjoy playing cricket. I like to
smash the ball really hard so
that it goes flying! I practise at
home with my daddy to get
better. I have joined the All
Stars Cricket Club. Laksh K

Leaf Man
During Autumn, we observed many changes in the environment throughout the season. We read
the story ‘Leaf Man’. This autumnal classic is a tale of a man made of leaves who travels on the
wind to visit different landscapes. Through the story we learnt about how to identify different types
of leaves. We went on to use preserved leaves to make our own leaf person. We also discussed
how the leaves on the trees change in Autumn. Abir noted that, “The leaves turn different colours.”
Elisa added to this and identified their different colours, “They turn brown, yellow and orange.”
Arup observed that, “The evergreen trees never change colour and the leaves don’t fall down.”

Remembrance Day
Remembrance Day was on Wednesday 11th September 2020.
Armistice Day, or Remembrance Day as it’s also known, marks
the very day that World War One ended in 1918. We hold a twominute silence at 11 a.m. on the 11th day of the 11th month to
remember those who have died in any conflict. We talked about
why Remembrance Day is important and why the poppy is a
symbol of it. We learnt about how the poppies are made and then
we created our own ‘Poppy Factory’. We made our own poppy
and wore it proudly as we took part in a silence to remember those
who have fought and died in service of their country.

Making Soup for Winnie Witch
The children enjoyed making
vegetable soup for Winnie
the Witch following on from
reading our shared text
‘Winnie’s Amazing Pumpkin.’
We discussed the importance
of vegetables in our diet and
why they are good for us.
We explored the vegetables,
discussing
similarities
and
differences in texture and
smell. We learnt how to
prepare the vegetables for
cooking and how the soup
maker works. Once the soup
was ready we all tried it and
decided
whether
Winnie
would like it or not.

In Owls we have lots of fun learning through play. Tansy and Ioanna
really enjoyed using their phonic knowledge to try to guess Anika’s
hidden word!
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Owls I Miss Joiner, Miss Davies, Mrs. Hunt
Spring Term
Explosive Eruptions
During the period of remote learning we enjoyed learning about
the topic of hot and cold. We took part in an exciting science
experiment to make a volcanic eruption. First we made our own
volcanoes using a papier mache technique.
When the papier mache had dried we painted our volcanoes
to make them look realistic. In order to make our volcanoes
erupt we had to do an experiment to create a reaction. We
learnt that if we mix an acid, like vinegar, with an alkali, like
bicarbonate of soda, they react and create an explosion.
We poured the ingredients into our volcanoes, along with red
food colouring, and we watched with excitement as they
reacted and a bubbly liquid began to overflow from the
opening of our volcanos!

Spectacular Space
Whilst we were learning from home we were introduced to
the topic of Space. We enjoyed learning about the planets in
our solar system and we listed them in order of their distance
from the sun. We chose our favourite planet and wrote some
sentences about its basic features. We enjoyed a story time all
the way from the International Space Station; Astronaut, Major

Tim Peake read aloud ‘The Incredible Intergalactic Journey
Home’ and we thought more deeply about the wonder of the
universe and our place in it. Some of us created our very own
space art out of junk resources that we found at home or at
school and others made miniature solar systems using craft
materials.
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Owls I Miss Joiner, Miss Davies, Mrs. Hunt
Pirate Prepositions
During our maths topic, Shape and Space, we learnt that a
preposition is a word that tells you where or when something is in
relation to something else. We put our knowledge of prepositions
into practice during our Pirates and Mermaids topic.
We were given the challenge of creating an obstacle course
and we worked together with a friend to model how to use the
course. We used a range of prepositions to guide a friend in
moving their pirate or mermaid to the treasure chest.

Summer Term
The Big Pedal
We were very excited that
St. Helen’s College would be
taking part in the Big Pedal
initiative to promote physical
activity. On the day we all
brought our scooters or bikes
into school along with helmets
to keep us safe.

with cones and we practised
balancing
and
braking.
We tested our heart rates
before and after the ride to
demonstrate the importance
of being active.

During our PE lesson we had
a lot of fun maneuvering our
way around a course set out
Pattern Hunt
Throughout the summer term
we have been busy in Owls
exploring repeating patterns.
We took part in a pattern hunt
around the school grounds.
We spotted patterns with two
or more different objects in
both horizontal and vertical
lines. We discovered that
patterns can be created using
various shapes, colours, sizes,
actions and sounds. In the
wooded area we worked in
teams to build simple patterns
using natural resources and we
had lots of fun spotting patterns
in nature.
Teddy Day
Our favourite cuddly friends
came to school to join us for a
day of fun and learning!

We each introduced our
loveable teddies to all of our
friends in Owls and we talked
about why they are special to
us. Our teddies do a super job
of comforting us when we feel
sad and helping us to fall asleep
at night. We heard about the
adventures of our cuddly toys,
from jumping on the trampoline
to jetting across the world on
aeroplanes, but we all agreed
that the biggest adventure of
all was coming to Owls class for
the day!
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Kingfishers I Ms Matthews
AUTUMN TERM
Down on the Farm!
We really enjoyed learning all about our first topic in Reception –
‘The Farm’. We had a super time exploring the outdoor area and
the various activities based on our shared topic. We discussed
where our food comes from and how the farm contributes to a

healthy and varied diet. We all had great fun pretending to milk
a cow using our ‘rubber glove udders’, we role-played together
cooperatively and imaginatively with our small world farm and
we even wrote shopping lists for the farm shop. One of our focus
texts was ‘Rosie’s Walk’ and we enjoyed using our knowledge
of prepositions to move characters around our mini playscape.
We also took on the role of farm vehicle designers and came
up with our own ideas about what kind of farm vehicle would
be useful.

Remembrance and Reflection

The children of Lower School came together in their bubbles to take part in a silent reflection to mark Remembrance
Day. We talked about why it was important to remember those who have died for our country and why the poppy
is a symbol of this. We all enjoyed making our own poppy, wearing them with pride as we took part in this most
special occasion.
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Kingfishers I Ms Matthews
Christmas Fun!

We had so much fun exploring lots of Christmas activities at school. We used our aiming skills to play a special Christmas tree
calculating game – it was tricky to get the pompoms into each pot on the tree! We loved making our own mini snow globes by
adding glitter and special liquid to make it ‘snow’ inside a globe that we had decorated with pictures of ourselves. We finished off
the term with a delicious Christmas lunch and party!

Hot and Cold Science

Our first topic was ‘Hot and Cold’ and we enjoyed creating artwork, writing factual
information and doing some amazing science experiments. We discovered which
substance would melt ice the fastest and we even created our very own papier
mache volcano eruption inside our houses. Some of us, whose parents were performing
vital keyworker roles, completed our activities in small bubbles at school – one of our
volcanoes was ENORMOUS!
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Kingfishers I Ms Matthews

SPRING TERM
Remote Learning

As 2021 began, we were once again
asked to continue our learning at home
during the Coronavirus pandemic.
Even though this was very strange and
sometimes a challenge, we all embraced
it with gusto!

Hot and Cold Science

We had some very snowy days during
this term – it was such fun to be able to
explore the snow while we were doing
our remote learning! We tried some super
snowy day activities at home and at
school.
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Kingfishers I Ms Matthews
We are Space Explorers!

We were still learning remotely, but we
learned so much during our topic all
about space. We explored the solar
system and chose our favourite planets
to write about and create models of. We
wrote lists of equipment we might need
in space, we learned how to control
a digital spaceship and we had great
fun making our own space helmets for
ourselves and some of our toys. We had
a super time at school designing and
making our own junk model spacecraft
– it was fun to learn about how to save
our beautiful Earth by making recycled
art. We also carried out lots of exciting
science experiments – we explored how
the moon gets its craters and we even
learned how to defy gravity!
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Kingfishers I Ms Matthews
World Book Day 2021

Even though we couldn’t all be together for World Book Day this year, we still celebrated in style by dressing up and making our
own book dens. We also had a lovely shared Google Meet to see everyone’s amazing costumes!

SUMMER TERM
Finally, we all came back to school after
the Easter holiday – together again!

Once Upon a Time…

What a lovely time we had learning all about ‘Traditional Stories’. We read lots of wellknown tales and created superb writing and art activities based on our favourites.
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Kingfishers I Ms Matthews
Investigating Materials

We have been super science detectives! We took part in lots of investigations all about materials. First, we explored which
materials were the most waterproof for our mermaid’s tail and then we found out which materials would be best for the 3 Little Pigs
to build a house with – look out for the Big Bad Wolf!
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Kingfishers I Ms Matthews
Superveg!

We have been discussing how to keep ourselves fit and healthy and we enjoyed talking about our favourite fruits and vegetables.
After we read the story of ‘Supertato’, we had a wonderful time creating our very own vegetable creatures!
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Kingfishers I Ms Matthews

My Love for Cricket
By Ivaan M

I love playing cricket. I have also joined a real Cricket Club. I
am four years old and the youngest member of the whole club.
My Coach has already moved me to the bigger boys’ group . I
always play cricket with my daddy and that’s all I want to always
do. It makes me really really happy.

My Space Poem
By Dhiya B

I love the topic about Space. I thought about how space looks
and I thought of some rhyming words to make my poem.

My Favourite Sport
By Aarav D

I love sports and my favourite sport is Taekwondo. I have been
going to taekwondo for about a year and need three more
headings until I receive my red belt.
My older brother-Aarya, helps me to practice different kicks
and punches at home . My favourite kick is the front kick.
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“We learn from failure, not from success!”
Bram Stoker
Throughout our time in 1C we have
continued to develop our growth mindset,
knowing that mistakes are all part of the
learning process.

Romero Britto
During the Spring term, when we were
studying Brazil as part of our geography
topic, we discovered the Brazilian artist
Romero Britto. Romero loved art from an
early age. He taught himself and would
paint at any given opportunity.

Through determination, perseverance
and resilience we have achieved
many wonderful things this year, both
academically and socially. We always
strive to be our BEST selves!

He used features of pop art and cubism.
Romero used patterns, bright and bold
colours and black border lines. I really
enjoyed replicating his techniques and
creating my own masterpiece. Rania

Senses artwork
In science we learnt about our five senses and how they help us to observe and understand the world around us. In our art lesson
we explored some of these senses when creating our artwork. We used our sense of smell to try to guess the scent that had been
mixed in with the paints. We used our sense of touch to feel the paint and make different patterns with our fingers. We also had
some classical music playing so we used our sense of hearing too. It got rather messy, but we had a great time exploring our senses
through art! Ahana

Eggcellent Egg Hunting
We were so lucky that the Easter Bunny
came to visit us and had hidden some
eggs in the playground. We had great
fun trying to find where our eggs were
hidden!

Gardening Club
I really enjoyed attending the gardening club with Mrs Moore and Mrs Place. We are
growing lots of different foods like blueberries, strawberries, peas and tomatoes. We
planted the seeds and gave them some water. We made sure that we planted them
somewhere where they will get lots of rain and sun to help them grow, as we know
from our science lessons all about what plants need in order to grow healthily. Aria
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The Giraffe, The Pelly and Me!
We really enjoyed reading The Giraffe, The Pelly and Me, written by Roald Dahl, during our period of remote learning. We discovered
how the three animals worked together to create a wonderful ladderless window cleaning business. We created some posters to
advertise their business. Shaylen & Issa

I really enjoyed creating my own sweet that could be sold in the Grubber. Did you know that a Grubber was the name given to
a sweet shop in the olden days. My sweet is called Super Explosion! The sweet is so special and powerful it’s kept in a strong, gold,
metal box. There is a pocket on the top of the box and you need to open the zip and take the map. Next, this will take you to
two places to find two different keys. Once you have found the keys you can open the box and finally you can eat the sweet!!!
Now let’s talk about this sweet that we have been waiting for, the sweet looks like a diamond with red and dark blue stripes. It
is very sticky to eat and it tastes extremely chocolatey. This is the best and main bit, when you chew the sweet it gives you four
tremendous powers! The first power is amazing lightning speed, incredible strength, super quietness and, most importantly, the
ability to decide how long you want your powers for! Aran
Special Delivery
During the autumn term we studied ‘Our Local Environment’ as
part of our geography topic. We carried out an investigation to
discover how long it would take for letters to be delivered to our
houses from the closest post box to the school. We learnt about
the journey that our letters would have gone on from being

picked up by the postman from the post box, to being taken to
the sorting office and eventually being delivered to our houses.
We also enjoyed using digimaps to locate our houses and to
help us draw our own maps of our journeys to school Daynan
& Parth
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Seasides
In the summer term we enjoyed finding
out about different UK seaside towns. I did
some research about Porthcurno, which
is on the south coast of West Cornwall.
There are so many lovely things to do
there like surfing, swimming and walking
on the coastal path to spot wildlife and
plants. Gurdaya

I enjoyed comparing a beach in Brazil,
Porto de Galinhas, with a beach in the UK,
Porthcurno. I identified the human and
physical features that could be found at
each place and spotted similarities and
differences between them. Jana

The Gunpowder Plot
During the autumn term we learnt about
the Gunpowder Plot. We found out about
some of the plotters and why they were
trying to blow up the Houses of Parliament!
We thought about the problems that the
plotters may have faced and this inspired
us to think of some questions or things
they may have discussed when having
one of their secret meetings. Noah
We created some wanted posters for
some of the plotters. Here is my wanted
poster for Thomas Percy. Thomas Percy
was one of the King’s bodyguards
who was an important part of the plot
because he rented the space in the
cellar under the Houses of Parliament for
the barrels of Gunpowder to be stored
before being lit. Avleen

Kings and Queens of the United Kingdom
I enjoyed finding out about the medieval
banquets. The King would sit at the top
table with his important guests. The King’s
favourite people sat to his right. The King
and his guests would sit for a banquet
from 11am and it could last up to four
hours.
A banquet could sometimes have 7
courses with lots of dishes served in each
course! We wrote our own menus for
a medieval banquet and then wrote
a menu for a banquet we might have
today. Which would you prefer to eat?
Avaani
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Marvellous Maths
I have really enjoyed all our maths lessons this year. I particularly enjoyed the outdoor learning that we did when learning about
arrays. Did you know an array is an arrangement of numbers, objects or pictures in columns or rows. We were using arrays to help
us when learning about multiplication and division. Riyan

1C Gymnastics
In our gymnastics lessons we have been looking at travelling in different ways. We
then practised our balancing, jumping and rolling skills and finally made up our own
sequences using some of these moves.

Story time
One of the best times of our school day
is when we can all enjoy a lovely story
just before home time. Reading and
storytelling is so important because it helps
to develop language, emotions and our
imagination and helps to strengthen
relationships too.

‘The more that you
read, the more you will
know. The more that
you learn, the more
places you’ll go.’
Dr Seuss
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Superb Science Lessons with Mrs Hunt
During the autumn term, when we
were learning about animals including
humans, we drew around one of our
friends and worked collaboratively to
label the different parts of the body. I
really enjoyed doing this activity and we
worked well together. Thomas
I loved doing the Polar bear experiment! We did an experiment to investigate how the thick layer of fat that polar bears have all
over their body helps to keep them warm in freezing temperatures. We carried out this experiment by putting both our hands into
ice cold water. One of our hands was bare whilst on the other we wore a glove covered in fat. My hand with the glove in was able
to stay in the water a lot longer than my hand that had nothing on it! Leo

I enjoyed going on our nature walk to identify and name different types of trees. I really liked the shape of the leaves on the cherry
tree. Maya

As part of our Plants topic we learnt that
inside the stem or trunk of a flower or
tree there are tiny tubes that carry water
up the plant or tree and carry the food
made in the leaves to the rest of the
plant. The water starts in the soil but it is
absorbed by the roots and ends up at
the top of he plant. This can be a long
way up! This scientific process is called
capillary action. We used felt tip pens,
kitchen paper and water to demonstrate
how capillary action works. Caitlin and
Zayd M
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The Lighthouse Keeper’s Lunch
We read The Lighthouse Keeper’s Lunch and some of the other stories in the series. This inspired us to become authors and write
about another adventure that the Grinling family might have.
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Supporting Charities
We always do our best to support different charities. Here you
can see us supporting Red Nose Day and Children in Need.
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Drama
I have really enjoyed drama lessons this year. My favourite
lesson was when we got to make up our own stories. My group’s
story was called The Lost Beach Ball. Daynan, Aran, Avleen and
Riyan were in my group. Zayd A

The Big Pedal
On Tuesday 27th April we took part in The
Big Pedal. We were all allowed to bring in
our scooters to ride during our PE lesson.
We had to be safe on our scooters, so we
all had to make sure we were wearing
our helmets. Miss Ward had made a super
track for us to ride around, which was my
favourite part of the activity. Izabella
I really enjoyed racing around the cones
too! Yaheeya
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Awesome Alliteration!
In Geography and history during the summer term our topic was the seaside. We enjoyed working with our learning partners to
create our own seaside number poems, using alliteration! Collaborative Learning is so much FUN! When we think about working as
a team we remember that:

TOGETHER EVERYONE ACHIEVES MORE!
Reading our poems we are sure that you will agree that ‘teamwork makes the dream work!’

One bouncing beach ball
Two shells on a sandcastle
Three singing seagulls
Four blue buckets
Five dancing dolphins
Six crawling crabs
Seven beautiful boats.
Caitlin and Ahana

One jumping jellyfish
Two blue buckets
Three frisbees flying
Four super silly suns
Five cave creepers
Six flip flops flip
Seven perfect pebbles
Eight rockpool rocks
Issa and Zayd A

One jiggly jellyfish
Two spoiling seagulls
Three hanging hermits
Four shiny sharks
Five fabulous fish
Six spinning seahorses
Seven skinny sandcastles
Eight dancing dolphins.
Maya and Aria

One sandy shirt
Two bouncy balls
Three stealing seagulls
Four flying frisbees
Five colourful crabs
Six shiny shells
Seven beautiful boats
Eight smelly seagulls
Nine beautiful babies
Ten terrible tortoises.
Zayd M, Riyan and Izabella

One silly seagull
Two windy waves
Three giant jellyfish
Four bouncing boats
Five sandy sandcastles
Six chomping crabs.
Parth and Yaheeya.

One big blue bucket
Two bouncing beach balls
Three singing seagulls
Four dancing dolphins
Five shiny shells
Six rocky rockpools.
Avleen and Rania
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Our Local Area
In the autumn term we spent time learning about our local area. We looked at maps and talked about our different journeys to
school. We also wrote letters home and took them to the local post box to send them. We were very excited when the letters
arrived at home but some took much longer to arrive than others! “I liked writing a letter to my mum because she liked it so much.
I was so excited when it arrived in the post!” - Tiffany

Kings and Queens
In our history lessons, we spent time learning about Kings and Queens. We wrote riddles about some of the Kings and Queens of
England. Can you guess who we are describing?
She was very short
She had nine children
She was married to Prince Albert
She wore black clothes
Who is she?
Dhani
He was born in 1028 in Normandy, France
He was only seven years old when he was
crowned Duke of Normandy
He won the battle of Hastings
and became the King of England
He built a famous castle named the Tower of London
Who is he?
Rayhan
Her favourite dog is a corgi
She was a truck driver and a mechanic
Who is she?
Charles
My date of birth is 24th May 1819
I had nine children
My husband was Prince Albert
Who am I?
Ajooni
I like the number 6
I have fools to do tricks
I twice ordered cutting off a head
And made a new church instead
Who am I?
Yuvraj
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Brazil
In the spring term, we loved learning about Brazil and the Amazon Rainforest. We took a trip to Brazil inspired by ‘Mr. Elephant’s Rio
Tour’ by Janie Dullard. We learnt about some amazing Brazilian landmarks as well as the famous carnival. Some of us had our own
carnivals at home, with costumes, masks, music and dancing!

Aaran

Alana

We sent emails home from our imaginary
holiday:
Dear Sidi and Shivansh,
I had the best time in Brazil! I loved
Copacabana beach and I went to a
restaurant and I had some delicious food.
I also went to the Amazon Rainforest.
My favourite place was Copacabana
beach. I wish you were here!
Love Alyssa
Dear Mummy and Grandma,
I had a fantastic time in Brazil. I did some
activities. I went to Christ the Redeemer
and I went to the beach and I went to the
Amazon Rainforest. I saw tree frogs and
I saw monkeys eating bananas. See you
soon.
Love Aakash
Dear Nana and Mama,
I had a very amazing time in Brazil. On
Monday we spent the whole day in
the Botanical Gardens. I really liked the
Botanical Gardens. On Tuesday we went
to watch football and on Wednesday we
watched a bit of the carnival. We only
watched a little bit because it was very
long. At last, I said goodbye. I hope I can
go there with you.
Love from Armaan
Dear Kush and Armaan,
I had a good time in Brazil. My favourite
thing was watching the football match
and I saw Christ the Redeemer. I went to
the Amazon Rainforest and I saw some
amazing creatures. I went to the beach
and did surfing and scuba diving. See you
soon!
Love from Reyan

Tiffany
In another lesson, we worked with a
learning partner to write acrostic poems
about some of the animals you might find
living in the rainforest.
Jaguars
Jaguars move with stealth
And jaguars have good speed
Great and strong jaws
Unlikely swimmers
A jaguar is strong
Running speed is high
Sun is hot so jaguars cool down
in the water
Aaran and Rohin

Zaki
We learnt about a Brazilian artist called
Romero Britto; his artwork uses vibrant
colours and bold patterns. We had a go
at creating our own bright and colourful
artwork inspired by Britto. “I loved learning
about Romero Britto in art. It was my
favourite part of Year 1!” Ajooni

Tree Frogs
Tree frogs are good at climbing
Red poison dart frogs are
Extremely amazing
Every one of them hops around
For dinner they eat moths
Really exciting
Often found in the understory layer
Green skin, red eyes
Samaae and Balaaj
Lizards
Lizards are cold blooded animals
In their favourite place
Zooming through the rainforest
Are good at camouflaging
Really long tongues
Dashing and little legs
Shayna and Alana
Bats
Bats hang upside down
A colony of bats wakes up at dusk
This bat eats fruit
Sweet nectar which it licks up with a long
tongue from inside flowers
Tiffany and Shayla
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Aadhya

Ajooni

Oh I do like to be beside the seaside…
In the summer term, we enjoyed learning about seas and
coasts. We did lots of map work in geography and found out
about beaches and coastal towns around the world! As part of
our seaside topic, we read ‘The Lighthouse Keeper’s Lunch’ by
Ronda and David Armitage. Then we had a go at writing our
own stories about Mr. and Mrs. Grinling.
Mr. Grinling lived in a small white cottage on a cliff. Mr. Grinling
and Mrs. Grinling woke up and Hamish wasn’t there! Mr. Grinling
went outside with Mrs. Grinling and Hamish was in the cold sea.
Mr. Grinling went into the boat and he had a fishing rod but he
couldn’t do it so Mrs. Grinling called the sea rescue. They tried
to do it but they couldn’t so Mrs. Grinling did it. Hamish was back
and everyone was happy! Ella

We wrote poems about the seaside.
Can you spot the amazing alliteration in
our wonderful writing?
One bouncing beach ball
Two blue buckets
Three sparkling spades
Four wonderful waves
Five fabulous fish
Zaki

Idrees

Armaan
Every day, Mr. Grinling goes to the lighthouse but then the zipline
was broken. Mr. Grinling was in shock. He shouted ‘help!’ but no
one heard him. He was trying to get across. Mrs. Grinling had a
lovely lunch for him so she set it down but the lunch fell in the
water! Mr. Grinling felt sad because his lunch fell in the water.
Mrs. Grinling saw the zipline was broken so she ran outside and
she called for help. Someone came and the zipline was fixed
again. Aliya
“I loved all the seaside artwork we did - especially the wave
pictures. We painted the background first and had to wait for
it to dry before using chalk pens to draw brightly coloured sea
creatures.” Idrees

One big beach hut
Two perfect pebbles
Three searching seagulls
Four strong sandcastles
Five dashing dolphins
Samaae
One long lighthouse
Two bouncing beach balls
Three big boats
Four shiny silver sunglasses
Five squirting suncreams
Millie

Samaae

One big blue and black ball
Two bouncy beach balls
Three round rock pools
Four sneaky seagulls
Five big beach huts
Six sassy sandals
Seven squirting sun cream bottles
Eight fancy flip flops
Nine little lollies
Ten t-shirts taken
Aadhya and Ella

Shayna
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Ella

Rayhan

Reyan

Rohin
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We are scientists!
We have done lots of practical work in
science this year. We particularly enjoyed
learning about plants. Each member of
the class took a seed home and grew a
pea plant! We had to make sure it had
sunlight and water to help it grow.
Naiya

“I loved our science lessons in Year 1.
My favourite lesson was when we learnt

about capillary action which is when
plants move water up their stems to the
rest of the plant. We put food colouring in
water and watched it move up the stem
to the petals. The white flowers changed
colour!” - Naiya

Shayna

Zaki

“Mrs. Hunt posted us a pea seed and I left
it on the windowsill and it started to grow.
Now I have put it in a plant pot.” - Reyan

Big Pedal Week
In the summer term, we enjoyed taking
part in the Big Pedal week. We were
allowed to bring our scooters into school
and Miss Ward taught us some tricks! We
practised going around cones on our
scooters and learnt about scooter safety.
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Celebrating Special Events
We enjoyed celebrating World Book Day this year, albeit
remotely for most of us! We dressed up as book characters
and completed lots of fun activities. Some of us built our own
reading dens to sit inside and then enjoyed looking at our
favourite books.

We had a Christmas party on the last day of the autumn term and made beautiful Christmas cards too! On Red Nose Day, we
came to school in bright red clothes and raised money for charity.

During our period of remote learning, we did some rainbow art inspired by Quentin Blake.

Alyssa

Naiya

Shayla
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Clubs, Music and Funtasia

Taekwondo - At the end of the day on Friday, I go to Taekwondo
Club. My favourite game is running through the jungle.
We learn how to kick our legs over the top of chairs and we also
do sparring which is really fun. Playing with my friends is really
fun. Mahi D

Athletics - When I go to athletics we do sports like jogging
around the track. We do different sports like throwing, running,
jogging and jumping. Our teacher is Mr. Dyson. We have fun. If it
is very hot we still do it, if it is cold we still do it but if it is rainy we
don’t do it. It is very, very, very, very, very, very, very fun.
Alexia C

Playing the violin
Violin playing is fun because I get to hear the lovely piano music playing when I am
playing the violin.
I like playing the violin because it has lots of favourite violin pieces in the book but the
hardest thing is the exam grades but I am sometimes having fun doing them because
there are sometimes my favourite pieces but I don’t like that many.
On the violin there are 4 strings which are E, A, D and G.
Like doing the violin lessons is sometimes fun because I get to play my favourite pieces
but my favourite piece is Patrick’s Reel.
In the violin exam there are loads of grades to get pass and each time I pass a grade
so at the moment I am on grade 1 so if I pass grade one I will be on grade 2 which is
a lot more tricky than grade 1 is and I skipped a bit of the initial which was more easy
than grade 1 and 2.
Now on the violin I always put this sticky thing called rosin which tunes the bow.
Simar C

Funny movies we get to watch.
Until hometime the fun never stops.
No day makes sense without Funtasia.

Pumpkins

I can make hama beads, a drawing, a scooby doo or even a painting.

Pumpkins are orange
Pumpkins are yummy
Pumpkins are bright
Pumpkins are carved
Pumpkins are wavey

At Funtasia you can also play with Lego, jenga blocks, cars and
dinosaurs and lots more.

Selina A

Trying to make your day, just stay.
At Funtasia you can draw and write.
Sometimes we play a game where the floor is lava.

Aaryav K
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Fractions
In maths, we were learning about
fractions. We were doing calculations
like ordering fractions, questions like 3
quarters of 12 or questions like 5 eighths
plus 2 eights or 9 elevenths subtract 5
elevenths.
Learning about fractions was really fun
and quite easy. At the end, we knew
that the smaller the denominator, the
bigger the fraction and the bigger the
denominator the smaller the fraction.
The top number is called the numerator
and the bottom number is called the
denominator. The line in the middle
means divided by. Studying fractions was
really fun. Rayan S

Art – Georgia O’Keefe
In art I looked at Georgia O’Keefe’s big
flower painting. All the class and I painted
Georgia O’Keefe’s big flowers in our
sketchbook. The next Thursday we all had
glass paper and we had gutta to put on
the glass paper. After that we painted
the glass paper. We let it dry on the next
Thursday. We went in our sketchbooks
and picked a colour and we went lighter
then darker. Sienna C

Butterfly Life Cycle
In English we planned our life cycle of a butterfly and then we
had to do our own life cycle. First in the lesson we looked at a
text then we planned our life cycle then we did a sheet to finish
off the English lesson. I really enjoyed learning about butterflies.
Edwin L
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Nocturnal Animals
At home we looked up facts about a
nocturnal animal. I found lots of interesting
facts about an owl. It was fun. I was doing
really great at school and in English we
wrote down our ideas and
Mr. Bustard showed us sheets which we
could complete. I did four sheets and I
wrote facts about endangered homes
and food.
When I got home I told my mum all about
it, I waited so long for the next lesson then
we stuck our sheets into booklets but one
of my sheets went missing but I still carried
on. We waited a couple of days then
Mr. Bustard showed us our booklets. They
were so cool. Maicen M

How Will We Change?
At the beginning of the year we made
cubes to see how we would change.
On the cubes we wrote our age and our
name and we decorated patterns and
drew a picture of ourself. Inside we put
what we wanted to learn and how we
will change. At the end of the year we
will open them and see how we have
changed. I can’t wait to open it. Roshni J

Before starting our non-chronological
reports we did our homework where we
researched any nocturnal animal. Using
our homework we made our draft. After
making our draft we started making our
real booklets.
First, we wrote about our animal on
separate pieces of paper. I wrote about
a hedgehog. Then, when we finished
writing, Mr. Bustard bound our booklets.
After he bound our booklets we read
each other’s work. A few days after on
the last day of term we took our booklets
home. I thought everyone’s booklet was
amazing. It was a lot of work and super
tiring writing and drawing. When I finished
I was super proud of myself! Brendan Q

Learning About Time
In maths we learnt about telling time. We
learnt o/clock, half past, quarter past,
and quarter to. It was really fun. We did
worksheets about time, 1 hour before
and 1 hour after.
We made clocks out of paper plates that
helped us tell the time. We attached the
hands, and the colours of the hands were
blue and red. We then attached the
hands with a clip.
It was really cool. In class we tested our
friends by asking them to find different
times. I really enjoyed learning about
time! Aaran P
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Wednesday 19th May
We went to the Maxwell Garden with
4T. They were doing a presentation to
change the garden a little bit. There were
four leaders; they all had different ideas.
One of them had an idea of making a
hut for insects. They had a newt and we
saw a frog. We could look around in the
Maxwell Garden. They had:

The Stone Age
In History lessons in Year 2 we have
been learning a lot about the Stone
Age. My favourite fact that I learnt was
about cave paintings - you get to draw
whatever you want. The colours could be
made from berries, you use the juice to
make the colours. They killed the animals
using spears, rocks or antlers made into
a weapon. The bones were used for
jewellery, tools and weapons. They used
the skin for clothes and beds. Then they
ate all of the animal, not leaving a bit
because it could be weeks until they
found another animal to hunt. Aliza A

Baroness Floella Benjamin
I enjoyed Baroness Floella Benjamin’s
assembly because she told us stories
about her life and told us about how she
had a children’s television show. She also
told us she made a book about her going
to London. She made a book for younger
children that had more pictures and one
for older people. It was fun and I think it
will inspire people! Mustafa F

A bug hotel
A hedgehog hut
A bird house
A pond
They had a lot of logs
Sammy H

Kevin
On April 28th 2021 we had a mystery
visitor. It was my snake called Kevin! My
snake Kevin is a corn snake. Corn snakes
live in corn fields. His colours are red and
yellow and underneath the colours are
white and brown. My snake Kevin eats
mice. He can also eat small birds and
small mammals. He eats and twists round
he also eats his food whole. Snakes are
reptilians which mean they are cold
blooded. I couldn’t believe it when
he came in. Everyone was so excited.
Giuseppe D
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The Big Pedal
In the week of The Big Pedal, lots of schools around the UK
participated by going to school by walking, cycling or scooting.
The Big Pedal happens every year and it is put on to encourage
students and adults to not use cars to get to school. In school
when we had our PE lesson on Monday with Mr. Bustard we
were cycling and scootering in the playground. We could
not change directions and the scooters had a box (made of
cones) that the bikes could not go in! Ayush could not cycle to
school as his house is very far but Ashvika could as it was very
close. Ayush’s helmet was blue, his bike was also blue, it had a
bell, brakes, a water bottle holder and it had 7 gears. Ashvika’s
helmet was pink, her bike was black, had a pink bell and it had
7 gears. Mr. Bustard had a chart that recorded if a child went to
school walking, cycling, scootering or by car. The Big Pedal was
extremely fun. Ashvika A and Ayush A
Christmas Singing
In assembly we sang Away in a Manger to the whole school and
Mrs. Drummond. It was so much fun!! When we were at home
we did lots of practice. We felt confident and happy and we
weren’t shy at all. We were very proud because we got a house
point. Riya Skye S and Inaaya S

Games oh sweet games,
Ah, ah so enjoyable,
Many lovely games to play,
Every game so enjoyable,
So now it’s time to tidy up.
I can’t wait to play again.
GAMES!
Dylan B

In year 2 we have been playing lots of different board
games. They help with critical thinking, cognitive processing,
planning and communication.
In the morning we play different kinds of games like
draughts, memory shape, Rummikub, connect four, code
breaker and memory chess. My favourite is memory chess.
I like memory chess because I like the different colours. We
swap games so people get to have turns. It is so much fun
and sometimes it can be challenging. Diya B
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We have studied so many interesting
and exciting topics during our year in 2H.
We were inspired to write stories about
‘Quests’.
The Quest
Jump down from the top of the scary
WatchTower, but do not look at the
poisonous Fairy Elf as he will poison you.
Walk past the Fairy Elf and go through the
mystical maze. You will find two delicious
chocolate eclairs, grab them and keep
them very, very safe.
Cross the Ogre bridge (the bridge that
was made during The Great War of the
Ogres). You will see a small crack in the
bridge, look through this and you will see
a red and black glittering dragon. Feed
one eclair to him. He will take you to the
Forbidden Forest. A large giant looks at
you. Fight him by pushing him down and
he will give you a red, shiny crystal ruby.
Call the dragon back by saying ‘Lahoo!’
He will take you to the den. Look around.
You will see a hole in the wall. A purple
portal will appear. Go through it very
slowly. Think of home and you will go
home. Once you’re home, feed the
scrumptious eclair to you and your family.
You will find out that you and your whole
family knows magic! Avar D
Topsy Turvy Land
When you land on Topsy Turvy Land, listen
to my advice. Try to find the awful troll
hole but hasten, avoid the troll. Do not
look into his paralysing eyes!
Turn right, cross the river from the bridge.
But beware of the broken steps. Walk
through the funny house. Take nothing,
eat nothing. Meet Bob the yellow monster
and do what he says. He will tell you
where the massive blue tree is. Do not turn
right before the tree. You will end up in
the murky lake. There, lives a puzzling sea
monster that will trick you. Walk around
the blue tree – do not touch it. Quietly

and softly sneak past the sleeping dragon
in its eerie cave. Show no fear and tickle
its feet to get some saliva. If you meet the
rainbow worm in the cactus forest, give it
the dragon’s saliva to cure its pain. Do not
go in the ugly castle. Trust no one there.
The river can be crossed by ferry. Do not
go over the serious bridge. Trust the ferry
ghost to help you. When you reach the
tree house, do not believe Mr Topsy Turvy.
Do the opposite of what he says. Find Mr
Good, he will take you home.
Alexander A
The Quest
Hunt for a shiny ruby in the Fairy castle.
Softly walk up the stairs. Quietly sneak
past the sleeping wild dogs, then follow
the trail to the rainbow slides. Keep going
until you reach the Enchanted Forest. Turn
left and look out for the rainbow slides.
Invite your best friends to the pool party
with mermaids. Climb the pool ladder
and tread carefully into the magical
water. Relax in the Enchanted Forest.
Smell the magic flowers, listen to the birds
singing and whisper with your friends.
Afterwards go quickly to the Fairy shop.
Shop in the Fairy shop. Pick up PJs, towels
and a fridge magnet called “Fortune” – it
will be on your side. Now go for sleep time
at the Fairy camp. Make haste before it
gets dark. However, be careful. Don’t
look down but straight ahead. Arya A
The Quest
Start at the mountain and get two rubies
from the top mine and pack them in your
backpack. Go South to Eagle village and
find the house with horns on the roof. Enter
the house and search in your backpack
for the bright red rubies. Put them in the
chest. Follow the muddy path to the
Dragon’s Cave and make sure that you
put your boots on. Be on the lookout for
the dragon with the bright red chin. But
be careful – stalactites will be falling from
the ceiling. When you meet the dragon,
give him some meat, and get a bottle
and get his blue fire in the bottle. His fire

does not need oxygen to burn. Make
sure that you seal the lid. Travel to the
ogre’s forest, and he will tell you to get a
leaf from the Northern tree. To get to the
Northern tree, you have to cross the deep
river by giving the dragon’s fire to the
boat master. Once you get the leaf, go
back to the ogre, and give it to him. He
will turn into a human. He will give you a
set of armour, but not any old armour, it’s
iron armour. Put on the armour and go to
the castle but don’t forget the weapons.
When you get to the castle, you will enter
the castle in your disguise. Once inside
the castle, look in all the rooms to find the
key and find an odd chest and open it,
and you will get the treasure. Veer K
The Quest
Set your alarm for 9.50 am and wake up
quietly. Make a sandwich and pack this
in a shiny box for the mermaid. Head
towards the Magical Icy bridge. As you
walk along the bridge, try not to slip, so
grip onto the sides. Wish for a ballerina
dress and it will come true. Put the dress
on and dance like a ballerina. This will
attract the fairies. Go on your tip toes to
the Red Lake. It is full of biting fish. Use
the stepping stones on the side to step
on safely. Go to the big and wide castle
and ask the king and queen for the ruby
map. Also ask for a horse to take you to
the unicorns. Begin your search for the
tallest tree, with big ripe juicy berries. Be
careful that you don’t prick yourself and
be careful you don’t rip the berry and
drop it. Leave and go to the colourful
unicorn forest. When you get there be
gentle with the unicorns, so they don’t run
away. Give the biggest unicorn the ripe
and juicy berry and it will tell you where
the ruby is. Usher the unicorn to come
with you, as you need the unicorn to sing
the Giant Red Antipede to sleep. Be very
quiet so you don’t wake up the antipede.
Take the shining red ruby from the end
of his tail. Shine the ruby to the sun and
then go through the door and you will go
home. Diya B
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We wrote some stories based on the book
‘Lost and Found.’
The Penguin
I was very lonely at the aquarium. All the
other penguins were nasty to me. So one
day I found an open window and I slid
out. I saw a little boy who looked nice
getting into his house, so I decided to
knock on his door. I really wanted him
to like me, so I made him my special fish
soup with chewed up fish, garnished with
slime and dirty murky seaweed. But he
was not impressed! I sang for him every
day, “Kra Kra Kra” to show him that I
was happy, but he thought I was missing
home. One terrible morning we set off for
the South Pole. What am I going to do
there? I do not like penguins and it is very
cold. I stopped my singing because I was
sad and I did not eat any of the fish we
had with us. He still did not understand I
wanted to stay with him. Alexander A
The Boy and Me
I was really bored and lonely living at the
South Pole and I wanted an adventure.
I travelled to a town far away. When I
got there, I saw a boy with a fish on his
jumper so I decided to follow him to his
house. I could not reach the doorbell,
so I knocked on the door with my beak.
The boy opened the door and seemed
surprised but he let me in. The house was
very hot so I opened all of the doors and
windows. The boy did not seem pleased
and he shut all of the doors and windows.
At lunchtime I made him a delicious
regurgitated fish sandwich which he
spat out! I followed the boy to the park
and jumped into the pond to get some
fish as a present for him, but the boy did
not look pleased which made me sad.
The boy seemed to be trying to get rid
of me because he kept asking people
where I came from. Nobody knew the
answer. I tried to explain but the boy
did not understand penguin language.
The next day the boy took me to the
swimming pool and we had lots of fun.
Splashing in the blue water, I felt really
happy because he might want to be
my friend now. The next day I was so
surprised and upset when he took me to
the harbour and asked the boat to take
us to the South Pole. We got a rowing
boat and packed lots of things – I was
excited because I thought that we were
going on holiday. We travelled for many
days and nights. The boy told me stories
and I did some dancing, although the

boat nearly tipped over. After a week we
arrived at the South Pole! I sadly waddled
out of the boat. The boy said goodbye as
he jumped back in the boat and sailed
away. I thought that we were friends!
Then I had an idea I used my umbrella as
a boat and sailed back towards the boy’s
house. Suddenly I saw something behind
me, it was the boy! The boy rowed closer
and I could see a giant smile on his face.
I jumped into the boat and we had a big
hug and then we rowed home as the boy
told me happy stories along the way.
Evie J
The Penguin
Once upon a time I arrived at someone’s
house. I pushed the doorbell, and a boy
came out. He shut the door and went
back in. Later on, I came back, I had
made him a fishcake. The boy opened
the door and let me in. When the boy
went somewhere I followed him, he
thought that I was lost. He went to get
his boat and got his atlas. He discovered
that I came from the South Pole. We
travelled by boat and finally got there. I
said goodbye. When he went home, he
thought that he had done something
terribly wrong. I really missed him. The boy
missed my cooking and company, so he
came back. Reet K
The Penguin
Last week I knocked on the boy’s door
because I was lonely. I helped him get
his biscuit tin, tidy his room and I cooked

him some healthy food. I also did a party
for the boy, so all his friends could attend.
We played chess and pinata. I felt sad
because I didn’t have any friends in the
South Pole. I wanted to stay with my
friend the boy. I followed the boy when
he left home and caught up with him.
The boy saw me and I was so happy. We
were friends forever. Riya B
The Penguin’s story
On a bright and sunny day, I was walking
along a street and decided to go to
a door. I rang the doorbell. A boy with
ginger hair and a striped top opened the
front door. He was surprised to see me.
He looked nice and friendly. I just wanted
to be his friend. I handed him a beautiful
piece of cod. I was looking forward to
cooking some delicious fish pie. He slowly
let me in the house. The house was tidy
and there was a shiny pond with lots of
fish. The boy put on some relaxing music,
while we ate our pie. The next morning
the boy was asking me questions about
where I lived and where my family was.
I could see he was worried. We painted
pictures of the South Pole. The next thing
I knew, the boy and I were sailing to the
South Pole. I hoped he was not dropping
me back home, but I was enjoying the
adventure with him. When I realised he
was dropping me back home I felt sad
again. I thought I was going to be friends
with him. I was sad to see him sailing
away. He must have missed me. I saw him
sailing back. We gave each other a big
hug. Simrina N
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We have loved learning about the Stone
Age and imagining what life would have
been like if we had lived back then!
The Stone Age
First thing in the morning I woke up cold as
if the fire had gone out, so I went to check.
The wood had burnt and the fire was out.
I went outside the cave and that’s when I
saw my mum. So I helped her pick berries
and herbs for our breakfast. Meanwhile I
heard that my dad was out hunting, so I
went without permission to help.
First I went into the cave and helped him
fight the wild, brown, hairy buffalo. At
first I was scared, but then I was serious.
Then we killed it. After our glorious victory
the cave collapsed, but it wasn’t any
kind of collapse, we knew our cave was
completely destroyed so we went to find
another one. We weren’t happy on the
perilous journey. Finally after the journey
we found another cave but guarding it
was an enormous mammoth. Even worse,
we didn’t have our weapons so my dad
had to fight it bare handed.
We continued the search for a new home.
We had no source of food or water until
we came to a fresh lake. Rohaym U
The Stone Age
First thing in the morning I ate some
delicious breakfast that I had prepared
the day before. Then I went to gather
yummy berries and catch fish. I was

starving by then, so I ate the food that I
had collected. I made a fire using some
sticks I had found and I felt very warm. I
killed some big, fluffy animals and cut
them into pieces. Then I went back home
and on the way I picked some berries for
my meal. I went and gathered materials
to make a house, I collected wood and
stones. I built some tools.
I made some warm, tasty soup with the
food I had collected. I wished my mum
and dad were here, but they had both
eaten a poisonous mushroom, so I ate on
my own. After that the sun was setting so
I collected some food for the next day.
I was so sleepy I went to bed. Saayan S
The Stone Age
One morning l woke up and had a
mammoth for breakfast then l painted
on the cave walls using squashed berries,
it looked great! After that we went out
hunting and l killed a rhino for dinner. I
then snuggled up in my rock bed to sleep.

Stone Age Quiz
1. What type of houses were in 		
the Palaeolithic times?
2. What pet was the most 		
common?
3. Where is Scara Brae?
4. What was used to make the 		
paint for cave paintings?
5. Where did they live in the 		
Mesolithic era?
6. What is a namad?
7. What is the material inside
the bone that was eaten called?
8. What things did they gather for
food?
9. What were the clothes made of
during the stone Age?
Answers
1. Caves, 2. Dog, 3. Orkney Islands Scotland,
4. Berries, stones and plants, 5. Tents and stone
houses, 6. Stone Age creature, 7. Marrow, 8.
Berries, nuts, plants, mushrooms, 9. Animal skins

Jack K

The next morning, I woke up and was
freezing because the fire had blown
out! I had to put a nice warm dress on
then I went out to explore for bones and
interesting things to make jewellery with.
When I returned back to the cave I had
another meaty meal with leaves and
berries, my favourite! Zinnia M

A Trip to Mars
Everything was ready at the launch pad. The rocket stood
over three hundred feet high so the astronauts looked like tiny
models in the cockpit.
For Captain Arjun, this was his first mission to Mars. He had been
to the moon and back three times. He had collected moon dust
for the scientists back on earth who then examined the dust for
any signs of life on another planet other than Earth.
The cameras were in place. People from all over the television
world were watching at home for the moment the rocket
blasted off into space. “10-9-8-7-6” – the rocket engine roared
and the ground shook as the final countdown began. Captain
Arjun wished his team luck as the head of mission control on the
ground said, “5 – 4 – 3 – 2 -1 – We have lift off!” and the massive
rocket moved away from Earth and headed straight towards
Mars. “Full speed ahead!” said Captain Arjun. “We are getting
close to some rather nasty aliens,” said someone in Captain
Arjun’s crew.

A little while later…THUD! Everyone shook and fell to the ground.
“WHAT WAS THAT?” exclaimed Captain Arjun. “Captain
Monkey, check the cameras!” So Captain Monkey checked
the cameras. Then he muttered…“ A-a-a-a-a-a-aliens!” “What
aliens!” shouted Captain Arjun, who suddenly fainted.
Two hours later… “Get your space guns. Get your light sabers!”
ordered Captain Arjun. Then he said, “I wonder what those nasty
smelly aliens are up to?”
When everything was set… “Attack!” ordered Captain Arjun.
Moments later… “The aliens are undefeatable” cried out
one of Captain Arjun’s crew members. “Then let’s launch the
millennium falcon!” Captain Arjun ordered. So they launched
the millennium falcon. “Let’s go to Earth on lightspeed to warn
the people. FAST!” Arjun P
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We wrote letters to The Queen and posted
them to her!

Milly and I can’t remember the name of
the new dog.

Dear Queen Elizabeth II,
I am writing to find out how you are
doing? It feels like forever being in this
horrible lockdown. I really hope we get
out of it soon.

I hear you like horse riding and I like horse
riding too and have ridden a pony at
Center Parcs a few years ago. I also found
out that you enjoy watching football. My
dad and his brothers all support Arsenal.

I hear that you are an Arsenal fan. I
support Arsenal because my dad was
born in Highbury. My cousins are season
ticket holders. My family and I are super
excited because we are getting a puppy
in the next few weeks. She is a chocolate
coloured cocker spaniel whom we have
named Narla. I know you love corgies.
How many do you have and what are
their names? I am really looking forward
to training Narla. Do your dogs run away
with your slippers? Looking forward to
being able to go on holiday soon.

You were crowned on the 2nd of June
which is also my sister Layla’s birthday and
my birthday is on the 7th of April, which
is the same month as your birthday. How
do you celebrate your birthdays? Last
year, my birthday was during lockdown
so I spent the day with my mum, dad
and my sister. We ate a unicorn birthday
cake all by ourselves because no one
else was allowed to visit. Actually, we did
give some of the cake to our neighbours,
Leslie and Joe who own the dogs.

Best wishes,
Arjun P
Her Majesty the Queen,
My name is Mia and I am in Year 2 at
St. Helen’s College in Hillingdon. I am
six years old and I live with my big sister
Layla who is nine and my mum and dad.
Both my parents are working from home
at the moment whilst Layla and I are
home schooling. Home schooling is fun
sometimes as I get to spend time with
my sister. But sometimes not so much
fun because I miss my friends and my
teacher. I’m writing this letter to find out
how you are doing during lockdown as I
think you may be finding it difficult like a
lot of people are. I know you have dogs
so I wanted to find out if youhave been
taking them for a walk. I hope they are
enjoying lots of time with you. I like dogs
too but we don’t have any pets at home
but our neighbours have four dogs. The
smallest one is called Amber, the biggest
one is called Molly. The third one is called

How is Prince Philip doing? I hope he has
been looking after you during lockdown.
It is very important that he spends some
time with you since you have to stay at
home.
All the children in my class, including me,
drew a picture of you in our art class at
school. I drew a picture of you wearing a
lovely purple crown and a pink dress with
purple sleeves and one of your corgis.
The picture will be sent with this letter so I
hope you like it. I enjoyed drawing it also.
I’ve got to go now as my next lesson
which is Maths is about to start.
Lots of love,
Mia O
Dear Queen Elizabeth II,,
How are you? I hope that you’re okay. I
listened to your Christmas speech; it was
lovely hearing your magnificent voice.
You are very kind and caring and we are
lucky to have you as the Queen. I love

your crown, it has so many fabulous gems
on it, and it is so sparkly. I also like what
you wear – you always look so nice. Do
you like horse-riding? I love horse-riding. I
go horse riding at the beach. I also love
sports. My favourite game in sports is
basketball. Do you like being the Queen?
I cannot believe that you have been the
queen since June 1953 – that means that
you’re the longest reigning monarch ever
in Britain – wow! I hear that you have got
two tortoises from the Seychelles. I have
been to the Seychelles, it’s lovely. Write
back if you have time.
Lots of love,
Shanaiya K
Dear Queen Elizabeth II,
I hope that this letter will cheer you up
during lockdown. I’m 6 years old and I
love playing in the snow. Even though I
do not like lockdown, I am a very cheerful
girl. I like to play dance, laugh, and paint.
I’m good at hoola hooping and drawing.
I like my school and family and friends. I
am a hard-working person. I am good at
sports, but I am not perfect – remember
practice makes perfect.
I hope that you are well.
Yours sincerely,
Shanaya P
Her Majesty the Queen,
What is it like being the Queen during
lockdown? In history I have been learning
about Florence Nightingale. What work
do you have to do? How is life in the
castle? One of my dad’s cousins is part of
the government.
Ihear you like football. I support
Southampton and I have a Southampton
top. I live just around the corner in Iver.
When you next visit Windsor, please come
over for tea.
From Veer K
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Mummy Fell in the Mud
It was a glum and gloomy day.
Everyone
groaned
and
everyone
moaned,
When mummy slipped and fell in the
mud!
Everyone laughed and giggled.
My brother nearly split his sides laughing.
Dad jumped for joy when mummy fell into
the mud.
Asmira M-H

We enjoyed finding out all about
Florence Nightingale and her work.

,
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When sis got stuck on the roof
It was a gloomy day, we had nowhere to play.
Mum moaned and dad groaned!
But...then sis got stuck on the roof.
Everyone laughed with joy.
We were prancing and dancing when sis got stuck on the roof.
The ladder came up but sis slipped in the mud with a very loud thud.
Mud went everywhere!
We laughed so much we were doubled up, when sis fell in the mud!
Shanaya P and Diya B
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Quiz about Sea Creatures and the Ocean

What will happen when a
starfish is caught by an eagle?
1. Detaches its arm and dies.
2. Detaches its arm and the
body escapes and survives.
3. Gets eaten and dies.

Does the oc
ean produce
any
oxygen?
Yes?
No?

Violin
Every week I have violin lessons with Mrs
Nash. Playing the violin is good fun, I feel
like I’m just floating in the sky, it’s amazing.
Once I played the violin in assembly, it
was awesome. There is something that I
improved on and that is staying on the
strings. I have been practicing violin since
Year 1 and I really like it, I’m in Year 2 now.
Reet K

What does the word
mean?
1. Powerful
2. Peaceful
3. Paradise

Which male
sea creature
carries the b
abies instea
d of
the female?
1. Dolphin
2. Orca
3. Blue Whale
4. Seahorse

How
m
been uch of t
h
1.6% explored e ocean
s has
?
2.7%
3.5%
4.15%
5.27%

Pacific

Aanya P

STAY POSITIVE
Positive thinking helps you to stay happy
Offer a helping hand to those who need it
Smiling can help brighten up your day
Involving friends and family to games
Treat others how you would like to be treated
Ignore negative thinking
My Baby Sister
My baby sister does not cry but she only
cries when she’s hungry. She is 5 weeks
old. I see her in the morning and after
school. She is very cute! She is very funny,
sometimes she is scared to go to sleep. I
think her favourite colour is pink and she
likes my photo when I was a baby. Her
cot is grey and downstairs she has a grey
cot upstairs too. Karter P

Values encourage good behaviour
Eat foods that are healthy
Love Arjun P
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The Great Fire of London
I was so scared because I lived next to Pudding Lane. We were only allowed to take two things. I took food and a teddy bear. I
could smell smoke. I felt really angry because so many bad things were happening, like we could feel hot fire.
On Monday the fire started to get really bad. I saw a huge fire and lots of people were screaming and shouting. I could see a lot
of smoke and people trying to put out the fire.
Some people were packing and some people were getting boats. I felt sad because my mum was choking because of the terrible
smoke. We packed all our things into a large bag and ran away. Shanaiya K

My Birthday
On Monday 31st May it was my birthday
and I had lots of fun. There was a huge
bouncycastle and we all ate dinner
outside. We played pass the parcel and
it came with water guns. So we had a
water fight in the garden.
Then we had cake that was made like
roblox characters. After the cake we
had the pinata, inside it there were balls,
bubbles and toys. I enjoyed spending
time with my family. Aydin K

My half term holiday
During my half term holiday I went to Wales. I went to this amazing Zip line place called
Zip World. For the zip line we had to run and squat down before we could whizz across.
I was scared because I thought the rope would snap off, but it did not. We went to a
place called Tree Top Nets. It was extremely strange to bounce on nets instead of a
trampoline. It was seriously scary but I was brave and had a go.
On Tuesday we went surfing, and we got out and made a sandcastle. We flew our
kites and we walked along the beach and found a jellyfish about 2 meters wide.
WOW!!
We went crabbing. We didn’t have any fish food. Oh what can we do? We can take
fish fingers. We caught two prawns, one fish and lots of crabs. We even caught a
Gazami crab with blue claws and a red tummy. Then we went back home.
Aanya P
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Cressida Cowell
Cressida Cowell is a children’s author. It was so lovely to hear
from Cressida Cowell on the online talk she did for the children
at St. Helen’s College recently. I wanted to find out more about
her and this is what I have learned.
She was born on the 15th of April 1966 in London. She still lives in
London with her daughters Maisie and Clementine and her son
Alexander.

Inspirational author visits St. Helen’s
College!
Cressida Cowell MBE, the incredible
author who wrote the “How to Train your
Dragon” series and “The Wizard of Once”
visited our school via Zoom on Thursday
12th November 2020.
She told us that you can start being an
author when you are young. She told us the
story of when she was young and started
to write stories. Like many of us, Cressida
struggled to make her handwriting neat.
But one day her teacher gave her a book
that she could do messy handwriting in
and put her ideas down. She really liked
writing in this way and began to draw
amazing things in the book which she still
includes in her books today!

Her favourite book series is ‘How to Train Your Dragon’, which
has sold seven million copies around the world. Other famous
series she has written include, ‘Emily Brown’ books and ‘The
Wizard of Once’ books.
She has won many awards including the Blue Peter Book Award
in 2018 and the Children’s Laureate in 2019. I look forward to
reading many more exciting books by this author. Zakariya M

It was an inspirational story which taught
us the importance of perseverance when
faced with challenges.
Every year Cressida Cowell went to an
island in Scotland. There was no TV,
restaurants or shops. This meant that she
could only read and get ideas for her
books.
One year she stayed for a whole summer
term. This meant reading a whole year’s
worth of books in a summer. Cressida
didn’t mind that because she loves
reading. Cressida Cowell said that you
should draw a map which shows where
in the world your book is. That would help
you to write your book. So she liked to
draw too.

Cressida Cowell also had a spelling book,
but not just for spellings for pictures too!
Once she has drawn the pictures she
copies them into her books. She does it
in every book of hers. Cressida Cowell
is inspirational because she makes you
want to write stories and encourages you
to do it in a good way.
She has just released a new book
called the Wizard of Once. She said it is
about a boy wizard who is searching for
some powers and a girl. The boy has a
companion which is a bird and the girl
has a companion which is a spoon!
Cressida Cowell has enjoyed being an
author. The school got copies of her
books which children took home to read!
Eva J
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Year 3 PE
Physical Education (P.E.) in Year 3 was
a great experience. However due to
the COVID 19 pandemic, it was very
different as many sessions were missed as
a consequence.
The uniform worn for P.E. is different to the
previous years, as games days require
a different top to the usual Friday class,
which is a little more relaxed. P.E. takes
place twice a week, on Tuesday and
Friday. Tuesday P.E. is called games day
and Friday P.E. is regular P.E.

The Speech Competition
What is the Speech Competition?
The Speech Competition is basically a
competition where you say a poem. So
firstly the whole class gets a poem and
then has to learn the poem.
Once you have done that the whole class
will say their poem and only three people
will get to go through to the second
round. Then the third round is when all
three contestants from each poem have
to say their poems and only one will get
chosen for each poem to go through to
the final.

On games day, each term we do a
different sport. Here are the sports we
learnt and played each term:
Autumn term = touch rugby
Winter term = netball
Spring term = hockey
Summer term = training for Sports Day
I enjoyed touch rugby the most because
we did a lot of running and scoring.
Touch rugby was a little more physical
and challenging in comparison to
netball. Hockey would have been
great fun, however it was disrupted
by another lockdown imposed by the

government, preventing children from
attending school to carry out their normal
everyday educational activities. There
is one particular lesson in the summer
term where you combine the Year 3
class with the Year 4 class, to make one
big P.E. group playing different Olympic
games. This was great fun as I really enjoy
practising my throwing and catching
skills.
The two teams come head to head on
Sports Day, Cambria and Windsor, but
who will win? I think Windsor will win.
Zachariah A

The last round is basically the main
event (the most important part of the
competition). So what you have to do is
each person has to say their poem and
only one person can be the winner.
What do I find fun about it?
What I find fun about the competition is
that I can express myself and I can be
who I want to be.
What is the main rule?
The main rule about the Speech
Competition is to have fun! So it doesn’t
matter if you didn’t get into any of the
other rounds as long as you enjoyed the
competition. Pavan S

The iArt Competition
The iArt competition is an art competition
where children can show their art
and there is a Google Classroom for
each entry. I took part in this wonderful
competition! I did this because:
• firstly I took part in this competition
because I love and enjoy art;
• secondly I took part because Mrs.
Pruce is a very inspiring teacher;
• lastly I took part because art
inspires me
In conclusion, I was so happy and inspired
to do it I even have an art wall. The thing
is… I LOVE ART! Arjun S
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Residential Day
Hello, my name is Roha and this is all
about… my very first residential day
experience! Of course, we couldn’t
actually go to Shortenills due to the
pandemic, so instead the teachers
planned a phenomenal and exciting
experience for all of the Year 3 children
on 19th May 2021. We had a ton of
activities to do, both in Court Park and
school on that day. We wore our P.E. kits
instead of our normal summer uniform in
case we got muddy!
We were split into 2 groups, group 1 and
group 2. I was in group 2 with 8 or 9 other
children. First, we had a brief meeting
where Mrs. McLaughlin explained to us
some details about what the day would
be like. Then we (group 2) set off to do
our first activity with...Mrs. Belvoir! We
did tree art with clay and this is how it
went. We all got a small bag of clay. I
worked with Emily to create a little girl.
We added twigs and sticks, leaves and
weeds, a few flowers and of course you

can’t forget the grass! We tried to make a
little girl, but everybody said it looked like
an alien, so we changed it to an alien!
The second activity was...Story Pebbles!
This activity was with Miss Ross. We were
split again and had to make a story.
There was a cube with pictures on each
side of it. I got the wizard hat! I decided
that I would paint a wizard hat and
wand on my big and smooth pebble.
Once I had finished (other people had
not finished) I looked at the other table’s
story. Everybody’s ideas were amazing!
Then it was time for a break. After the
break, we went back to Court Park
(where we did our tree art) and had
our...Scavenger Hunt! We had a list of
items such as twigs, wild-flowers, leaves
etc. that we could find in the tree area. I
found all of the items in the list which we
put in plastic bags.

Then it was time for lunch. After lunch,
we had orienteering which was also
very exciting. In Orienteering, Mrs.
McLaughlin laid out some cones with
sticky notes that had some numbers on
them. We got a map which we had to
follow from cone to cone, adding up
the numbers as we went. Then we had
to tell the sum to one of the teachers.
The next activity we did was tent
pitching. We were put in teams and
had to work together to pitch the tent.
Obviously we had some help from the
teachers. When we were done, we
got to play in the tent for some time.
Afterwards we disassembled the tent
and placed it back.
Our last activity for the day was circle
time. We played some games and
then there was my favourite part...the
hot chocolate and biscuits! The day
ended with everyone feeling happy
and satisfied. I think it was a wonderful
experience overall and I am grateful
for this enjoyable day that the teachers
gave us. Roha K
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Residential Day
For our Year 3 Residential trip, we
were meant to go to Shortenills but
unfortunately, we couldn’t because
Covid-19 had become too serious so
we couldn’t go on any trips anywhere.
But, thanks to our wonderful teachers
we were able to do most of the things
we would be doing at Shortenills as part
of our Residential Day created for us at
school.
There were 2 groups, Group 1 and 2
and I was in group 2. Our first activity
was with our teacher Mrs. Belvoir and
we were going to do nature tree-faces!
We partnered up and I was with Roha.
After we received the bag of clay,
we worked together to collect some
leaves, flowers, blades of grass and
petals off the ground in the tree area of
Court Park, and then we put everything
in my jacket pocket to keep them all
safe in one place. Then we had to find
the right tree, so Roha and I chose a
smooth and sturdy tree. We started off
by putting a handful of clay on the bark
to make the face and then we got two
green and yellowish leaves from my
pocket and used them as ears. Then
we used some petals and more leaves
as the hair, two buttercups without the
stem for the eyes, another buttercup
without the stem as the nose and 2
grass blades as the smile. After that,
Roha and I put more clay on the bark
to create the stomach and two similar,
thick, small and round brown sticks to
make the legs.

Next, it was time for Story Stones where
we had to make up a story between us
all and we each had to draw a part of
the story on a stone we were given by
Miss Ross who was our teacher for the
activity. After Story Stones it was time to
go back to school and have our snack in
the playground.
After snack it was time for the Scavenger
Hunt! Everyone was so excited. Before we
went on the hunt, the teachers gathered
up the whole of Year 3 and then we were
told to get into our groups again. After
that, we all went back to Court Park with
the teachers. There, we were handed
some sheets of what we needed to find
and a bag to put the things in and what
we could put in the bag. We were told
that there were boundaries we couldn’t
cross. We were also told that there were
cameras in a green box next to one of the
teachers who could be seen scattered
around the place.
We were then told to get into groups of
three and I was with Roha and Arjun. We
started looking for clouds first, which was
easy because we only had to look up! I
rushed to get one of the cameras from the
box and then rushed back to the others.
Roha took the photo and then she put it
back in the box. Then we looked for four
of the same thing so we decided to look
for helicopters (not an actual helicopter

you see in the sky, but the type that
comes flying down from trees with a
seed inside it) which we found behind a
tree hiding between some bits of grass.
After at least half an hour, it was time
to gather round back to where we first
started, near a big oak tree.
It was then orienteering time for Group
2 with Mrs. McLaughlin! We went to a
grassy spot with cones and numbers
on the sides. Mrs. Mclaughlin started
handing out map 1 to all of us and
split us into two groups (there were 10
people, so 5 people in each group). She
then explained what we needed to do,
which was to start on the triangle and
end on the circle. We also had to count
up the numbers as we went along. After
we had completed all six maps, it was
time for lunch. (For lunch it was pizza
because it was Wednesday - just letting
you know).
After our lunch, it was time to pitch up
a tent! It was in Court Park again with
another teacher, Mrs. Briggs. We got split
into groups (I was with Rian, Raiden and
Roha) and then we got a tent out of a
cardboard box. We were also handed
the little metal pegs to hold the tent in
place as well as the long sticks used to
hold it up. Mrs. Briggs said we were on
fire because we did it so quickly and it
looked great. We were allowed to go in
the tent so we did and played Chinese
Whispers until Mrs. Briggs said it was time
to go back to school. We had so much
fun!! We were so happy at the end of
the day because just before we went
home, we had circle time where we
sat in a circle and played some games.
Then…we had HOT CHOCOLATE WITH
BISCUITS!!
And after that, it was time to go home.
I was still buzzing from the excitement of
the day! Emily S
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Ancient Egypt
Ancient Egypt was one of the greatest and most powerful
civilizations in the world. It lasted for over 3000 years from 3150
BC to 30 BC. The civilization of Ancient Egypt was located along
the River Nile in Northeast Africa. The Nile was the source of
much of Ancient Egypt’s wealth.
The Egyptians put curses in their pyramids so that no one bad
comes in to disturb the pyramids.
The Ancient Egyptians were scientists and mathematicians.
The Ancient Egyptians really loved board games.
Three of the Egyptian gods are called Osiris, Anubis and Ra.
Viren C
Ancient Egypt
In History we have been learning about the Ancient Egyptians.
These are the things I
have learnt about the Ancient Egyptians.
• They invented lots of things like toothpaste, writing and
Mathematics.
• Tutankhamun became Pharaoh at the age of 9 and died
at 		
the age of 19.
• Howard Carter was the first man to find Tutankhamun’s tomb.
• The Earl of Carnarvon died by a mosquito bite and the whole
of Cairo went into darkness.
• The Ancient Egyptians invented Hieroglyphics which is picture
writing.
• The Great Pyramid of Giza was for King Khufu.
• In Egypt when people died, they would take the organs out
and put them in canopic jars and wrap the body
in bandages.
• We drew a picture of the Step pyramid in our history book.
Rian M

Ancient Egyptian Pyramids
The Ancient Egyptian pyramids are some of the most amazing
buildings built by humans. Many of the pyramids still exist today.
Why the pyramids were built
The pyramids were built as burial places and monuments to the
Pharaohs. The Ancient Egyptians believed that the Pharaoh
needed certain things to exist in the afterlife. Inside the pyramid,
the Pharaoh would be buried with all sorts of items and treasure
that they may need in the afterlife.
Different types of pyramids
Some of the earlier pyramids, called Step Pyramids, have large
ledges that look like giant steps. The other type of pyramid is
called Great Pyramids. These pyramids were a lot bigger than
Step Pyramids. The great Pyramid of Khufu took 23 years to build.
How big were the pyramids?
There are around 138 Egyptian pyramids discovered so far.
The largest is the Great Pyramid of Khufu, also called the Great
Pyramid of Giza. When it was first built it was over 480 feet tall. It
was the tallest man-made structure for over 3800 years, and it is
one of the Seven Wonders of the World.
How were the pyramids built?
It is thought thousands of slaves were used to cut up the large
blocks and then slowly moved them up the pyramid on ramps.
The pyramids were built one block at a time. It is estimated
that it took at least 20,000 workers over 23 years to build the
Great Pyramid of Giza. Because it took so long to build them,
Pharaohs started the building of their pyramids as soon as they
became ruler.
What was inside the pyramids?
The Pharaoh’s burial chamber was deep inside the pyramids.
This would be filled with treasure and items for the Pharaoh to
use in the afterlife. There were carvings and paintings on the
walls to help them in the afterlife. Jeevan P
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St. Albans Visit
As part of my history topic on the Romans,
I visited the historic city of St. Albans
with my family. I enjoyed exploring the
Verulamium Museum, the outdoor Roman
Amphitheatre and St. Albans Cathedral,
which were all a short walk away from
each other.
The visit to the museum was very
interesting, as it gave me the opportunity
to explore and experience Roman life
and how they lived; for example, how
they cooked meals and an insight into a
carpenter’s workshop, as well as seeing
some marvellous, intricate mosaics. My
favourite mosaic was the flower motif
mosaic.
I learnt about the different types of
Roman baths being the Tepidarium
(warm), Caldarium (hot) and Frigidarium
(cold). The baths were used as a central
meeting point to socialise with one
another, as well as reading and relaxing.
I was also fascinated to learn that the
Romans invented underfloor heating.
I was intrigued to see the ruins of the
Roman Amphitheatre, which was used for
entertainment purposes, including sword
fights, pantomimes, bull fights, public
executions and gladiator wrestling. There
was a stage, arena and dressing room,
which the actors used to get changed.
I also saw the excavations, which
revealed a second century town house,
nearby shops such as a carpenter’s shop,
bronze worker’s shop, timber’s shops and
a wine shop. The excavations were dug
up as a result of Boudicca, the Queen
of the Iceni, burning Verulamium to the
ground.
St. Albans Cathedral was very peaceful
with spectacular stained glass windows.
I learnt about St. Alban, who was the
first Christian martyr of Britain and an
inhabitant of Verulamium, who gave his
life for his Christian faith. The Cathedral
was built by the Normans between 10771088. The tower was made from the ruins

of the Roman city where Alban had lived
in Verulamium.
Overall, it was a fabulous trip learning
about the Romans and was a great day
out with my family. Tiya T
3B’s Roman Assembly
On Friday 16th October, class 3B
performed a Roman Assembly and it was
the first assembly delivered online so our
parents could watch from home.
We learnt a lot of information about the
Romans in our lessons and how they lived.
We drew pictures of Boudicca who had
long, red flowing hair and was the leader
of the Celtic Iceni tribe.
For the assembly we dressed up as
Romans and some of my friends brought
in swords. My toga came undone half
way through the assembly which was
very funny. Luckily Mrs. Smith was there
to help me do it back up!
My favourite part of the assembly was the
song we sang ‘Just like a Roman’ and we
all worked hard to learn the actions and
the words to the song. My Mummy told
me afterwards that she had been singing
along at home! Sean R
My Trip to St. Albans
In Year 3 our history topic in the first term
is the Romans, so our school trip would
have been a visit to St. Albans Cathedral.
Unfortunately, due to COVID-19 we
could not go as a class, so my family and
I planned to visit the cathedral instead.
St. Albans Cathedral is located in a small
town called St. Albans. The cathedral is
named after Saint Alban, who is known
as Britain’s first saint and was buried on
this site.
When we arrived, I was very impressed
by the amazing architecture and the
massive size of the building, I was excited
to go inside! The first thing that caught
my eye was the stunning stained glass
window which was coloured like a

kaleidoscope. The endless, high ceiling in
the abbey made our voices echo. As we
walked through the cathedral we came
across a huge wooden door called the
Abbot’s Door, which is one of the oldest
doors in the cathedral. Next we went into
the Nave of the cathedral which is the
longest in England, it looked magnificent
and had beautiful medieval paintings on
the walls. We came across a kind vicar
who told me the story of Amphibalus, a
Christian priest who fled from the Romans
and was offered shelter by Alban. He
was the reason Alban converted to
Christianity.
Then we visited Verulamium Park which
is nearby, it’s a lovely park with a huge
lake. There are some very interesting
Roman ruins which were the remains of
a wall that defended the Roman city
of Verulamium. While we were walking
around we enjoyed some ice cream,
my sister had a rainbow coloured cone
ice cream and I had vanilla, they were
delicious. If only the Romans would have
been able to enjoy this treat too!
I would highly recommend this trip
because you can learn interesting
historical facts, whilst having lots of fun.
Raiden B
3B’s Roman Play
In 3B’s class assembly we learnt about
the Romans and Celts and a lot about
Boudicca (the Celt leader). She was
tough and brave. The Romans eventually
succeeded and they were both fighting
for London (in Celt language, it was
called Londinium).
We learnt a song called Just Like A
Roman. It was so fun, especially the bit
when we sang “Eat like a Roman, drink
like a Roman, dress like a Roman, think
like a Roman, pray like a Roman, build
like a Roman, slay like a Roman, party
like a Roman!!”. Our parents watched on
Google Meet. We also had a Roman day
in December when we got to dress up
and I was a Roman Warrior. I would say it
was fun! I hope we do it again soon.
Aleyna N
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Year 3 Sports Day
This year’s Sports Day will be coming up on the 25th June for
Years 3, 4, 5 and 6. You will be doing the sport that you signed up
for. This year will be a bit different from last Sports Day. Instead
of running round a track you will be running around a stadium,
where your parents will be watching you. The people who come
1st, 2nd and 3rd will receive a rosette from the judge. Anand V
My Sports Day
I really enjoyed my Sports Day this year. It was a shame that we
could not go over to the stadium but we had a great time at
the park.
The first race was the hurdles race and I thought they did really
well and all deserved rosettes. The next race was the flat race
and I got a first place rosette for that. I was really proud of
myself. Then after that it was the 400m race and all of them did
so well I was really impressed because it was two laps around
the long track!
Next were the throwing and jumping events. With the throwing
there were different throwing things like the javelin, the hammer
and the one that I did: the vortex.

The last race was the relay race. There were Windsor A and
Cambria A and for this race it was very close but Windsor A
won this match. The next one was Windsor B and Cambria B.
I was in the Cambria B match and Emily, who was behind me,
chased me and passed the baton to me and I ran for my life
and Cambria B won that race.

After that there were the jumping events and they were speed
bounce and long jump. Everyone had to show co-ordination for
both these events.

Everyone did really well and all worked very hard. Of course not
everyone got rosettes but they tried and that is all that matters.
Charlee G

One day a message came from her
mother saying “Come to London”. Her
heart was pounding with excitement.
She was going to see her mother after
a long time. It took a little longer than
she expected but it was worth it after
a long trip. The ship reached the dock.
Her mother gave her a Marks & Spencer
jumper. She felt her mother’s love in it.
Then she hugged her Mum. They were a
happy family once again.
When they arrived at the apartment she
was astonished. She used one room for
four kids and a newspaper for toilet roll.
She asked her Mum, “Mummy why is our
house like this?”. Her mum assembled all
her brothers’ and sisters’ luggage in the
lounge. “Listen this house may not be
pretty but it is filled with lots of love”, said
her mother.
Floella Benjamin
Floella Benjamin is an interesting author,
who had a hard early life. But she now is
a part of the parliament. She was born
in Trinidad and Tobago and one day her
family fell apart. Her Dad said, “Come
let’s go to London”. After a while, her
mum said, “I am not going to leave my
babies alone”. A few days later her dad
went to London. Her mother stayed with
her for a while and then her mother and
her little brother Junior set off to London.
Then she started to live with her foster
parents along with her older sister and
brother.

She went to school one day and four boys
bullied her. She went to her mother and
said, “Mummy some boys bullied me”.
Her mother replied with a sigh “Not all
people are friendly”. So the next day she
began to fight, a voice said, “What are
you doing Floella?”. The voice sounded
like her mother. Then she stopped fighting
with her hands and began fighting with
her brain.
She made a TV show called Playschool.
After a while, she wrote a book ‘Coming
to England’. Opal M

My Invention: Pokemon Machine
My machine will make Pokemon and
Ultra Beasts. When you put a Pokemon
card in one of the scanners, the Pokemon
or Ultra Beast will come alive.
If you want to know how it works then
once you put the card in the scanner,
you have to press the orange button to
get the Pokemon or Ultra Beast out of the
Pokeball and press a green line to put
them back in. If you want a Pokemon
then put the card in the blue scanner
and if you want an Ultra Beast put it in the
red scanner.
Mylo D’O
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My Version of ‘Tuesday’ by David Wiesner
It was a cold night on Tuesday and the barn door was open. The
pink, fat pigs were asleep in the barn. The pigs woke up in the
middle of the dark, gloomy night and found themselves flying!
They flew to the airport and were disguised as normal people
and got on a plane. Half way through the journey the pigs
jumped off the plane and for the rest of the journey they flew.
When they got to Antarctica the pigs made statues of
themselves. Someone was coming. The pigs noticed who was
coming: it was J. K. Rowling! She said, ‘I wonder who made that
big statue of a pig?’ She walked off and kept exploring.
The pigs next went to a school. They got inside and went to the
school library and took all the books. One shelf collapsed on
a pig. The pigs rushed to the vet and put ten infections on the
pig. J. K. Rowling is a vet and she came and the pigs and J. K.
Rowling helped the pigs.
What happens next Tuesday? FLYING ELEPHANTS!
Zara F

Non-Chronological Report:
Looking After A Dog
Dogs are astonishing pets but they need lots of different things.
They need food, water and a home. Dogs especially need
energy! You need to take them for a walk and buy them lots
of different types of toys: bones, balls, all different types. Dogs
need a nice and comfortable bed to sleep in. You must comb
their hair so that there are no knots or tangles.
Dogs need lots of space to run around in and you need to have
a garden so the dog can run. You can’t live near a busy road.
Get some fences if you don’t have them already, so your dog
won’t escape and go onto the busy road. It will be better if your
dog’s bed is where you sleep so that you can keep him or her
company.
Having a dog is like taking care of a baby but not as hard. If
your friend or family have a dog then maybe you can take your
pet to meet your friend/family’s dog and they can be friends.
Sienna D

We enjoyed writing our own imaginative
traditional story settings.
The castle was colossal. The kitchens
were underneath the giant East Tower.
These walls were magnificent. The armory
had glistening swords. The moat had
multi-coloured fish. The castle changes its
colours once a day. Sarab D

Deep in the forest there are big, tall trees and thick, tall grass. All the tiny creatures
were very busy. All the bats were hanging on the entrance to the huge, damp cave.
All was silent, all was still except for the water in the beautiful, blue pond. Every thing
from that wood was calm, mindful and careful but there was only one thing that was
not quite right...Mr. Bear.
All the small things were very calm until Mr. Bear came along. Usually he would be
happy but some kind of grumpy juice had got into him. All the creatures were so
scared that they all hid in the shrubs nearby. The birds were all hiding in the tall trees.
All of a sudden the ground began to shake, and out of the cave stomped Mr. Bear. He
had a small tracking device on his eye. He had a big spike in his side...
To be continued...
Penelope A-C
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Tintin In Mexico
Tintin was swooping over the Mexican
Rainforest when he suddenly found that
his plane was low on fuel! He poked his
head out of the window and saw fuel
pouring out of the engine because of
a small hole. He slowed right down, but
then he heard the ear-piercing beep of
‘no fuel’. His plane was getting closer
and closer to the dirty floor. Tintin had
no choice but to jump. He flew off the
wing. There went his one way ticket
home. He landed in a massive leaf and
he soon realised that it was a tree so he
slid down the trunk like it was a pole! It
was very grassy at the bottom. Snowy
was scratching a tree rapidly because he
sensed something weird. Then he (Snowy)
started walking, so Tintin followed him.

Two hours later Snowy froze to the spot.
He was just in front of a tall, mossy and
bracken-covered Mayan temple! Spooky
noises filled Tintin’s ears. He was petrified.
They had to see what was inside so they
slowly crept in. It was as black as coal
inside so he grabbed a stick out of his lucky
suitcase and kept on scraping it against
the wall to craft a torch and he was
soon off, walking through the (seemingly
endless) Mayan temple. Not long after,
he came to a rope. No one knows why
he pulled it, but he did. It unleashed a
robo sphinx who asked Tintin a riddle.
Tintin didn’t want to answer its riddle so
he pulled the rope again and it dropped
a rainbow diamond on the head of the
sphinx. The diamond just balanced on its
head so Tintin climbed up. Suddenly an

omega pumperking (a pumpkin beast)
rose out of the ground! It was time for
a big battle so Tintin grabbed a sword
from his lucky suitcase and battled! The
pumperking punched at Tintin but Tintin
was too strong and the explosion of the
beast’s head was so big it crushed the
temple. Tintin was falling but luckily he
landed in water and the diamond landed
on his head. He picked it up to put it in his
lucky suitcase, but before he could put
it in a weird blue creature with a crown
of spikes leaped out. He called it Jager
and it ran to his battered plane. Jager sat
down and all of the metal stuck to the
plane and the engine’s hole was gone!
He thanked Jager and started the engine
but Jager wanted to come with them so
he jumped in. They were off. Off to find a
new adventure…. Dylan C

A Tintin Adventure
Tintin is a Belgian kid who has a very fluffy
dog called Snowy who is 100% cute. Tintin
is about fifteen to eighteen years and has
light orange hair, a blue top, white socks
and his trousers and shoes are light greyish
but his adventure coat is even lighter. He
has a bag which isn’t a backpack. Snowy
is a dog who is also Belgian.

humongous ground which was kind of a
parachute and Snowy was catapulted
from tree to tree but then Tintin managed
to catch him.

everywhere that tasted like ketchup.
Snowy smelt ketchup and started licking.

One extremely cool day, Tintin was
allowed to pilot a fighter jet all over the
Mexican rainforest but then something
terrible began to happen. There was
an immense hole at the back of the jet.
Tintin tried to steer the ship to safety but
unfortunately it said ‘NO SIGNAL’ and
repeated it a couple of times. Snowy
and Tintin had a rough, uncomfortable
landing on an unknown Mexican
rainforest that was about 78% hot and
22% cold. CRASH!!!!! The fighter jet
exploded into plenty of miniature pieces
and there were three flames all over the

Tintin had just remembered what
Captain Sherbert had told him: a clue
about searching for a diamond. He kept
running until an immense temple was
spotted, a temple that Captain Sherbet
told him about, it was called “THE MAYA
TEMPLE”. He was filled with horror, the
Maya Temple looked dull, damp, gross,
filthy, ancient, historical and dark. “HELP”
shrieked Tintin, but there was nobody.
Tintin had a dilemma, would he risk his life
in the Maya Temple or live in the nearest
settlement. After a while he chose to risk
his life in the Temple so he marched and
marched. He was sweating so much
and felt close to fainting. Tintin found
the entrance but, when he entered, the
entrance hole turned to stone behind
him. Inside the temple there was blood

“Aaahh” screamed Tintin. There were
Covid-19 masks all over the floor but
BURNT! He was on hot burning, flaming
FIRE.
“Let’s look for the Mayan diamond”
shivered Tintin. He creeped up then
CLINK! Tintin fell through a trap into a
room, the room was candy floss pink in
colour. Something pink was glimmering.
“The Mayan gem!” exclaimed Tintin
happily. It was the only object in his sight.
The Mayan Temple collapsed because
an evil person lit it, so Tintin put Snowy
in his right hand, put the diamond in his
left hand and used the broken stone to
make a catapult. Once he had made
the catapult, he got in it and pulled it.
Tintin was catapulted! “Wwweeeeee!”
shouted Tintin. The catapult was so
powerful that it took him all the way back
to his house. Arjun C
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Tintin And The Secrets Of The Maya
Tintin was zooming in his plane on top
of the rainforest when the fuel ran out.
The plane was going to crash so he and
Snowy, his trusty little white dog, took
what they could and jumped off. They
put their parachutes on and had a safe
journey. However, on their journey they
could hear hissing snakes, monkeys and
croaking frogs. Later that day they saw an
ancient temple. Tintin could hear spirits, it
looked slippery, steep, mossy, damp and
mouldy. Suddenly, out of nowhere there
was a shock of lightning. Tintin went to
investigate, it was very steep and there
were booby traps everywhere. Tintin did
not like the spooky ancient temple of
Maya. Snowy was scared of the temple
and went to hide. Then it started raining
so they got shelter under the tree leaves.
After the rain stopped they went inside
the Mayan Temple. It was very dark,
cold and wet. In the temple there were
tigers, lions, sticky floors, needle floors
and paper on the floor. Unfortunately
Tintin got stuck in a hole, luckily there
was someone else there, it was a massive
shock, he was stuck in the temple too

so the person helped Tintin and Snowy!
Tintin’s new friend helped Tintin find the
ancient jewel. Then Tintin and Snowy had
a rest and ate the food in his backpack.
It was squashed sandwiches. When they
finished they went to find the jewel. Later
on they kept on falling down because
it was so slippery. When Tintin found the
jewel there were stone lions and tigers
guarding the jewel. After he took the
jewel, the lions and tigers woke up and
the temple erupted. Tintin was going to
die! So he said to the diamond “With the
power of the diamond I want to go home!
NOW”. Snowy and the old man and Tintin
arrived home in one minute! Tintin asked
“What’s your name?” and the old man
replied “Kie”. Kal-El M
Character Description
Tintin is smart, brave, wild and loud. He is
also kind and tries to solve problems by
acting like a detective. He has a cute,
brave and fluffy dog called Snowy. Snowy
always follows Tintin around. Tintin acts like
a spy because he is adventurous, daring
and crazy. Tintin dresses smartly in a blue
jumper, brown trousers and a white shirt.
Nya O-A

We read the poem Don’t by Michael
Rosen. We wrote our own versions.

Don’t
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rd or grow a
Don’t be wei
the baby!
Don’t strangle
time,
o much screen
Don’t have to
.
dam or Idrees
Don’t eat Aa
ly.
sil
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ky, don’t
Don’t be chee
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Don’t shout in
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Don’t bite Aa
nt,
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Don’t kill th
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Don’t be a lu
ear words,
Don’t say sw
t the cat,
Don’t laugh a
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ace with a d
Don’t go to sp
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, don’t get b
Don’t eat snow
a mess
s, don’t leave
Don’t eat pen
for school,
Don’t be late
ur homework!
Don’t eat yo
Zakariya M

Why Zoos Need To Be Improved And How To Improve Them
If there is not enough space, there could be an animal that barely fits into its cage.
This would mean the animal cannot get enough exercise. There could be an animal
that is not given the right food or clean water because the zoo does not check on the
animals. The animals might be living in unhygienic conditions because the zookeeper
does not clean out the animal’s waste. If the zookeepers do not like animals like
elephants, giraffes and rhinoceroses, they might not look after them very well. I also
think that zoos are boring for animals because they would prefer to be in the wild in
their natural habitat.
If zoos got bigger cages and the zookeepers checked every day and cleaned the
waste out, this would improve the lives of the animals. The zoo workers could talk to
vets and find out what food the different animals eat. This would help them to check
the animals are having a good diet. If zoos are moving animals from one place to
another, they could give them an injection so that the animal goes to sleep and
doesn’t wake up until they are at the zoo. Jeena H
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Inspired by our workshop with the brilliant
author Cressida Cowell, we imagined our
Talking Companions.
My brilliant companion is a light brown
mouse and his name is Sniffles. He is a
good companion because he is small
and I can carry him on my shoulders.
Sniffles’ fluffy tail would pop up if I were
in trouble.
He can hear up to 1,000 miles. Sniffles
can change colour to protect him from
predators, like lions, owls or bears. He
can crawl through small, tiny gaps. His
favourite things are music and learning.
He loves drinking milk and eating fish.
He goes to Mouse College for one hour
every week. Verity S
My sparkling companion is cute and
helpful. She uses her tough horn to help
me when I am in trouble and she drives
me so far. She can turn into loads of things
like a car, a ball and even her normal
shape! She looks weak but she is really
tough and can see, hear and smell really
well. Nya O-A
My companion is a sparrow and his name
is Blue. He is very helpful and wise. He is
helpful by helping me make the right
choice and if there is a wall, he can go

over and check it is safe. He likes playing
with me and keeps me company. He
lives in the trees and his favourite fruits are
blueberries. Blue likes adventures and likes
the game hide and seek. In the garden
we do lots of gardening. He likes picnics
and dressing up parties. Blue’s birthday is
on 6th August, a day after mine.
Samara P
My companion is called Willow. She is
three birds in one, a rooster, peacock
and a flamingo. She has a really feathery
body and three wings on top. She has
a rooster neck and a head feather. She
is all pink and purple. She helps me out
and is a good friend. Her legs are very fast
and she lets me ride her! Willow lives in a
magical pond and I visit her all the time.
She likes to eat lots of different fish and
sometimes she tries to eat human food!
She is only seven, one year younger than
me! She is very jolly and kind hearted.
Willow is energetic and bright. She is the
best companion ever. If I was in trouble
I would make a noise like a rooster and
Willow would come so fast and save
me right away. She wouldn’t let anyone
near me except for my family, they don’t
know about her. Even if they did, Willow
wouldn’t dare speak in front of them.
They would all probably faint, even Milan
the baby! Senna G

Kenning Poem About A Rabbit

Burrow lover

We read The Tunnel by Anthony Browne.
We had to write a letter to a character
from another character in the story.
Dear Jack
I didn’t go through the tunnel because I
was frightened. I didn’t know what was
out in the woods. I came looking for
you but suddenly you were stone when
I found you. I hugged you tight and you
turned back to normal. We both ran back
home to Mum. She said that we were
both very quiet and we have not ever
had an argument since.
From Rose
Ali B

Carrot eater
Little nibbler
Silky feeling
g
Stroke relaxin
Floppy eared
Teeth long
Cute looking
Amaya L
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Friction
In Science we have been learning about
Forces. We investigated friction. We took
one of our shoes off and put a 200g
weight inside and pulled it with a newton
meter, named after Isaac Newton.
We pulled our shoe on different surfaces
and then we got a sheet where we had
to answer questions about what friction
is and how it works when something is in
contact with a surface and this causes
faster or slower movement. We had
to predict which surface has the least
friction. I said Vinyl. We had to explain a
fair test. We had to do a result table. We
found out that friction is the force that
slows or stops an object from moving.
Anna K

Two things to
keep the same

One thing
to change

One thing
to measure

Shoe
and Weight

Surface

Amount
of Newtons

Surface

TRY1

TRY2

Average

Lino

3

4

3.5

Sandpaper

5

5

5

Wood

4

5

4.5

Carpet

6

6

6

During remote learning, we watched a story called Lily and the
Snowman. We retold the story from the snowman’s point of view.
A Snowman’s Point Of View
I started off as a tiny snowflake falling lightly from the sky. Then a
young girl picked me up and she rolled me around again and
again! I was feeling very dizzy but then I became a fully grown
snowman. The girl was very kind and gave me a woolly blue
scarf and tall red bobble hat. We soon became best friends
and I created a puppet show for the girl. She told me that her
name was Lily. After the shadow puppet show it was getting
warm and I was worried that I was going to melt. Then the girl
took me to a big, white box and put me inside. It was nice and
cold in there but there was only a bit of room, just enough for
me to fit in. It was also quite dark and eerie but I soon got used
to it. She said that she was giving me a soft brown bear to keep
me company. I didn’t know what it was but it was very cuddly.
Every now and then, Lily came to visit me in the white box.
When she opened the door of the box I saw some light. I always
waved and smiled at Lily although I was a little bit sad when she
went each time. As the time went by, Lily visited me less and
less because she had been busy. Each time that she visited I
noticed that she was a bit taller and older. There was a long
time when she didn’t visit and I was worried that she wasn’t
going to come back. Finally, when I’d almost given up hope,
she returned with what looked like small Lily. I was delighted to
see her again. This is the best news I had all year!
Joseph T
How The Lizard Got A Long Tongue
In the jungle Lizard was enjoying his favorite meal, bugs on
leaves. He had lots of bugs like ants, beetles and his favorite,
butterflies, but he wasn’t the only one who liked that meal. The
horrible, smelly, intense chameleon loved that meal so much.
One day it was the jungle speech, also known as the bugs
day because all the best butterflies come out like the golden
squirm or the squashed fly. In the afternoon, just before lunch,
the lizard got lots of butterflies and the chameleon got one

golden squirm. Just before the lizard was about to swallow it
the chameleon pounced and grabbed it from the lizard. The
meal in the lizard’s tongue was about to go down in one but
the horrible smelly chameleon ripped it out of his mouth like
his hand was a magnet. Later that night chameleon sneakily
pushed the lizard down his tree and took all his butterflies then
the lizard grew so mad he decided to have a fight. The next
day Lizard and Chameleon were getting ready for the big
fight. When they were in the ring, the lion pulled the flag and
“Bang, Pow, Boom” then the chameleon pulled the lizard’s
tongue as hard as he could and stretched it!
Now you know why a lizard has a long tongue! Luca H
How Rhino Got His Horns
One day in the hot dry savanna Rhino the rhinoceros was trying
to find water, but then suddenly Lion, Cheetah and Leopard
came over and spoke to Rhino.
“Do you want to race?” Then they all laughed at poor Rhino.
“Yes!” Replied Rhino even though he couldn’t see very well.
Lion and Cheetah and Leopard looked at him in surprise. “Ok,
tomorrow, 8 o’clock” Lion said in a cold voice.
The next day Rhino had to wake up early because of the race.
He found Lion, Leopard and Cheetah waiting for him at the
starting line. “Hurry up lazy” cried the gang. Rhino got angry.
Then someone said “3 2 1 GO!”
Rhino ran as fast as he could, he pushed the others away. A
few minutes later Rhino could see the finish line, he ran as fast
as he had never been before but then Cheetah caught up and
tripped Rhino over! Rhino fell to the ground. He had lost again.
Rhino got really mad and decided to run away. And so he did;
he ran away as fast and far as his legs could take him. As he was
running so fast he bumped into a giant rock then a little piece
of the rock got stuck on Rhino’s head! And that is how Rhino got
his horns. Aiden T
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Residential Day
On Wednesday 19th May we were supposed to go onto our
residential trip, but instead, because of Covid, we did it in Court
Park. We did these activities: pitching tents, story stones, clay
faces, orienteering and a scavenger hunt.
My first, second and third favourites will be in this paragraph. My
number one favourite activity was…THE CLAY FACES and the
second was pitching the tents because I got to relax, we can’t
do that on a normal school day! No. 3 was the scavenger hunt
because we were free and we got to do it with our friends.
My highlights of the day were when Joe and I made a duck but
mine turned into an owl with white feathers, my next highlight is
when Aiden, Joe and I (in the scavenger hunt) all had to split up
to find a feather, a bird and a bird's nest!
That day was one of my favourite days of the year along with
the hot chocolate at the end. Other days I loved were Roman
Day and some days in remote learning like in form time when
we showed our pets or cuddly toys to the class on the screen! I
would give this day 5 STARS! Ryley J
It was so fun! I loved it! We had Loads of
fun activities like:
•
•
•
•
•

Orienteering
Clay Faces
Putting up tents
Scavenger hunt
Story stones

And we had custard creams. It was
lovely, I had never ever had a better day
than this. We were in groups, the group I
was in is 3M1.

On Residential Day it was the best day of my life (apart from getting a dog). We got
to do orienteering, pitching tents, having circle time games, drinking hot chocolate,
eating custard cream biscuits, scavenger hunts, pebble story and making clay faces
on trees. It was the best day ever. The reason why we did it at school was because of
Covid 19 and we couldn't go on a trip but it was still the best day EVER! My favourite
activity was putting up the tents. It was challenging but really fun. The sun was shining
and everyone was collaborating as a team. Avantika G
Today I am going to tell you about
our residential day. I want to tell you
everything but please don’t be jealous!

trees and things we found to make funny
pictures. We also did pebble stories using
paint which I enjoyed.

The first activity was orienteering, that
is posh for map reading. Then we had
to put the tents up which was really
fun. Next we did the scavenger hunt,
I worked with Grace and Hana but we
kept losing Hana! We had to find lots
of things in nature like something that
crunched, different leaves, something
yellow and other things in a bag. Then
we did clay faces, we used clay and

My favourites were the tents, clay faces
and of course the hot chocolate with the
vanilla biscuits. They were so yummy in my
tummy! The clay faces were so ridiculous
- it was the best!

Here is the order of activities. Firstly, we did
putting up tents, followed by orienteering.
After that we did the scavenger hunt
then story stones. Finally, we did Circle
Time and Eating!
Rating: 5 stars. I loved it.
Aaron B

If I was rating the day, I would give it 5/5
because it was really fun even though we
didn’t get to go away for a sleepover. I
also loved how the teachers put all their
effort in and made the best day for us.
Ruby L
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Roman Day
Year 3 had a Roman day and we had
to dress up as Romans. We had to make
shields, Roman roads and we had a feast.
We had olives, honey, bread, cheddar
cheese, figs, dates, apples and grapes.
For our homework we had to make a
Roman dinner menu. It was a really fun
day because it was so different from
normal! Riya S

We wrote non-chronological reports about looking after a pet.
This report will tell you all about … pets, pets, pets. There are many different types of
pets and they all need food, water, grooming, cleaning and an owner to pick up their
waste and throw it away. The right pet for you is very important because it needs to
work for your lifestyle. If it is not the right choice of pet then you should probably get a
different pet or else your pet won’t get the right amount of attention.
I have a dog myself and it can be hard to train if you haven’t got its attention. Dogs
can’t mate with a hamster because it’s a different animal. A male dog needs to meet
a female dog to make a puppy.
When you look after an animal it needs a clean home and a clean bed if it sleeps
inside. It would like nice suitable food, clean water, walks every day and don’t forget
cuddles and attention. If you have another dog or cat, make sure you give them
equal attention or they will get jealous. Hana H
This information will tell you how to look after your pet. Food and water are important
for animals, their food and water must be fresh. Animals do not eat like humans, for
example if you have a cat you must give it cat food. Your pet will need exercise and
entertainment. If it is a dog, it will need walks. Some animals like entertainment but
some, like cats, do not.
You will need to clean up after your pet. You will have to wash your pet and brush its
fur. Make sure your pet has enough sleep and rest. If you would like a pet, go to the
website and specialists will help to find the right pet for you. Sofia K

My Tennis Club
On a rainy Wednesday afternoon, I had a
tennis club. First I packed up, then I took
all of my things to the gazebo. After that
all of Tennis Club waited for Mr. Stidder.
Then I played rallies with Aiden, after that
I showed Mr. Stidder what Aiden and I did
together; we managed a rally of 40 shots!
We played a difficult game where you
have to run around keeping the ball on
your racket. Tennis Club is good fun!
Marco K

The Dark

The dark isn’t scary
You go into it when you’re weary
It comes out in the night
It shouldn’t give you a fright
There’s no light
And vampires bite
It’s not frightening
To hear the sound of lightning
There are awful sounds
And creepy clowns
So there’s no reason to be afraid of the dark
Except for if you don’t like clowns!
Grace O’H
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Cressida Cowell Online Talk
We were very lucky to have had the famous author, Cressida Cowell, do a ‘virtual talk’ for us! We found out lots about her. She was
born in 1966 on the 15th of April. She is the author of the ‘How to Train your Dragon’ series and ‘The Wizard of Once’ series of books.
Amazingly, Cressida Cowell got an MBE from The Queen for her contributions to children’s literature!
When she came to visit us, she told us that when she was nine years old she was always seeing loads of incredible creatures so she
thought that dragons surely must exist. Cressida Cowell said The Vikings believed in dragons so that’s why she too thought dragons
existed. In the book ‘How to Train your Dragon’, Cressida Cowell made up her own language called Dragonese. When she was a
child, she wasn’t very good at writing so her teacher gave her a notebook, telling her, “it doesn’t matter how neat your handwriting
is in this - just write down all your ideas!” These days, she still keeps a notebook but it is a giant scrapbook full of illustrations and ideas!
She told us that her surroundings always inspired her ideas and that she always used her imagination. She also did a lot of research
on things like special creatures which became her characters. Cressida Cowell finished by sharing one tip about when we’re
writing; a story is just one big great lie but if you stretch it out some of it could be true! Marvin R

How to Care for a Dragon (inspired by
Cressida Cowell’s visit)
Picture 1: dragon_Marvin
Dragons are very rare pets because
they’re nothing like rabbits, cats, dogs or
any other pets. They are harmless unless
you try to annoy them. But if you don’t,
they’re as sweet as candy!
You will need:
Reins
A shelter
Dragon food
Supply of water (from a lake or river)
Dragon armour
Marshmallows
What Dragons eat:
Dragons will eat wild animals since they
are carnivores.
For example:
Mice
Rats
Bunny rabbits
Fish or any other wild animal
On Fridays it will only eat marshmallows.
Dragons’ shelters:
A good idea for a shelter could include:
A large garage with an automatic door
A special Dragon hut or house
A vivarium
Any of these will do. That is your decision.

Dragons’ Health:
You need to keep your pet Dragon
healthy by:
Washing it
Cleaning it
Grooming it
Keeping its teeth clean by brushing
everyday
Dragon Equipment
Your pet Dragon will need some
equipment to fly.
For example: Reins (to signal for it to go
faster and higher) Hoops (for training
them to fly through narrow gaps)
It is also important for the owner to wear:
Armour for protection A strong helmet
Metal toe caps to protect your feet
Dragons’ personalities and behaviour
Although Dragons are most commonly
known to be fierce and dangerous, they
are all different and have very unique
characters.
Sleeping routine:
Most Dragons are nocturnal. My dragon
sleeps during the night and is awake
during the day. It usually falls asleep at
around 9 o’clock in the evening!
Marvin R
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Theseus and the Minotaur
(A Greek Myth Retold)
Once there was a brave young man
called Theseus; he was the son of King
Aegeus in Athens. King Minos requested
that 14 Athenian girls and boys be fed
to the fierce Minotour on the island of
Crete. This year Theseus wanted to kill the
Minotour so no more Athenian boys and
girls would have to be fed to the Minotour.
The next day Theseus would disguise
himself as one of the boys and send a
ship to the island of Crete. The journey
was dangerous with gigantic waves and
heavy with rain with fast, dashing wind.
Finally they were at the Island of Crete
after a perilous journey.
The fierce, cruel and nasty King Minos
was there to greet them before they set
eyes on the terrifying, huge and ferocious
Minotour. Theseus asked bravely “Where
is the Minotour?” King Minos said “Over
there in the Labyrinth.” As they were
walking along the labyrinth they heard a
tiny faint whisper or noise.
As they turned around they saw a
beautiful woman. She had a pretty little
skirt, a nice top and beautiful brown hair
tied up in a high and neat bun. Theseus
and the woman fell in love almost instantly
but before Theseus could tell her about
her beauty, she said, “I am Ariadne the
King’s daughter, I have heard about you,
the hero of Athens and that you are here
to kill the big, huge Minotour. Here, have
this sword to kill the beast and a ball of
thread.” Theseus replied “Why would I
need a ball of thread? Ariadne answered
“It is a complex maze, it’s incredibly easy
to get lost.” Ariadne waved goodbye to
Theseus and ran away quickly as a flash.
Theseus bravely entered the Labyrinth,

unravelling the thread as he walked.
When he was walking he stepped on an
orange tile and arrows started shooting
everywhere. Theseus had to duck and
crawl but he had to be extra careful
where he placed himself. After a while of
tricked tiles he was finally in contact with
the big, huge, ferocious Minotaur, he was
half human and half BULL! Every part of
the Minotour was covered in long hair
and vast sharp horns stuck out of its head.
His arms had pounds of flesh and he had
red blinding eyes.
After a while Theseus started backing
away from the beast as if he was scared
of it, but the beast was not a fool and
he started to creep up on him. Theseus
swung his sword out and the Minotour
started grunting. At first he slowly grunted
and then it started to build up going faster
and faster and then the Minotour jabbed
Theseus with his sharp horns. Theseus fell
on the ground with pain, but Theseus
was not done for he slowly got up and
swung his shield across the Minotour’s
head banging it against his horns with a
mighty BANG! After 5 long days Theseus
emerged from the labyrinth with the
Minotour’s head. He dropped it on the
floor and said ‘your dinner’ and everyone
cheered. Then he saw Ariadne and finally
told her about her beauty .
Then he took everyone to his boat and
said Ariadne and I will get married the
next day. But what he didn’t realise is
he set the back sail, he didn’t notice
this because he was enjoying himself
too much with the people. The journey
was very dangerous and it was also
pushing and rocking the boat and this
was enough to make Ariadne fall off the
boat. Theseus did not notice this so he
went on. Ariadne was pulled onto a tiny

and dry island. She tried to dive into the
water but she couldn’t, Zeus was pulling
her to heaven. It felt like a powerful rope
was strangling her. She was screaming “
Please let me go” and at the same time
writhing around like a worm to set herself
free, but it was no use. She was taken up
to the heavens, never to be seen again.
Meanwhile as the boat came closer
to Athens, King Aegeus could see the
boat with its tall wide black sails. King
Aegeus suddenly fell to the ground on his
knees with his head in his hands, wailing
“Theseus is dead!” His son was dead.
With not a moment to waste, King
Aegeus went to the highest mountain of
Athens, the Acropolis, and flung himself
to his death into the deep dark depths of
the Mediterreian sea, never to be seen
again.
When Theseus arrived at the palace with
such joy in his heart that he had defeated
the Minotour, he could not wait to tell
his father his victory. He searched and
searched in every room of the palace for
his father but he could not find him. He
felt shocked and startled, and realised
he remembered he had set the black sail
instead of the white sail. He dashed his
way to the Acropolis and dived into the
sea to find his father! He stayed there for a
very long time with the people of Athens
waiting anxiously. When Theseus surfaced
from the sea he said to the people “It’s
over, my father is nowhere to be found, I
cannot find his body”.
Shortly after, Theseus was crowned King
and named the sea under the Acropolis
The Aegean Sea in remembrance of
his father, King Aegeus. From then on
Theseus ruled for many long years.
Lavanya B
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My Research Notes on Michael Faraday
(1791-1867) - 'Father of Electricity'
A self-taught scientist, excelled in
chemistry and physics to become one of
the most influential thinkers in history.
His most famous inventions
· 1821: Discovered electromagnetism
· 1822: Invented the first electric motor
· 1831: Built the first electric generator
The pull of magnetic force
In a brilliantly simple experiment, Faraday
laid a bar magnet on a table and
covered it with a piece of stiff paper. Then
he sprinkled magnetised iron shavings
across the paper, which immediately
arranged themselves into semi-circular
arcs emanating from the ends of the
north and south poles of the magnet.
The first electric motor
Discovery of electromagnetic rotation
eventually became the electric motor.
His inventions of electromagnetic rotary
devices formed the foundation of electric
motor technology, and it was largely
Circuits
I have learnt so much this term in science.
We have learnt about circuits, electricity,
conductors and insulators. I really enjoyed
making our own circuits and seeing how
they work. We tested different types of
materials to see if they were conductors
or insulators. We tested a rubber band,
graphite, a paper clip, a muffin tray
and a copper coin. We found out that
the graphite is actually a conductor not
an insulator. The rubber band was an
insulator because it wasn’t metal.
We made a circuit by using a light bulb,
batteries, a battery connector and lots
of wires. To make the circuit work you
have to make sure that the battery is
the right way round and everything has
to be connected. The more batteries we
added, the brighter the light bulb got
and less batteries would make it dimmer.
Electricity is generated by renewable
and non-renewable sources. Some types

due to his efforts that electricity became
viable for use in technology.
The first electric generator
Faraday discovered that the movement
of a wire through a stationary magnetic
field can induce an electrical current in
the wire, the principle of electromagnetic
induction. To demonstrate it, he built a
machine in which a copper disc rotated
between the two poles of a horseshoe
magnet, producing its own power. The
machine, later called the “Faraday disc”,
became the first electric generator.
Fun facts
You can visit his magnetic laboratory
in London
His magnetic laboratory from the 1850s
is now replicated in the Royal Institution's
Faraday Museum. It displays many of his
world-changing gadgets, including an
original Faraday disc, one of his early
electrostatic generators, his chemical
samples, and a giant magnet.

of renewable sources are hydropower
(water power), wind power and solar
power (power of the sun). They’re all not
mined like coal so they’re better for the
environment.

He was featured on the
United Kingdom’s £20 note
To honour Faraday's role in the
advancement of British science, the Bank
of England revealed a £20 note with his
portrait on 5 June, 1991.
Prince Albert gave him some
sweet real estate
Faraday and his family were given a
comfortable home at Hampton Court not the Royal Palace, but near it, free of
charge, to recognise his contributions to
science.
Time to get thinking! It is quiz time!
Who invented the dynamo?
It is…….Michael Faraday!
In the early 1830s, Faraday performed his
experimental research on electromagnetic
induction, in which he created the
first electric dynamo; a machine for
continuously
converting
rotational
mechanical energy into electrical energy.
Minaya W
My Grandad taught me how to wire a
plug. It was so much fun and I had to use
the screwdriver, wire strippers and pliers.
Inside the plug there’s a fuse and three
wires and a protective case. The yellow
and green wires go straight on, the blue
wire goes to the left and the brown wire
goes to the right.
Here are some safety tips to stay safe
near electricity:
• Never put liquids near electrical
equipment
• Never play near power lines and
substations
• Always get adults to handle electrical
equipment
• Never put lit candles on top of any
electrical equipment
• Never stick anything into the holes in
sockets
Matthew R
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Being a Charity Rep

All About Remembrance Day

An Acrostic poem about Remembrance

What is a charity rep?
A charity rep at St. Helen’s College is an
individual who works to raise awareness
and money for a number of charities and
causes.

Why is it celebrated
Remembrance day commemorates the
armistice signed between the Allies and
Germany at Compiegne, France, for the
cessation of hostilities on the Western
Front, which took effect at 11:00 am (the
eleventh hour of the eleventh day of the
eleventh month).

Remember those who have died in the war.
Enemies firing at us right now.
McCrae wrote a poem about his fallen friends.
Endless fighting every day.
Many soldiers died in the war.
Beautiful poppies grew in Flanders Fields.
Every soldier fought very hard in the war.
Respect those who fought in the wars of the past.

What being a charity rep is like
A charity rep is a very important job. It
requires hard work and co-operation,
as you need to work together and listen
to each other’s ideas and agree on
things together. It involves: co-operative
work, helping people and fundraising.
It requires you to follow instructions and
share ideas with each other and talk as a
group together.
What it involves
Being a charity rep involves you going
on Google Meets to talk about what you
and the others in the group are going to
do for charity. Every 1-2 weeks we aim to
do something for charity.
As a school we fundraise, raising money
for people in need. We have special days
in school where we dress up and donate
money to charity. We help people that
need it, such as the ‘Poppy Appeal’ that
supports those who fought in the wars for us.
What is charity and why is it important?
Charity is an act of giving help to people
that need it. Charities are organisations
set up to provide help and raise money,
such as the BBC’s Children in Need.
Charities raise billions and create lots of
jobs. Myla K

What does the poppy symbolise
Our red poppy is a symbol of both
Remembrance and hope for a peaceful
future. Poppies are worn as a show of
support for the Armed Forces community.
The poppy is a well-known and wellestablished symbol, one that carries a
wealth of history and meaning with it.

Aaryan S

They have a notable and striking
exception to the bleakness - the bright
red Flanders poppies. These resilient
flowers flourished in the middle of so
much chaos and destruction, growing in
thousands upon thousands.
Remembrance Day at school
On Remembrance Day, the Head Boy
and Head Girl recited John McCrae’s
poem called ‘In Flanders Fields’; then at
the eleventh hour of the eleventh day
of the eleventh month all of us observed
a two minute silence. Throughout the
silence they played ‘The Last Post’, a song
played by a trumpet or a bugle call. After
the silence they sounded the cannons
which symbolises the end of the war.
Aaryan S

Children in Need - Helping Others
Children in Need is a huge fundraising charity set up to help
children and young people and has been around for a lot longer
than you think. Did you know that it all started on Christmas Day
in 1927 when the BBC made a radio appeal to raise money for
children? They very successfully raised more than one thousand
and three hundred pounds at this time. In 1955, there was the
first ever appeal on television.

In 1980, the first modern Children in Need show was born and
they raised an impressive one million pounds during this first
show! In 1985, Pudsey Bear made his debut as the Children in
Need mascot. As the years have gone on, Pudsey Bear has had
a few makeovers! He now is the face of the charity.
Since then, Children in Need has gone from strength to strength,
with many famous people and companies, ordinary people
and school children raising money for those less fortunate in
society. In 2020, Children in Need has raised more than thirty
seven million pounds which has helped children in poverty,
those who are ill or in danger and helped give them better lives.
As always, St. Helen’s College has been involved in raising money
through events such as: ‘Soak the Teacher’, Cake sales and ‘Be
the Teacher’ days. I remember in previous years dressing up
in spots to come to school and doing a charity walk in Court
Park which was a lot of fun. I have also raised money with the
football team and cricket team that I play for. We played some
charity matches in 2019 and I enjoyed making a difference.
Arjan S
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Being an Eco Rep
An Eco Rep is a champion for the environment and The Earth as
one ecosystem. Therefore, their responsibility is to help protect
the environment by not wasting energy, reducing pollution
in the air, water and the ground. The best example of saving
energy is switching off lights and sockets when not in use in the
house, at work or at school. Other examples are switching to
energy-saving appliances. Drawing curtains retains the heat in
the house so we use less heating. By taking more showers instead
of baths we use less water, heating and electricity. We should

Matthew R

all take up a challenge and be mindful that we do all this for a
fortnight and make it a ‘SWITCH OFF FORTNIGHT’. Other ways of
saving energy are saving the use of fuel by walking, cycling or
taking public transport to school or work.
I thoroughly enjoyed having the responsibility of being an Eco
Rep at school this term. However, I definitely plan to continue
being one outside of school to help save the environment.
Arshia S

Myla K
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The Speech
Competition
Descriptive Writing
Jake stumbled along the bumpy path.
Twisted trees arched over him as he
walked. The shiny black crows glared
at him, watching where he was going.
All seven bats clung to the trees while
sleeping. The sinister trees made grumpy
faces and grinned at him. Jake was
terrified. A tiny creature watched Jake
while hiding in the shadows, not showing
itself. Jake tried not to trip on the roots of
the entangled trees. He soon noticed a
big, red fox eating its prey. After the fox
had finished his meal, he turned his head
towards Jake and his threatening eyes
narrowed.
Jake wanted to get out of the forest, so
he started running. As he ran, he heard
a loud growl. He got really nervous for
a moment. However, he looked on the
positive side - he thought it could be a
good creature. Jake wanted to turn back
but he couldn’t remember which way
he had come! He carried on treading
carefully until he spotted a humongous,
repugnant creature. Jake had no idea
what it was but all he knew was that it
had purple skin, green scales, dark red
eyes and blue spikes. As Jake saw this
creature a chill went down his spine.
Avneet D

As most of you may know, I'm Inaya, the
overall Year 4 Speech Competition winner
2021. Have you heard of the term practice
makes perfect? That is exactly what I did.
I practised at every opportunity I had.
Here are some tips that I found effective:
1 Projecting your voice is key. If they 		
can't hear you, they can't judge you.
2. Make good eye contact, keep your 		
hands by your side, stand upright with 		
a good posture and as hard as it may 		
sound... don't fidget!
3. Always remember to enjoy the
moment, enjoy performing and enjoy
engaging with your audience.
4. Using techniques such as pausing in
the right place is key to delivering a
good performance.
Out of all the subjects at school, I enjoy
drama the most. I love acting and singing
and definitely have a cool creative side.
This helped me visualise how I was going
to perform on the day of my recital. I
must admit, I was extremely nervous
and anxious but once I got into it, I felt
incredible.
Winning the Speech Competition for my
year group is a huge accomplishment. To
stand up in front of an audience takes a
lot of courage. I learnt how to control my
fear with positive thinking. I thought about
how I would feel if I heard my name being
called out as a winner, and when it did, I
was the proudest 9 year old.
If I can do it, you can too! Inaya S

Tennis Club
Tennis is a really fun sport to play and you
learn lots of new skills! I have learnt to do
high and low throws. I have also learnt
not to position my racket too high when
playing against an opponent, because
then you may miss the ball. If you can
level your racket with the ball, then you
will hit it. I go to tennis club on Thursdays it is the best day of the week! Merhvaan D

The Big Pedal
The Big Pedal is an event to encourage
people not to drive but to use a form of
exercise to come to school. Even though
it is called the “Big Pedal” it does not have
to be on a bike. It could be a scooter, a
bike or even just walking. Thirteen schools
in Hillingdon took part, including my
school which is called St. Helen’s College.
It lasted for five school days.
For my school, it took place in Court Park
on the grass and I took in my frog bike.
Luckily it didn’t rain! It was a beautiful
sunny day and I got really hot! It was lots
of fun because we were all cycling and
scooting together which we don’t get to
do very often. It was important to wear a
helmet to protect ourselves in case we fell
off so I am glad I wore mine! Rohin P

4L I Miss Linton
Quiz Club
Quiz Club is a club where we do quizzes,
mainly about general knowledge,
current affairs, and other topics from
History, Maths, and Geography. We were
selected by doing a test quiz across the
whole school and the two children with
the highest scores in each class made it
into the Quiz Club. I enjoy being in Quiz
Club because I like reading general
knowledge books and other non-fiction
books. I also like Quiz Club because you
can have fun as well as learning new
things along the way.

This year we participated in the Prep
School
General
Knowledge
Quiz
quarter finals. This is a national general
knowledge quiz among many of the
prep schools in England. The competition
was really exciting but at the same time
I felt a bit nervous. There were 5 rounds,
and each of them had 5 questions. Each
question was worth a different number of
points. Our year group came 4th and we
reached the finals!
I find general knowledge quite exciting
as it includes most of my personal
favourite subjects like maths, history and
even science, but mainly it is a good
opportunity to learn more about the
world. The best way to increase your
general knowledge is to read general
books like encyclopaedias, books about
famous people, world records and
newspapers. You could also watch quiz
programmes to increase your general
knowledge. Arshvir S

Chess Club
In Chess Club we play against each other.
Mr Foale shows us how to play chess.
He is really kind and he shows us how to
‘checkmate’ and win the game! Before
Covid, he would give out little pompom
buddies or badges to the winners. We
play lots of mini games like “how to
checkmate a king with two rooks”. Chess
Club is on every Thursday lunchtime in the
hall so if you are free then and want to
join next term feel free to do so!
Annabelle S
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Benjamin Britten’s ‘Storm’
On Friday 15th January 2021, in 4L’s music
lesson, Mrs. Fawbert asked us to listen to
“Storm” by Benjamin Britten and use our
imaginations to create a piece of artwork
that represents the storm we heard in the
music.
Playing the Trumpet - Ten Top Tips!
I’ve been learning the trumpet since I was
6 years old and I’m now working towards
my Grade 3 exam. Here are some helpful
tips:

When I listened to the music it made me
think of a boat sailing on giant waves in
a storm. The sailor was finding it hard to
navigate because of the strong wind,

pouring rain, thunder and lightning.
Towards the end of the piece of music,
the sun came out and the clouds cleared
to reveal a clear blue sky, then the sea
became calm.
I decided to draw a dramatic picture of
a yellow boat on top of massive waves in
the middle of an angry storm. The storm
had lightning bolts and giant drops of
pouring rain. The orange fish in the sea
were swimming away because they
were frightened. India C

• First of all, make sure the valves can
move and have plenty of valve oil on.
• Gently blow through the trumpet to
clear it out before playing.
• I find it easiest to play standing up
because this helps take deep breaths.
• Warm up by taking some deep breaths
then play some gentle notes that you
know well.
• You make the sound by blowing
through closed lips.
• Make sure you’re a good distance
from the music stand before playing
the trumpet.
• Listening is just as important as playing.
• If a piece of music goes wrong just
keep going.
• Make sure you listen to your teacher’s
advice.
• If you keep practising, one day you’ll
be very good and able to play pieces
you never thought you’d be able to.
Dominic M
Gardening Club
This club has been really exciting and interesting. I have learned
a new word: tender. If you are not sure of the meaning, I can
tell you. It means a plant that is sensitive to the cold. Another
word, ‘hardy’, means a plant that can survive the cold! At this
amazing club we have been planting peas and aubergines
and we water them every week. Some weeks we took plants
home to plant in our gardens.
My pea plant has been growing very well and I know this
because the top of the plant has been getting thicker and
thicker every week. You have to be careful though - it is not
good to water your plants too much or the plant will not grow
well and it could die. A plant just needs the right amount of
nutrients to survive for a year, a week or months. Its nutrients are
in the soil and it also needs sunlight. You can water them with a
watering can.

Look below to see what you need to grow a plant or a flower:
• First, you need a seed, a shovel and you need to make a
little hole in the ground with the shovel and place the seed
in the hole.
• Next, you need to put some mud or soil that you dug up from
the ground and place it back on top of the seed.
• Finally, you need to grab a watering can, fill it up to the
halfway line and pour it on the space your seed is in and
wait a week or so and go back to the same spot your seed
is and there should be a little plant already coming out of
the ground.
• There you go, you have a little plant!
Alicia O
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Floella Benjamin’s Online Virtual Visit To
Our School
On Tuesday 11th of May 2021, Floella
Benjamin, the author of Coming To
England, was talking to our school about
how she grew up and what happened to
her when she came to England.
Floella first started to talk to us about her
life in Trinidad. When her little brother
Ellington was born, she was too busy
trying to look for a Stork flying because
it was very rare. She did see it and she
started to dance in the rain, which is her
favourite thing to do, but very soon she
was going to hear some sad news.
Floella was very sad to know her dad was
moving to England, so that he could be
a famous Jazz musician but she was still
happy that she would be having the rest

of the family back in Trinidad. While her
dad was in England she went to school
in Trinidad and used to sing the National
Anthem for England and learnt that
Trinidad was part of the British Empire
.
After a year, Floella’s mother and the
rest of the kids went to England, except
Sandra and Floella. Sandra is Floella’s
sister. They were really sad. After a few
months they got a letter from their parents
saying that they were allowed to come to
England!! They were so excited. This time
they got to pack all their pretty clothes.
While they were travelling to England on
a ship they had lots of fun and even got
to help in the kitchen. It took them fifteen
days to reach England. As soon as they
got to see their parents they hugged them
so tightly. They felt cold so their parents
gave them a new knitted cardigan to
keep them warm. During their journey
home they went on escalators, which
they thought were moving staircases.

Floella was treated badly in her new
school. Everybody called her names
and she told her mother but her mum
encouraged her and told her to be
positive and she would get friends.
Floella did get good friends later and
she was happy. Floella did very well at
school and she talked to us a lot about
education and how it is very important for
everyone to become successful and very
confident. She also said that education
is the passport for life. Floella was very
happy she was in England but she still
dreamt about meeting The Queen … and
she finally did!! She is currently a Member
of the House of Lords. Shriya K

Floella’s 4

Floella thought she did not get a nice
welcome in England, people were not
kind. When they reached England, they
were a bit sad that they lived in a one
room house but they were definitely
happy that they were one big family
again.

Year 4 Sports Day!
On Friday 25th June, we had our annual Sports Day and it was
amazing!
When and where was it held?
Sports Day was held at a park near our school called Court
Park. Every Tuesday we have games there and we do football,
tennis and cricket at this same park so we knew it very well.
When we got there we saw the Year 3s finishing their events. Mrs.
Drummond, Mrs. Rumney, Mr. Lewis and Mr. and Mrs. Crehan
were there too. Mr. Crehan made all the announcements.
The events
We did all kinds of events like: 50 metre hurdles, 50 metre sprint,
400 metre sprint, long jump, javelin, hammer throw, speed
bounce and relay races but sadly out of all of them we were
only allowed to do 4. I wish we could have done more.

C’s:

Considera
t
Contentm ion
e
Confidenc nt
e
Courage

Rosettes
In the hurdle races, I came first and received a bright red rosette!
I was very proud of myself. There were blue 2nd place rosettes
and yellow 3rd place rosettes. There were also ‘special’ orange
rosettes. Some children got these for showing perseverance
and courage.
My favourite events
Races: 50 metre hurdles
Throwing: Javelin throwing
These were my favourites because I won in the 50 metre hurdles
event and I think I came 5th in Javelin.
How to be champion at your events
Here are some top tips:
•

Be confident

•

Practise at home

•

Never give up

•

Don’t think about anything else,

		

just focus on the event you’re doing.

Dylan C
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Our Fantastic Trip To Iver Environment Centre
On Tuesday 25th March, we went on a trip to Iver Environment
Centre!
In the morning when I got there, I saw my best friend and we
went inside and started chatting. Our teacher came in, Miss
Linton, and we all shouted, “We’re in Iver!” Everyone was very
excited.
Our first session was pond dipping. Our instructions were to
catch as many pond organisms as we could. We used a key
to identify them. It felt like a science lesson only it was even
more interesting. One of the teams caught a dragonfly larva
(which lives in the water for 3 years before it hatches). It looked
so creepy!
After that we went inside and our guide called Kate showed
us a lizard from Australia and it actually looked very cool. Next
we had a snack and I had one of the best snacks you could
possibly have - KFC crisps!
We did all sorts of activities throughout the day including: mini-beast hunting, habitat building, den building for ourselves, fire
lighting and toasting marshmallows over a campfire! My favourite activity was building our dens! I worked with my teammates and
it took us about 20 minutes to build. I learnt how to build using materials from nature. I am looking forward to going there again
one day. I think it would be a great place for my whole family to go sometime. Abdullah S

The Story of Moses
On Friday 18th June, 4L did play about
Moses and I played him. If you don’t know
who Moses is then I will tell you about him
and some of our play.
Moses was a Jew. He was a good man
but one day he saw some slaves getting
beaten by Egyptians. He didn’t like it so
he went up to them and told them to
stop. He got into a big argument with
them and then it turned into a fight.
Moses had to flee. He escaped and
went to another land. He worked as a
shepherd for 40 years but one day he
heard the voice of God. God said that
Moses needed to save the Israelites and
lead them to a new home. The pharaoh
didn’t let them go so Moses said “God will
cast a plague over Egypt!”
After the tenth plague the pharaoh let
them go but then he soon changed
his mind and sent his army after them.
When they reached the Red Sea, Moses
raised his staff and it made a dry path
for him. When they reached the other
shore, Moses raised his staff again and
the water collapsed over the army. They
washed away!

Acting Tips
Diction (pronounce clearly) - try to practise saying: ‘the teeth the lips the tip of the
tongue’.
Projection - making sure you are loud enough so the audience can hear you.
Physicality - show how the character might do something physically e.g. walk, run,
sit, talk.
Hot seating - where people interview you and you answer in character.
The Play
On the day of the play, everyone must have been scared but surely we were also
excited. When it was my scene I sprung out of my seat not a second late when I said
my line. I made it loud and clear and got into character so well. I’m sure if you work
hard you can be better than me and you can achieve anything you put your mind to.
Nayan P
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Our Maxwell Garden

What needed to change

The Bug Hotels

Our Maxwell Garden was plain and a bit
neglected - in fact it was looking a bit
empty. But Year 4 have worked hard to
make it better. So our Maxwell Garden
got better like this. In science 4L has been
planning ways to improve it this term.

After looking around the Maxwell
Garden, we decided to make more
habitats for the little creatures that want
to live there. We had to think about food
sources but also safety from predators.
We talked about insects, mammals (like
hedgehogs) and birds.

We used tin cans to make our bug hotels.
We also used bark, twigs, leaves and
flowers. This was what 4L enjoyed the
most out of all the things we did for the
garden.

What 4l enjoyed doing the most

The following Wednesday Mr. Rizzo gave
us mixed seeds to plant a variety of
flowers. I can’t wait to see what they look
like! Karan M

Our first steps
First, 4L went to the Maxwell Garden and
we had a look around to see what we
could change. We thought the garden
could be much better. We came up
with ideas like planting more bushes
and flowers, making a bug hotel and
putting up bird feeders. So the next week
on Wednesday we went back to the
Maxwell Garden and we got to work.

The European Championships
The European Championship is ranked as
the most prestigious competition next to
the World Cup. The very first Euro’s was
held in the year 1960 in Paris, France,
where only four teams competed in
the finals out of 17 that entered the
competition. The final was between the
Soviet Union and Yugoslavia, where the
score was an exciting 2–1 to the Soviet
Union. The next tournament was held in
Spain in 1964 and then hosted and won
by Italy in 1968. Now there are twenty four
nations that take part in the tournament.
The idea for the European Championships
was first proposed by the French football
administrator, the first General Secretary
of UEFA, Henri Delauney, in 1927. Ever
since, the trophy has been named after
him to honour him and his son, Pierre, was
in charge of designing the trophy.
The competition is usually held every four
years, apart from 2020 which was an
exception as it was postponed for 2021.
This is as a result of the global pandemic,
however, the next Euros is still scheduled
to be held in 2024, as planned. The current
European championships is hosted in
various countries which is unusual as there
is normally a host country. However, the
final will be held in Wembley stadium,

-

potting plants

-

sowing mixed flower seeds

-

planning it in groups

-

building the bug hotel (we needed

The Planting

sticks and bark and leaves for this).

England - an exciting prospect to look
forward to.
Before entering the tournament, all teams
compete in a qualifying process. The 15
European Championship tournaments
have been won by ten national teams:
Germany and Spain each have won three
titles, France has two titles, and the Soviet
Union, Italy, Czechoslovakia, Netherlands,
Denmark, Greece and Portugal have
won one title each. Germany and Spain
have both won three titles with Germany
holding the best record, scoring the most
goals and conceding less goals. Spain
however is the only team in history to have
won consecutive titles both in 2008 and
2012. The Euro 2012 final was watched by
300 million people globally.

favourite team). They have always been
hungry to win back the Cup for their
first title after a twenty five year break,
however, you never know, in a game of
football anyone could win! That’s what
makes it so exciting! So let’s get set for a
great summer of Football ahead!
Kamran-Cyrus A

Now I hope you are all ready for an
absolute thriller of a game in the Finals,
in Wembley stadium as the fun has only
just begun. There have been amazing
games thus far, England vs Scotland,
France v Portugal - I cannot wait for more
exhilarating games! Personally, I think lots
of teams have the quality to win but in all
honesty I feel it is definitely coming home
for the Germans as they are the team
with the best record within the European
Championship (and secretly my personal
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My Greek Myth
In the centre of Athens, stood a sixteenyear-old girl called Ruby, who was going
to become an amazing heroine to her
home village in Athens. Her eyes were
like two miniature suns and her hair shone
like it too. When she smiled she showed
astonishingly white teeth. She ran as fast
as a cheetah! She was an ordinary farm
girl and wanted to do something for her
people. Her village was peaceful and
calm. She liked helping out on the farm
and grew very fit. One year, she entered
some sporty contests, positive she would
lose all of them or at least one of them
but she was wrong! She won all of them!
1st place! She entered them every year
and won every year! One year after the
Battle of Crete, evil King Minos of Crete

started writing letters saying if they didn’t
accept his offer to keep the war going
then he was going to attack their village.
The head of the village, Lead Katunko,
had a visitor. Ruby entered, feeling
scared. “Your Majesty, I have heard you
didn’t want to continue the war, and I
agree with you but I would prefer the war
to this ‘unpleasant creature’ King Minos
is talking about.” She said it like she was
talking to a real king.
“I cannot change my mind now. Minos
said he would send the ‘creature’ every
year. Goodbye,” he said in his deep,
booming voice, and with that, she was
gone. She ran to tell her family the sad
and frustrating news, but when she got
to the farm a terrible sight met her eyes.
It was September, so some of the crops
should still be there, but the Minotaur
(she thought this was the ‘unpleasant
creature’ Minos was talking about)
had uprooted every single fruit and
vegetable. It had the head of a bull and
was a terrifying creature, but not for Ruby.
She nicknamed herself ‘THE GOLDEN

Children in Need
On Friday the 13th of November, children and staff all joined together to dress in
fluorescent colours and wear spots/stripes to support Children in Need. As a school,
we raised over £1200 for this important cause, contributing to an eventual total of £41
million nationally!
On this annual event, we usually participate in lots of fun fundraising events but
unfortunately this year was different due to the pandemic. Nevertheless, we still
enjoyed Pudsey cookies and cupcakes for pudding at lunch time. The whole of Upper
School gathered in the playground for a colourful photograph of all the array of
colours. We also enjoyed some Pudsey colouring. We all made our own “Together,
We Can” pledge, showing the life changing differences we can make to young lives
across the UK if we all come together. They are now on display for everyone to enjoy.
Ayla A

ANGEL’ and shouted up to the Minotaur
(which had been coming to get her)
“YOU CANNOT FRIGHTEN ME. I AM THE
GOLDEN ANGEL!!!”
She respected the gods and at that
moment unstoppable armour came
flying down, complete with a ruby and
gold sword and shield. The minotaur had
been too busy looking at the armour so
he had not realised she had the sword,
and, with her strength, she climbed up
the minotaur’s knobbly skin, past the
club in its hand, up, up to its head. At
that point, he noticed her and started
battling her. A large crowd had gathered
below, including Lead Katunko, and
were cheering her on. Most were
cowering behind stalls, but the rest were
cheering. She sliced off the Minotaur’s
evil head, to a lot of cheering from below
and climbed back down. They had a
royal feast and only filled up after seven
platefuls! Unfortunately it was spoilt for
Ruby because her family were killed by
the minotaur. After that they went to bed
after an exhausting day, ready for more
adventure. Annie L

The Ancient Greeks
In Year 4 history we have been learning
about Ancient Greece. We have learnt
about daily life, homes, jobs, schooling
and much more. We have been learning
about the differences of different states
such as Athens and Sparta.
If a Spartan baby was weak, it was left on
a hill to die. Sparta and Athens were the
most powerful states and VERY different.
Sparta was a tough Greek state that
hated reading, writing and free speech
and had kings. Athens loved free speech
and all boys went to school and they had
a democracy. Sparta was ruled by kings.
During
the
Battle
of
Marathon,
Pheidippides ran and took several
messages. From this great event the first
marathon race of the modern Olympic
Games was run in 1896. Mikaeel M
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Remembrance Day
On Remembrance Day we all went outside into the school playground and we all
were silent for two minutes. At this time the whole country was silent. Mrs. Fawbert
played the trumpet, Year 6 pupils recited the poem about Flanders Fields and we
heard cannons go off in the distance. Then we came back into class and learnt about
Remembrance Day and we had to write a poem that said Remember.
We learnt that we have a two minute silence because we have some time to think
about all the soldiers who risked their lives just to keep the country safe and we were
shown one of the remaining tanks from World War 2. Remembrance Day is on 11th
November. We also learnt that Remembrance Sunday is held on the 2nd Sunday of
November and commemorates British service members who died in all wars from
World War 1 and that the 11th November 1945 was the end of the war.
During the weeks leading up to Remembrance Day, charities sell poppies for those
who might have suffered injuries during war. We wear a poppy because it symbolises
what grew in Flanders Fields, which is the cemetery of all the dead soldiers. The 11th
November is also known as Armistice Day and is a day dedicated to celebrate the
anniversary of the peace agreement that ended World War 1. Milo M

Inspirational People
In RE this term, we have been learning
about many different inspirational
people.
I think an inspirational person is brave,
caring, confident, kind, skilled and
inspiring. We have studied people like
Anne Frank, Mahatma Gandhi, Mother
Teresa and Rosa Parks. These were
all people who did courageous and
inspirational things in their lifetime.
Anne Frank hid from the Nazis during
World War 2. She was threatened simply
because of her religion. Mother Teresa
was a nun who was famous for dedicating
her life to the poor and the sick. Mahatma
Gandhi peacefully protested for the
independence of India and fought
against racial discriminition. Rosa Parks
refused to move out of the white seating
area on a bus and then became one of

the most well known civil rights activists
from this one small act.
This topic made me think about who I
am inspired by. There are many, but two
of my favourites are Mary Anning and
Thomas Edison. Thomas Edison has made
all our lives easier by inventing the first
incandescent light bulb as well as many
other significant scientific discoveries
that we still use versions of today. I am
also particularly inspired by Mary Anning.
She found many dinosaur fossils including
a huge Ichthyosaur, the Plesiosaur and
many other ancient sea creatures. It was
even more amazing that she did this as a
woman because at that time only men
were allowed to be part of the scientific
community. It is partly thanks to learning
about Mary Anning in Year 1 that has
inspired me to become a paleogeneticist
when I grow up! Ted H

Cressida Cowell
We were very lucky to have an online
visit from the popular children’s author
Cressida Cowell MBE. I had heard of her
from her famous series of books “How
to Train Your Dragon”, which has sold
millions of copies around the world. I
was very excited to hear about her new
books, “The Wizard of Once”. I waited in
anticipation as she came online to tell
us about her childhood and how she
was inspired to write her books including
where her creative ideas came to her.
From the beginning of her interview I was
captivated, hearing about how any of
us sitting here listening could become an
author.
She was born on 15th April 1955 and she
currently lives in London. As a child she
went on holiday to a Scottish Island every
summer for two weeks with NO WIFI, so
she had to entertain herself by reading
comics and catching fish. This started her
enthusiasm for writing. At her house she
has a shed where she escapes to write
her books.
The “How To Train Your Dragon” series are
so popular that they have been turned
into films, a bit like Harry Potter. She told
us how she got the ideas for her books
and she even read an extract from her
latest book.
I was quite excited to listen to her ideas
of how we can get interested in writing!
I have already asked my parents for a
scrapbook for Christmas so I can cut out
and keep ideas on things that interest me.
We were so lucky to have the current
Children’s Laureate come and speak to
us. It was a real honour to be able to ask
her questions and to gather ideas on how
we can become incredible authors like
her! Xavier B
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Eco Reps
At our school we have an Eco Team and the members comprise two reps from each
class. The eco reps’ goal is to save the planet and fight problems such as climate
change, deforestation and pollution. We meet up on Google Meet regularly to discuss
ideas for new projects. Our eco code is:
Eat your 5 a day and keep active.
Collect and pick-up litter around you by disposing of it correctly.
Only use electricity when you need to.
Care for the ozone layer and plant a tree.
Our Earth is precious so protect it.
Don’t waste water, every drop counts.
Everyone can make a difference.
At school we have been doing lots of amazing projects to make our school very eco
friendly. Our latest project is “Switch Off Fortnight.” As part of Switch Off Fortnight we
have been turning off lights, computers, interactive boards and any other electrical
equipment to save energy. As part of the campaign, the eco reps are monitoring
the energy meter in our hall to see how much energy we are using. We have also
participated in the eco assembly and made posters to spread awareness within the
school community. The posters are displayed on a board in our hall and they are
widely read. We raise awareness in the hope that people will not only act at school
but also make changes at home..
Every year our school organises a litter picking activity at Court Park which is a great example of saving the environment and raising
awareness. As an eco rep I feel a sense of responsibility towards my wider community so I go litter picking regularly with my parents.
After reading this article I hope more individuals will be motivated to help save the environment by making small changes. Advik S.

PE Lessons in Year 4
n Year 4 we have PE lessons on a Monday
and Tuesday. Our lesson on Monday
is always with Mr. Dyson, our lesson on
Tuesday rotates each half term. This term
we had Mrs. Thompson and Mr. Lewis as
our teachers.
We have tried out two sports this term in
PE on the Monday: tri-golf and basketball.
In tri-golf we learnt to: use different types
of golf clubs for different shots and use
the ‘tick, tock, restart’ method to help us
get into the correct position ready for a
great shot. In basketball we have learnt
to shoot into the basket and practise
simple moves. I have enjoyed basketball
so much that I have now got my own
basketball at home to help me practise.

On Tuesday in our Games lessons we
have been working on our skills in netball
and tag rugby. This term has been a little
different because we have had to stay
in our class bubble. That means we have
had lessons with the whole class, rather
than with the girls from 4L, which is what
we did last year (or 3B,as they were then!).
Netball was our first sport. We learnt how
to shoot, pivot and pass (SPP) and we
played netball rounders. This half term we
have been playing tag rugby. I had never
played this before so it has been really
good fun to try something new. It has
been very enjoyable but VERY muddy. We
have been very lucky with the weather
this term though as we have managed to
get outside for all of our lessons.
In the lesson we have played several

games of Bulldog and have learnt how
to use the snake, so basically you have
4-5 people in a line and 1 rugby ball then
the first person leads the others and the
second person runs forward either left or
right and says one of them.
Next, the person with the ball has to throw
it in the direction that the other person
has said and then the person who had
the ball will go to the back and then it all
carries on in the order of the line.
I am really looking forward to all of the
different sports we are going to work on
in the spring and summer terms as I really
enjoy PE. Poppy H
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Violin Lessons
Hello, my name is Yousra and I am in 4T. I
have been playing violin for eight months.
I was inspired to play the violin because
of a violinist who plays very gracefully. Her
name is Karolina Protsenko and she is 12.
Since I started playing violin, I have learnt
the first finger and normal notes which
are G, D, A and E.
I have my lessons with Miss Collier and I
only have had two non virtual lessons
with her so far. When we had our virtual
lessons, it was on Friday at 5.30 p.m. but
now, in our non-virtual lessons, we have
it on Monday at a different time each
week so that I don’t miss the same lesson
every time.
The violin also has a bow. This bow is made
of ebony wood and horse hair. The violin
is made of ebony and string and metal.
In the future, I would like to get a grade in
the violin. Tips for playing violin are: when
you read a note, be careful because
you might read the note wrong as the
1st, 2nd and 3rd fingers look very similar.
I enjoy playing the violin because it is
very relaxing and it makes a lovely noise
(unless you make it squeak!). Yousra M

A - Z Of Food And Drink

A is for apples, lovely to crunch,
B is for bananas, all in a bunch.
C is for cake with candles alight
D is for doughnuts, soft to bite.
E is for egg, I like mine fried
F is for fruitcake, not something I’ve tried.
G is for grapes, juicy and green
H is for ham, I like mine lean.
I is for ice cream, I like chocolate chip,
J is for juice, I like it with crisps.
K is for kiwi, squishy and fresh
L is for liquorice but you should eat less.
M is for milk, creamy and cold,
N is for nutella, chocolate and bold.
O is for orange, peeled and bright,
P is for potato, mashed is alright.
Q is for quiche, ham and cheese is the best,
R is for raisins, there are none left.
S is for strawberries, chunky and red,
T is for toast, made out of bread.
U is for upside down cake, a pineapply sponge,
V is for vol-au-vent with chicken for lunch.
W is for watermelon, watery and green
X is for xocolatl, made of cocoa beans.
Y is for yogurt, creamy and white,
Z is for zest, it’s lemony with bite.
Oliver K

Gardening and Nature
At the start of the summer term, I signed up for the Gardening Club. I realised that it has made me more patient - waiting for the
plant to grow, and taking care of the beautiful and natural world around you. The teachers involved are Ms Gilham and Mr Rizzo.
With their help, I have learnt a lot about caring for the wild.
Here is a poem for the word nature.
Nature is just like human beings. They move, they twist, they drink and eat just like us.
Animals are part of nature and bring such life everywhere.
Twisting winds brustle cherry trees that sway in every direction.
Urban areas are packed with oak trees where the leaves, bark and acorns of the oak were believed to heal many medical
ailments including inflammation and kidney stones.
Rural areas are full of blossom trees that soon will ripen to become the most fresh and juicy fruits that we all enjoy.
Evergreen gardens are homes for many mini-beasts and creepy-crawlies.
So, every lesson we have in Gardening, we plant as many plants as we can, which is wonderful as it links to our Science Project of
making the Maxwell Garden better. Joleen Z
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Let’s Get To Know Floella Benjamin
Last week, we were lucky to watch Floella
Benjamin talk in an assembly to schools
across the country.
Floella Benjamin is a well known-person.
She was the main character in a show
that most of your parents will know called
Playschool. Today, she is also a well-known
author, TV presenter, businesswoman,
actress and politician. She was born on
23 September 1949 in Trinidad.
Her father was a police officer and a
talented jazz performer. One day he
decided he would move to England. A
year after that, their mother decided to
join him and bring her youngest girl and
boy. Floella had to stay with her cruel
Aunty and Uncle who made her two
brothers fight for their food, with the loser
getting no food.

Cycling/The Big Pedal
Cycling is an activity that I enjoy. I learnt to
cycle on a two wheeled bike when I was
8 years old. I learnt this in just 20 minutes!
We often cycle as a family because my
Dad and Mum enjoy cycling too. It’s not
just fun but also it’s good exercise. When
we have gone away on breaks with
family and friends we often hire bicycles
and cycle for pleasure.

Luckily, after one year, Floella, her sister and two older brothers were able to join their
parents in their new home in Beckenham, Kent. Unfortunately, she and her family
suffered a lot of racist abuse when they moved to the UK and at school she was bullied
by lots of boys. We can learn more about her experience of moving from Trinidad to
Kent in her book, which is called Coming to England.
In 2001, Floella received an OBE for her contribution to television. In 2004, she ran with
the Olympic torch through Peckham. In 2008 she was appointed a Deputy Lieutenant
of Greater London and on the 12th March 2020 she was awarded a Damehood Medal
at Buckingham Palace for over 40 years of charitable work.
Floella helps lots of charities across the world, especially those that help disadvantaged
children. For 20 years she has been working tirelessly to help as many charities as she
can. Danyal S

During the lockdowns in 2020 and 2021
we cycled lots as it was a safe and
enjoyable way to spend time together
outdoors and it helped to keep me fit.

A Recipe For A Good Neighbour

The Big Pedal was an event that we
took part in as a school. Everyone was
encouraged to include walking, scooting
or cycling in their daily travel to and from
school. I was so excited to be able to
take my bicycle into school for the day.
I parked up my bicycle in the Maxwell
Garden. Later in the day we took the
bicycles to Court Park and we had to
cycle around 15 times! It was difficult but
so much fun!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We had a chart in class to see how
much walking, scooting and cycling
to school was happening that week as
part of a school challenge. My class (4T)
completed the most walking journeys.
I hope we have more events and
challenges like this in school in the future,
it was definitely one of my highlights of
Year 4. Millan P

Method
Mix all the ingredients in any order
you like and then you will be a
good neighbor. If someone is like
this to you this that means they
are a good neighbour to you.

Ingredients

		

a big jug of smiles
a handful of hugs
a litre of some feel better
sharing time
3 heaped tablespoons of love
a sprinkling of kindness
1 litre of cheerfulness
100g of respect
a dusting of good listening
a cup full of trust
7 spoonfuls of friendliness

Good
u rs
Ne ighb o

Avyuday C
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I love Nature
Perseverance

I love Nature.
The way the bees’ honey glows like gold.
The way the birds chirp calmly.

Perseverance is when you never give up,
Everyone can do it,

The way the trees flow freely.
The way the grass is soft and calm.
The way the hills are tall and different shapes.

So say to yourself I can do this,

The way the ladybugs fly anywhere they want.
The way the cheetahs run as fast as the wind.
The way bunnies hop cutely.

Encourage everyone around you,

Each and every one of you,
Victory is what you deserve,

Remind everyone,
All your dreams will come true,

But when I get muddy that’s
when I love it best!!!!!!!!!!!!!
I think every day,
Nature makes me feel happy!

Can you do it, yes is the answer

I love Nature.
Anaya S

Leila B

Never give up, persevere

Even YOU can do it!

Chess Club
What is Chess Club?
Chess Club is where we play a game with our fellow students
called “Chess”.
The Storm
Pitter patter pitter patter raindrops everywhere
Louder and louder without a care
Swishing and swirling like a washing machine
Growing wildly out of control like a crazy scene.
All of sudden there was calm
As if it could do no harm
Sun shining full of brightness
The sky filled with so much whiteness.
Then again came the storm
Like a raging fire so warm
Pitter patter pitter patter raindrops everywhere
Louder and louder without a care.
Anaiya B

How does it help?
Chess includes lots of mental thinking. It also helps lots of
memory thinking, so the hippocampus helps a lot. There are
lots of choices in Chess and that’s why we need our PrefrontalCortex.
Who is allowed to join?
Chess Club is very open. Anyone can join, even if they don’t
know how to play - the teacher will teach them! If you stay in
the Chess Club for long and enter the tournaments then you get
a Chess badge.
What do the teachers teach us?
The teachers teach us nice moves like castling, passant
capture, en capture and promotion. I even figured out that if
the opponent only has a king and you only have a rook you can
give a checkmate!
What are the names of each piece?
When you set up the board, one row of pieces will look the
same and these are called pawns. In the row next to it are other
pieces that look completely different. The pieces on the edges
of the row are called rooks, the pieces next to the rooks are
knights, the pieces next to the knights are called bishops, next
to the bishops are the king and the queen.
Burhan P
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Iver Environment Centre
This is an article about an amazing school trip to the Iver
Environment Centre. So this all happened on Tuesday 25th May.
Firstly, we sat down on a table and waited for all the others to
come. When everybody arrived a lady called Katie introduced
and then we went outside and we started pond dipping. I
really enjoyed it but all we got was algae and small creatures.
But I had an idea to dip deep down into the pond, and when
I did I captured a newt. When I just captured that species I
thought that it was an eel. I was as surprised as a person who
won a billion pounds in a lottery, because newts are very fast
animals. Then after that we all inspected them.
The next activity was one of my favourites: fire lighting. Firstly,
we had to guess which materials we would be using. The
correct answer was flint and steel. I thought that flint and steel
were only in Minecraft. We were all split into groups. The group
I was in made multiple sparks onto the cotton but I didn’t burn
until we asked Katie to help us. After that tip that Katie gave us,
Avyuday made the fire.
Moments later we started to do mini-beast hunting. An assistant
helped us get a spider. It was a daddy long legs. Technically a
daddy spider with long legs. After that it was lunch. I really did
enjoy that popcorn my dad got me. So that boosted up our
energy for more astonishing activities to do.
Then we started playing in bush mazes and monkey bars and
big humongous piles of big thick cylinders of wood. They were
all connected to each other, which we walked and hopped
and jumped on, which was a full bathtub of fun.
Then we went shelter building for the animals then us. We had
to get a headband of which animal; we were den building for
shrews. We had to read an information card about them so
that we knew whether what we were building would suit them.
When we made the base for ourselves we had a limited time
to finish it. At the end we started looking at each other’s bases.
Our base was a military base because it was strong and firm
and I even made a gate in front of it.

Then Katy made a big cosy
and snug fire. It was very hot
from far and I saw a thick
blue smoke coming out of
the fire. We were toasting
marshmallows, but to get a
marshmallow you needed
to answer a question about
what you learned today and
I answered the first question.
When I went to toast the
marshmallow I felt the heat
in my face. It felt like my face
was about to melt.
After that I went to a mini
rainforest which had real
goldfish and water and a
mini bridge. It was epic. Then
we played a game called
‘Murder’ and I put my hand up

to be the murderer. The game
was that the murderer had to
nod at a person and fall on the
ground and the detective was
in the middle turning around
trying to capture the murderer
with the suspicion face put
on. I won the game because I
had the most people nod and
I only had 3 or 4 or 5 people
left.
Well that was the amazing
school trip to Iver Environment
Centre.
I
recommend
everybody should go there
at least once in their lifetime
to understand the beauty of
nature and how fun wildlife is.
Malek C

Emily took us through to the play area to the place where we
got to go and make animal homes. I think we all made amazing
animal homes.
Then Katy took us pond dipping, and two teams caught a newt.
I caught a boatman and a phantom and a couple more things
but they were too small to see what there were.
Next, Katy took us fire lighting (don’t worry - we had damp pots
to prevent the fire spreading). Annie got two fires and I got a
spark, so did Milo, Poppy got one fire, and my group was the
best.
After that, we went mini-beast hunting. I found woodlice and a
beetle. Milo found a centipede.

Iver Environment centre
On Tuesday 25th May, my class (4T) went to the Iver Environment
Centre. When we got there, we went into a room, waiting for
everyone to come. The teachers were called Katy and Emily.

Emily took us to the same place where we made a home for the
animals. We made a den and made them secure so we could
go into the den. My team had the biggest den.
After that we got to cook marshmallows. I went through the
pretend rainforest where there was a fake snake. We went
home and I was exhausted. Albert H
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4T Gratitude Assembly
Firstly, in our assembly we had some
children saying thank you in different
languages.Secondly, we had some
children saying what gratitude means.
After that, we had some dramas of
people showing gratitude. Then, we had
a story where the main character doesn’t
show gratitude. Subsequently, we had
a poem and a song. Afterwards, some
children said some final things about
gratitude. Finally, we said The Lord’s
Prayer. Jacob N
Athletics Club
Every Monday as soon as school finishes,
I get super excited because it’s Athletics
Club!
Do you know what an athletics club is? It’s
where you are taught a variety of sport
that you love and a sport that you’ve
never experienced playing before. It’s
exciting and that’s why I enjoy it.
I love smashing a cricket ball into the
open space or heading a solid football
straight past the goalkeeper and into the
corner of the net. Other sports we have
been participating in are hockey and
tennis. The activities build up my strength
and mood and I’m a happier person.
My teacher is Mr. Dyson who is kind and
very encouraging. At the start I feel
energetic and full of energy and during
the session I feel wow! But at the end
of the hour I’m so tired and hungry, I
sometimes collapse into the car seat.
I like Athletics Club because I love
multisport and exercise. Aman B

Art Club
In our school, we have an awesome art club. The best part is we get to become as
creative as we like and we have NO RULES!! Our art teacher is Mrs Pruce. Usually,
there would have been a Year 2 - 3 art club and a Year 4 - 6 one but due to Covid
restrictions this year, each year group has a separate art club.
Recently, in Art Club, we have worked on dirty pour artwork and door hangers,
whereas in our art lessons we have done superhero comics and superhero paintings.
At present, our topic is India and so far we have decorated an India title page and
started making some splendid rangoli designs. Dirty Pour is one of my favourite art
techniques. You have to try it at home, it is TERRIFIC!! The instructions are shown below.
Instructions
You will need
•
White paint
•
3 more coloured paints of your choice (other than white)
•
A board
•
A cup
•
Something to keep your table clean e.g. foil, newspaper
Method
•
First, take a cup and fill it halfway with white paint
•
Then, choose some other coloured paints
•
Get the paints you chose and pour them into the cup,
		
being careful not to mix it
•
Next, put the board on top of the cup and quickly flip it over
•
Now, you might want to cover your table with a foil or newspaper
•
After that, tilt the surface in each direction to let the paint flow and
		
cover the entire board
•
Lastly, let it dry for a week
•
Show it to your friends and family!!
I also loved doing the door hangers. It took us a long time to finish them. We had to
carve the hangers out of clay, then smoothen the edges and let them dry for a week
and then finally paint them. I made an ‘E’ shaped one and it turned out marvellous!!
It proudly hangs on my room door now. Yippee!!
We also made our own superheroes/heroines and painted them on newspaper. Then
we made an interesting comic strip about them just using pictures and words like
POW! BOOM! KABASH! My one was about weathergirl getting her powers and making
her first rescue.
Rangoli is another of my favourites. We first made beautiful symmetrical designs in our
sketchbooks, next we drew a quarter of our final design on board and finally we are
going to stick some strings over it and get it printed. Eshanvi A
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one, Mrs. Allery!! In a short time Mrs. Allery
has already helped us settle in, make new
friends and start some of the complicated
11+ work. We have started to learn Latin,
the history of the Tudors and about the
Highwayman in English.

Starting In Year 5
After a tough end of Year 4, coming into
Year 5 was definitely intimidating. The
transition from St. Home’s College back
to St. Helen’s College was certainly odd. I
was so used to online lessons that the idea
of a classroom, not being in sight of my
kitchen at home, was a distant memory.
It was much like a normal first day of school
with new books, a new classroom and
a new teacher except with a few new
COVID rules. We had to socially distance
which I’m sure all of us are experts in now.

The Highwayman
During the second half of the
September term, we focused on an
extremely interesting poem called the
Highwayman. In our first lesson we did a
number of initial activities such as thinking
about whether the story is sad or happy
or whether the Highwayman was good
or bad? There were a variety of ideas in
our class and many different opinions.
We were given some clues by Mrs. Allery
(5A class teacher), who put three pictures
of the Highwayman on the board. The
third picture, which was very mysterious,
looked rather sad because it was a
picture of the Highwayman as a ghost.
This hinted to the fact that perhaps the
Highwayman was killed or not alive (at
this point in time we didn’t know about
the story).
In our second lesson, Mrs. Allery handed
out a part of the poem which only
had three stanzas (stanzas are verses/
paragraphs). We then read the poem
together as a class, and studied the
paragraphs. We found that the first
paragraph was setting the scene and the
second one was dedicated to describing
the Highwayman. The third paragraph we
looked at was all about the Highwayman
meeting someone called Bess (you will
learn who Bess is below).

We no longer assemble for assemblies;
instead, we see each other’s happy,
smiling faces through Google Meet.
When I got to school I began to realise
that it had been six months since I had
seen my classmates. Getting to see all
my friends was really fun, especially to
see that they still looked the same.
One of the best parts of starting a new
school year is getting a new teacher. This
year, we lucked out and got the best

We recently had our first class assembly
in Year 5. It was really fun to prepare. But
the real fun was presenting it through...
Google Meet. We were each given our
own laptop and when it was someone’s
turn to talk the camera would switch to
theirs. It was hard not to laugh when you
caught your friends blankly staring in the
background of the video. We were the
only year who got to experiment with this
so we felt quite special!
The rest of the year holds lots of exciting
things such as the trip to the Isle of Wight,
which will hopefully still go ahead. After
the confusing time during lockdown, I
have been very grateful to come back to
school. We will be learning more towards
our 11+ but most importantly I am looking
forward to having an almost normal year.
Ariyan S

In our third lesson Mrs. Allery taught us
how to identify a simile and metaphor
properly. Both metaphors and similes
are used to make comparisons. Similes
use the word “like’’ or “as” to make
comparisons whereas metaphors directly
state a comparison. Mrs. Allery made us
identify all the similes and metaphors in
the three stanzas that we looked at.
In our penultimate lesson, we finally
got to find out what the real story was!
The story of the Highwayman is about
a Highwayman who rides up to the
landlord’s inn. He whistles a tune to the
casement (a casement is what the
people used to call a window). Who
should be waiting there but the landlord’s
daughter, Bess. The Highwayman told
Bess he would come back to the inn
after his night work was done (the job of
a Highwayman is a thief/bandit). In the
background of the conversation, there
was a zombie-like creature listening. His
name was Tim the ostler (the job of an
ostler is to look after horses). Tim was not
happy with what he heard as he liked Bess
too! Tim told king George’s men to come
and kill the Highwayman. After that, King
George’s men ran in and tied Bess up with
a rope and also tied a musket (a musket
is a big gun) at her throat. To warn the
Highwayman that the King’s men were
there, she sadly and loyally shot herself in

the throat with the musket. However, what
Bess did was too little and too late, as the
Highwayman was still tragically shot and
killed. That is the rather short and sad story
of the Highwayman.
In the next lessons we did job descriptions
to be a Highwayman, comic strips on
the Highwayman, Bess’s diary on how
she got killed and how she felt when
she was waiting for the Highwayman
(written in her afterlife!). I hope that this
article encourages you to read the real
Highwayman poem by Alfred Noyes.
Sahib N
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Panto
On Thursday the 10th December 2020 our school treated us
with a magnificent Panto. The Panto was a story of Jack and
the Beanstalk. It was brilliant and it possessed a lot of humour
and every minute was an increase of laughter. The Panto wasn’t
mundane as the reason for that was that it wasn’t like the
normal Jack in the Beanstalk, because it had its own touches,
for example Jack got married to Jill. If you’re thinking that didn’t
happen in the original story you are right it didn’t, but that was
what gave the story the name “Unique” - it wasn’t like any other
Jack and the Beanstalk.
I must say that it was indeed hard to recognise my favourite part
of the Panto but I came to a conclusion and my favourite part
was when all of the actors and actresses sang a song explaining
who they would be if they weren’t in Panto. It also included
hilarious acting and dancing. I think that the Panto was BRILLIANT
and for people who are stuck at home it will bring hope to the
end of this difficult year. Chrissy S

Christmas
As our Christmas last year was in lockdown,
we were not able to give Christmas cards
to everyone, but we were in our warm
home with our parents at our side.
Christmas is a celebration of Jesus when
he was born. Christmas is celebrated
by many Christians on December 25 in
the calendar, and some other countries
celebrate it as well. At Christmas, we
hang up stockings so Santa can either put
the presents in the stockings or under the
tree. We also put a biscuit and a cup of
milk next to the chimney, where he comes
down, so he can eat it. Also at Christmas,
we used to pull Christmas crackers in
school with lots of prizes of moustaches

we could wear, frog toys that could jump
so far and of course a paper-made hat
with so many different colours just like the
rainbow. We also did so many fun things
that we don’t even know how many there
actually are. Here is some really fun stuff
we do, like colouring pictures of Santa,
Rudolph, and Christmas trees. We have a
really colossal and ornate Christmas tree
which contains shiny baubles, and under
it are some carefully wrapped presents.
Santa is a really old man who gives
presents that children want, but they
have to be good. If you are bad….YOU
WILL GET A LUMP OF COAL! Nobody will
want that kind of present. Santa has
many other names like Saint Nicholas,

Kris Kringle, Santa Claus and Father
Christmas. He wears a scarlet red hat
with a fluffy ball stuck on top. As he is
really old, he has a beard so white like
wool. Did you know Santa was really fat,
but for some reason, he still needed a
golden-coloured belt? He wears a red
and white coat and boots as dark as the
night which are polished like brand new.
David W

Life As A Key Worker Child
Just after the Christmas break, the
government
announced
that
we
would have another lockdown. I was
devastated as I love being at school with
my friends. I was classed as a key worker
child, so therefore I had to go to school
even though I really didn’t want to. When
I arrived my heart jumped up and down
in my chest, I was extremely nervous. I
was in a mini classroom with a range of
Year 6s, Year 5s and Year 4s.
There was always a loud cacophony
in there with everyone on their Google
Meets. Despite the noise I felt that I
worked hard, had fun and got to know
people more. My favourite part of
lockdown learning was ART! I loved using
forks and drawing zebras while talking to

my class online. My only thing about home learning is that the internet would go down,
it would always glitch and we got kicked out of the meeting sometimes. I also made
so many new friends and talked to people that I don’t usually talk like the Year 6s, as
in real school we would be in our bubbles. We were also in our own clothes which was
very comforting. Kylah O
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COVID-19 Regulations
Since the beginning of our new school year, St. Helen’s College has put into place many safety regulations and requirements
because of unprecedented issues related to COVID-19. These ensure that we stay safe and protected and help to lower the risk
of COVID-19 spreading. All students must and have been asked to abide by them.
COVID-19 is a very serious respiratory disease. So far there have been 77.4 million cases, 43.7 million people recovered but
unfortunately 1.7 million people died. The St. Helen’s College community wants to help protect one another and our families from
becoming ill from this deadly virus. We all understand the importance of adhering to the new protocols.
The regulations that St. Helen’s College have put into place to protect us include:
Social Distancing
We all have to social distance from one
another to reduce germs being spread
as easily because bacteria and viruses
spread more quickly via close contact.
Washing Hands
We should wash our hands so that we
remove all the germs from our hands to
reduce contaminating items we touch. It
is recommended to wash your hands for
at least 20 seconds or more. Alternatively,
another way to remember the length of
time is to sing ‘Happy Birthday’.
Sneezing and Coughing
When we sneeze and cough it is
advocated to do it into our elbows or a
tissue because we don’t want to pollute
the air or anything we may touch.
Talking
We shouldn’t talk loudly or sing because
this produces many droplets which again
can contaminate the air we breathe in.
The teachers say only speak when they
tell you to or only whisper because that
will produce less droplets than talking
normally.
Class Bubbles
At the beginning of this school year each
class has been put into a new form. This
class is your new class bubble which
also includes some teachers. Your class
bubble are the only people you can mix
with.
Mixing With Other Classes
When you have been selected into your
bubbles you would sadly not be allowed
to mix with anyone else who isn’t in your
bubble.

Playground
All students must thoroughly wash their
hands before and after break. The
playground has been split into different
sections for different bubbles. At break
time, you would be given footballs and
skipping ropes but at lunchtime you can
only play with toys that the school has
given to your individual class and no other
class is allowed to use those toys. We
have SMSA’s (School Meals Supervisory
Assistants) to watch us as usual. (We are
still not allowed to touch each other)
Before Lunch
Now before lunch we get to have extra
playtime to just have a bit of fun and
to relax from the lessons, However, we
still can’t touch each other. We are not
allowed to run either. We would have
two areas for two different classes and it
would rotate each class every day.
Lunch Hall
All students must thoroughly wash their
hands when entering the lunch hall. The
lunch hall is split into different zones for
different year groups. There are tables
for one class to sit on. The other class sits
on tables opposite. We come in, sit down
and put our stuff away as usual but we
have to wait for our teachers to see if
our plates are clean and the teachers
let us know when we can go into the
playground to play.
Class Layout
Our class layout is different this year
because the teachers are trying to
keep social distancing in mind. The desk
arrangement is now in twos instead of

pupils of six. Teachers are separated from
pupils by a white line which we are not
allowed to cross. An exception to this is
our form teacher. Windows are kept open
for ventilation and teachers wear masks
or face shields when moving around the
school.
Bags
The school doesn’t want students to be
taking too much equipment home and
then back to school the next day. That
is why we do most of our homework
online instead of on paper. We should
all come with the right equipment and
things that the teacher has asked us to
bring into school, nothing extra because
then your bag will get too heavy and will
be hard to carry home and then back to
school again. Also the items can become
contaminated with the virus.
So far, all these interventions have kept
staff, students and families safe from the
virus and allowed us to attend school
daily. There are provisions for online
school for vulnerable students but the
vast majority of pupils have avoided
this. Hopefully the measures in place will
continue to keep us all safe next term.
The adjustment to the new system has
been easy to comply with; however, I
hope they will eventually be relaxed and
we can return to normality. I miss playing
with friends in other classes as I’m sure
others do too. Eshan N
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Ross Welford
Ross Welford was a magazine journalist
and television producer in the UK before
he became an author. He lives in London
with his family, a border collie and several
tropical fish. His first book, Time Traveling
With A Hamster, was published in 2016.
He has published a new book every year
since.
Before becoming an author, he worked
on many well-known, and more bestforgotten shows, he also did a magic
series for Sky.
When Ross Welford was a little boy, he
loved magic. He had a vast amount of
magic books which in turn led him to
want to become a magician when he
grew up. In 2019, he was admitted as a
member of The Magic Circle. This is the
world’s oldest club for magicians and
requires an audition to join. The Circle
meets every Monday in the wonderful
headquarters in central London, where
there is a theatre and a large library –
including a copy of the world’s oldest
magic book The Discoverie of Witchcraft
by Reginald Scott from 1584.

Not too long ago he published a book called Lost in Wonderland. It was the fifth
book that he published which he spoke about when he came to our school (on a
Google Meet of course). He also talked about his childhood and a few books from his
childhood which inspired his career to be a magician.
Ross Welford shared with us how to create our own stories and inspired us to make our
own books. My friends and I have started to make our own books since his talk with
us. He gave very clear instructions to start small and to work out stories, but not to get
disheartened as it could take up to even a whole year to finish one book.
It was really lovely to meet Ross Welford virtually and he really inspired me to start
writing short stories and to be more creative. Joshua H

My Talent Poem

Back At School After Lockdown
After around one month of lockdown, it
was really exciting going back to school
in person. The experience of staying at
home and staring at the screen was
extremely infuriating and it was time to
have a change.
It is much better now that we are back at
school. Now we are using all the time we
have for studying lessons. Whereas when
we were in lockdown, we had to spend
around ten minutes waiting for people
to join the Google Meet and figuring our
way around technology!
We can see each other face-to-face now
that we are back in school. I have joined
St. Helen’s College this year, and I have
left all my friends in India. Now I can get to
know my classmates better so that I can
play and talk to them in the classroom or
in the playground rather than using the
computer. It must have been really hard
for the teacher to teach online, so I think
they must have been very relieved when
we all went back.

When I walked into school for the first
time since lockdown began, I had mixed
feelings. Of course, I was happy to be
back and see my classmates and to
learn in the classroom properly. I also
felt like I was the new child again; but
when I stepped into the classroom, all the
nervousness went away and I was filled
with joy to see everyone! It was really
marvellous to be back at school!
We have a lot more physical activity now
that we are back. We have two breaks
when we go out into the playground and
get some fresh air. It is really safe too,
we have our playground separated into
different sections, one for every year. We
also eat our lunch at different times than
the other classes.

I think about ...
St. Helens College, where we discover and learn
Maths English and Science taking each in turn
But it’s not all work, we laugh and play
Activities, school trips and the annual Sports Day
I think about ...
St. Helen’s College, where we read and test
Spellings, times tables, we must try our best
But we also have fun with sports in teams
The playground is filled with laughter and screams
I think about ...
St. Helen’s College, where we practise and study
Where we play football and get really muddy
The time we spend with our teachers and friends
Is something we look back on when the day ends.
Nirvaan D

I feel very grateful that I can actually go
to school unlike most children all around
the world who haven’t physically gone
back to school yet. I think I am very lucky,
and I do hope we don’t have another
lockdown! For the time being, it’s great
being back at school!
Aanya B
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World Book Day 2021
On Thursday 4th of March, St. Helen’s
College celebrated World Book Day
2021. This year was slightly different from
previous years as we were all working
remotely and not able to celebrate
together. Although different, we all still
had fun!
We had an assembly, mainly led by Mr.
Roche, talking and showing us pictures
of reading dens. Our task was to create
our own reading den later in the day. It
was very fun to see everyone dressed as

a character from a book on the Zoom
assembly. As lots of people at St. Helen’s
College like the Harry Potter books and
films, there were lots of characters from
the books. It was especially fun to see Mrs.
Drummond dressed as Wonder Woman!
In Upper School, we went on a Zoom to
see and hear from the author Ross Welford
and started to create our own stories. It
was interesting to hear lots of facts about
the author. Ross loves magic, he can do
some very cool tricks and even showed
us one during the talk.
After the talk, Year 5 were tasked to
create our own comic strip to continue
the story of the book Journey by Aaron
Becker. We had to think up our own
ideas to save the day. I first mapped out
my ideas and then enjoyed drawing my
comic strip pictures.
My highlight from the day was the last task,
creating my own reading den. Everybody
was asked to create a comfortable and

relaxing place to read. I used lots of
cushions to create a cosy den that was
just big enough for me. I enjoyed reading
in my snug den.
I like World Book Day every year as we
can dress up, we get to see and learn
about amazing authors and the teachers
always set us cool tasks. I really enjoy
seeing the teachers’ funny costumes,
especially Mrs. Drummond! Natalia C

We took part in sharing some of our
favourite jokes in assembly, which was
a great way to help kick-start a wave of
smiles and laughter.
Red Nose Day 2021
Red Nose Day was back with a bang! This
year, on the 19th March, we celebrated
Red Nose Day at St. Helen’s College.
After nearly a term of home-schooling
at the start of the year, never had it felt
more important to have some fun and
raise money to support people living
incredibly tough lives - lives made even
tougher due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
The school was a wash of red as we all
dressed up in our own clothes (mainly
red), red noses and all to celebrate. The
focus was very much around the “power
of funny”, and let’s face it...it’s always fun
to laugh. And laugh we did.

We also took time to reflect upon how
lucky we are to live the lives we do,
and the importance of giving back.
Comic Relief is a wonderful charity that
helps tackle important issues including
homelessness, hunger, domestic abuse
and mental health stigma.
They support amazing organisations
across the UK and around the world to
help make the world a better place. It
felt so good to get involved, and thanks
to all the generous donations this year,
the school raised an incredible £1014!
Way to go SHC!!! Ryan D

Art in Year 5
In Year 5 art, we attempted to paint or draw a zebra in the Savannah as
best we could. In most of the pictures there had been a sunset. It was quite
challenging as we had to do this at home and some of us did not have
colouring pencils or paint. If we had been at school we would have used a
wider range of materials.
The zebras have unique patterns and both sides of the zebra have been
depicted. We also made a border around the painting with different patterns
in black and white. In my picture I used watercolour for the zebra and crayons
for the background.
I am particularly pleased with my painting but it could have been better had
I had more resources. At first I thought it would be a breeze but I was wrong, it
was more difficult than I had anticipated, but I enjoyed it all the same! Leo J
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and we all started whispering to each
other as we were trying to figure out the
suspense.
After settling down when asked to do so
by a teacher, we calmly sat down and
we listened intently to the procedure.
This was the very first time that we had
heard of this and it was called the bleep
test and it would be used to measure the
level of our fitness.
Year 5 Bleep Test
On Friday, to our utter surprise, what we
thought would be our normal PE lesson
turned out to be a different and very
pleasant experience. As always, when
we went outside for the lesson an unusual
sight greeted us: the other class, 5G, was
sitting down on the playground floor in
front of an enormous speaker. Everyone
was excited as to what lay ahead for us,

The Magic Box
I will put in the box
The spray of a rose perfume
The superior crimson sunset on a summers night
Golden sand from the beautiful Thar desert
I will put in the box
Water as blue as the summer’s sky
The soft blanket of stars on the velvet sky
The linen the Egyptian Pharaohs wore
I will put in the box
The house that was once a boisterous zoo
The pop of the clamorous balloon
The first laugh of a serene baby
I will put in the box
The feather of the rarest bird
The heat from the scorching sun
A pearl from the deepest part of the ocean
My box is fashioned with highly burnished rose diamond
dust
With aureate stars for hope, artistic rainbow for peace,
Jasper for happiness and amethyst for safety
And a sprinkle of exhilaration
I shall glide in my box
Over the tranquil earth
Through the flocculent clouds
Above the sea’s quilt of blue
Layla O

Our teachers explained to us that we
must do a run from a certain line to the
other and we must reach that line as
closely as we could to the moment when
the bleep stops. This was intriguing and
also challenging all at the same time.
The way it worked was when you heard
it you would do a continuous run up and
then down between the two lines as and

when we heard the bleep.
Following the toss, 5A was first up to tackle
the big obstacle and everyone was raring
to go at the start line. Little did we know
what a Herculean task this would turn
out to be but we persevered. It started
off with all of us jogging to match the
pace of the bleep and then everyone
started to gain more momentum. With
each bleep we grew more familiar with
the pace of the sound and after a while,
as expected, one by one we all started
dropping out like flies until there were only
two left. They were indeed heroic.
Finally they reached level 5.5 and it was
getting much more strenuous the longer
they went on. As soon as they reached
the line to get to 5.5 they both decided
to call it a day. Rivan K

11+ Prep
Introduction
We started this year to prepare for the 11+ exams, but it was hard due to Covid. The
11+ exam has two exams and most children are focusing on the Grammar school
exam which is in September. Private school exams are in January. This is going to be
a tough year!
Year 5
In Year 5 we do a lot of preparation for the 11+ exams. Today I will give you information
about the 11+. You don't need to begin looking at 11+ questions any earlier than
midway through Year 4. Eighteen months is plenty of time to prepare, and the worst
thing you can do is work too hard too early and burn yourself out!
Vocabulary plays a big part in 11+ success, so it is important to read lots of books. If
you are struggling, you may wish to consider buying some flashcards and test yourself
every day. Another thing you can do is to visit the library and find non-fiction hard
vocab books.
Exam Preparation
Here are some tips on how to prepare well for the exams at home:
• Cover each element of the exam
• Practise all question formats
• Practise using past 11+ papers
• Get support from your parents
• Consider using a private tutor
Passing the exam
What you need to do to pass the 11+ exam:
• Focus on the day of the exam
• Be calm and relaxed
• Get a good night’s sleep and rest the night before the exam
• Don’t stress, everything will turn out ok !
• Score at least 85% pass mark
After the exam:
Once your exams are finished, you should relax and have a party!!
In conclusion, you need to put in a lot of hard work and effort for this one year to pass
your exams. You should not work all the time and stress yourself out. Work efficiently
and take regular breaks and I hope you all breeze through the exam next year!!
Luka K
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What We Did
It was the day of the Big Pedal and my
brother and I were so excited because
we were taking our bikes to school, and
I haven’t done that since last year. The
night before my dad checked that our
bikes were ready and the brakes working
and seats were at the correct height.
That morning we put our helmets on and
we rode to school with my mum on her
scooter. We went through Court Park
and it was fun to ride fast.

The Big Pedal
What Is The Big Pedal?
The Big Pedal is a fun challenge to help
schools encourage cycling, walking,
scooting and using a wheelchair for
journeys to school.
Our school entered the five-day
challenge where you record one journey
per day for each child if they cycled,
walked, or scooted to school. Even if a
child’s parents drive them to school as
long as they walk, scooter, bike or wheel
for the last 10 minutes of the journey it
still counts! The school also set a class
challenge to see which class completes
the most active journeys.

Music Online - Virtual Lessons
Due to Covid-19, all music lessons came
to a halt. Thankfully, at St. Helen’s College
our teachers were able to quickly adapt
and taught our music lessons on Google
Meet. Even though it was a struggle, we
managed to get through it all and were
even able to complete some exams.
There were so many different music
lessons such as: singing, guitar, cello,
and so much more. At first the thought of
doing these lessons online was very scary,
because many of us had never used
this technology before and so we had
to learn that as well as our instruments!
As well as this, it was sad as we were not
able to see our friends and enjoy the
music together like normal.
Throughout the process, there were lots of
difficulties during our online music lessons.
Practical issues included engaging with
the teacher, which was harder when
communicating through screens. Some

Most of us travelled on bikes, scooters or
walked. When we got into school, we put
our bikes and scooters in the part of the
playground. Then we went to our classes
and waited for our PE lessons, we waited
and waited, and finally the time came.
We went out of school with our bikes to
Court Park. Miss Walker and Mr Dyson put
us in rows and took us around the park to
show us the circuit, but before that they
showed us where the ‘Pit Stop’ was, so
if we needed a break or drink we would
enter that zone and we would be safe
from the other moving vehicles.
We carried on for 40 minutes but Year 6
were lucky enough to continue for one
whole hour. I was having a great time but
after at least 7 laps some people were

getting tired, but most of us carried on
for up to 10 laps, then after that we were
definitely tired and dizzy!
Time went so fast as we were all enjoying
ourselves. Unfortunately time ran out and
we had to go back to school. We went
upstairs to our classrooms and prepared
for home time. The best thing was that
I had to ride my bike home from school
even though I was exhausted.
Results of the Class Challenge
5A completed the most cycling journeys,
3M completed the most scooting journeys
and 4T completed the most walking
journeys. 1C and 1R were joint winners of
being the most active travellers to school.
During the week, each class were told
to bring in their bikes, scooters etc on a
different day but could you bring them in
every day since the school had space.
Summary
I enjoyed the Big Pedal because I realised
that hard work can always be fun and the
reward is becoming healthy and more
active. It has encouraged my family and
I to cycle to school when the weather is
drier! I’m looking forward to next year’s
Big Pedal already!
Amber P

of us had poor wifi which meant that we
sometimes were playing our instruments
or singing a few seconds behind the
actual music. This made us feel a little
unsure about how well we were doing in
the classes.
However, there were also lots of positives
in this story. We managed to keep up,
because of all of the help our teachers
gave us, they worked so hard and it
meant that we were able to complete
some of our exams. This is really important
to me and lots of my classmates because
we have been able to progress and get
better at music even during lockdown. It
means that we can become outstanding!
It is right to finish by giving thanks to
our Headteacher and all of our music
teachers, including Mrs. Fawbert and Mrs.
Garnes, who kept us going and playing.
Your support given to us is extremely
important.
Siyana M
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My Lockdown Poem

It was very nerve-racking, especially
when we saw the scoreboards after every
round! Then in the last round, we needed
to get ALL the questions right! We were
very lucky because we got them all right!

Quiz Club
This year, Year 3, 4, 5 and 6 took part in
the Remote Quiz Club competition. Each
team consisted of four players and there
were a bunch of teams taking part. Zach,
Anjika, Shruthi and I were taking part in
the nail-biting Year 5 competition!

This meant we jumped 32 places! Then
we looked at the final scoreboard and
we weren’t so pleased about how we
did... until Mrs. Thompson pointed out
that we were actually joint 8th place! We
were ecstatic when we found out, and
even more so, when we found out that
we got through to the semi-finals in June!
Aryan B

Lockdown has happened
Nowhere to go
Reading a book
As I watch the wind blow
There is silence in the air
As the breeze turns cold
With nothing to despair
The trees sway to and fro
Then suddenly in the distance
I hear a voice call
That this will be over
Soon and after all.
Nya P

Year 5 Residential Day Trip
Hello, everyone. I would like to tell you a
little about my exhilarating experience
during my trip to Paccar Scout Camp in
Chalfont St Peter.
As soon as everybody had arrived, the
activities began! They consisted of: the
gladiator challenge, archery, zip wire and
pedal carting. Just before the first activity,
Year 5 was split into three different groups
(A, B, and C) to decide the order of the
activities.
My first challenge was “The Gladiator
Challenge”. The goal of it was to reach the
top pole after going up some obstacles,
which I found extremely difficult on my
first attempt, but my second one made it
much easier.
Next, I took part in archery, which I
found out was not as easy as it looked!
However, I still found it quite enjoyable,
and I think it could be a possible future
sport to develop.
Following that, I had pedal carting, which
is similar to Go-Carting, except this time,
the karts had pedals, like a bicycle’s. My
group got to take part in races against
each other, which I thought was the best
part of it.
Finally, we had zip wiring! Zip wiring was
my personal favourite, as it looked scarier
than it actually was. It ranged about

180m, and was about 100m high! Even
I was completely petrified when I first
started, but when I got onto the zip wire,
I found out that it was actually extremely
convivial!
I hope this article piqued your interest
about Paccar Scout Camp! Zach F
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Covid Sports Day
This year wasn’t like last year, where we were all in lockdown.
It was special as the whole of St. Helen’s College were getting
back to some normality and Sports Day was fast approaching.
We had trained, we were excited and we were ready!!
On Friday 25th June 2021, as I stood at the starting line getting
ready to start my hurdles race, my legs felt like jelly. I felt those
tiny butterflies in the pit of my stomach dancing with each other
and that voice inside me saying ‘Anokhi you can do this.’ I
looked left, there stood Amber, who is one of my besties, and
then to the right, I met eyes with Ria, another one of my besties
who nodded at me to say we’ve got this, both are strong runners
so I had some competition.
As Miss Walker blew the whistle, I took off and jumped the first
hurdle with confidence yet my legs still felt like jelly. The second
hurdle was a breeze, I was flying and I felt so good as I could
see I was in front, I ran and ran and accidentally knocked over
the final hurdle in the excitement but guess what? I came first!
I was the winner of the hurdles race, I could not believe it. I let
out a joyous squeal!
My next race was the 75 metre sprint. I was raring to go, although I
had a tougher competition this time as I was competing against
some super runners, Layla and KyIah were in the line up. I stood
at the starting line and looked down the track towards Mrs Parker
who smiled at me with encouragement. Miss Walker blew the
whistle and we all shot off as quickly as we could into our lanes.
I was desperate to get in first place but I did not succeed, I just
was not fast enough (maybe next year) but I tried my hardest
and that is what mattered.
After doing the 75 metre race, my heart was beating as fast
as lightning but I knew that I still had to do the javelin and the
standing triple jump. I ran to my next event, the javelin with Mrs
Pruce. For the first two attempts I just threw the javelin with no

technique in mind but for my third and final go, I threw it as hard
as I could, aiming at the distant trees. As the others had their
final goes, I was excited but also worried as we waited for our
results. Then the moment had come, the moment we were all
waiting for, the results.
I came 2nd! With Amber in 1st and Siyana in 3rd, I could not
believe it, 2 badges so far! Could it turn into three on my next
event?
I ran to my next event (standing triple jump), which was being
run by Mr Dyson, and started to practise with my fellow friends.
When we started, my score was not very high but for my second
attempt, I hopped, skipped and finally jumped. My jump was
astounding, I even got off the board! We were all waiting for the
results anxiously and surprisingly, I came first again!
My friends congratulated me as we headed off to watch the
600 metre race.
After watching the 600 metre race, which was won by Oliver T,
and the relay, which was won by Windsor, we all sat down to
listen to the result of the houses, which was won by Windsor in
our year.
I am privileged to have won 3 rosettes and seeing Mr and Mrs
Crehan after so long was a delight. I also want to wish Miss
Walker good luck in her new school and want to thank her for
all her help throughout my school year. Anokhi B
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Remote Learning
In March, we went into lockdown and
were required to stay at home which
meant we couldn’t go to school... but
St. Helen’s College came up with the
ingenious idea of doing remote learning
via Google Meet.
The lessons were pleasurable, and we
also kept safe. It was a win-win situation!
We did all kinds of activities such as
relationship circles. Relasionship circles
are ‘targets’ where you place people
who you find most important in/nearer
to the middle. We also put coloured-in
rainbows on our windows in honour of the
NHS.
We were given the opportunity to have an annual Virtual Sports Day. We were assigned
a Google Sheet to fill in our times and distances.
My First Term at St. Helen’s College
This has been my first term at St. Helen’s
College and I have loved every minute of
it. On my first day I was very nervous but
everyone was kind and friendly, especially
the girls in 5G. I am so grateful to everyone
for making me feel welcome. St. Helen’s
College is a lot different to my old school.
It is very challenging but I love it. It is such
a nice and positive environment to be in.
My class teacher is Ms Gilham and she
never fails to make my brain hurt. This has
been a very good term. Jessica B

Obviously, break times were very different. I didn’t have a chance to play with my
friends but I did have a chance to play with my little sister. We had a bunch of fun and
sometimes played football. Most of the time we played basketball.
We still participated in a Singing Competition and a Speech Competition and we had
to shoot a video of us reciting a poem or singing a song. My poem was called The New
Vestments. It was written by Edward Lear.
Even though we were at home and couldn’t see our friends, I still felt as if we weren’t
missing out on anything. We did the normal activities that we would have done if we
were in school with our friends.
All in all, it was a surreal experience and we got to keep safe from the coronavirus.
Diyan C

Long Lockdown
In March 2020, we learned about Coronavirus. My mum stopped
going to London and started working from home every day.
Then it was our turn. School was closed and we didn’t know
when we would return - some thought we would go back after
the Easter holidays.
By the time you read this, many of us won’t have gone to school
for ages. At the start of home school, I was excited because it
was a new experience. I loved how I could watch TV at break
time and be with my dog all day. And it meant no journey to
school and so I could never be late!
During the Easter holidays, I got a bit bored with nowhere to go.
And when we returned to school, we were still at home. By then,
I was fed up with lockdown. I started to miss school, especially
school lunches and playing football with my friends. My mum
and dad tried their best to help with lessons, but they are not
really teachers and they were busy with their own work.
Overall, it has been a weird time. I have learned that being at
home is not as fun as I thought it would be. I was lucky enough
to go back to school for the last few weeks of term. It was good
to see some friends and be back in school. This is a time that I
will never forget.
Deven D
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Here are couple of my treasured paintings:

My own painting with David
Hockney colours

Edgar Degas

David Hockney

Indian folk art

Frida Kahlo

Fine Art

Vincent Van Gogh

London Bridge

Claude Monet

Forgiveness symbol

Anedeo Modigliani

Frida Kahlo

Hokusai

Hokusai

Astounding Art in Lockdown 2020/21
Suddenly, everything came to a
staggering halt in March 2020. It was quite
hard to keep myself busy so my mum
found a solution. Instead of watching TV
in my free time, she discovered some
online art lessons for me. And that was
how my stupendous art learning journey
began!
Soon I was travelling through the roads of
David Hockney’s paintings, enjoying the
beautiful hills of the Nichols Canyon (one
of David Hockney’s paintings). Drawing
the abstract paintings of Pablo Picaso was
so fun and interesting to learn. Enjoyment
of painting one of my most favourite
paintings, The Girl with the Pearl Earring,
was merrymaking and I especially loved
it when I was able to do the complex fine
details.
One of my most-liked artists is Frida Kahlo.
Learning about her was so inspirational.
Painting her self-portraits and still life
paintings were awesome. My second
favourite was Vincent Van Gogh. His
paintings are so amazing. The fine details
add such an awestriking flavour to the
painting.
I also loved the artist Claude Monet.
His paintings were enthralling to learn.
They are covered with very aesthetic
detail. 2021 was more fun. I learnt about
different artists and with practice I got
more confident. I have so much relished
drawing illustrations of exquisite paintings!
Learning new techniques is so riveting! I
also learnt lots of Indian cultural art forms.
The beauty that lies within the paintings
is just wonderful. I adore learning art and
different forms of it! It is so engrossing to
learn!
I am so thrilled to find out that I have
done over one hundred paintings over
lockdown! Anjika G
Hokusai
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Lessons and Homework
As a student of St. Helen’s College, I feel we are extremely
fortunate to have such a wide variety of lessons in our school
week to help create a lifelong love of learning for us all. We can
never grow bored as each lesson can be so different from the
last. With the talents and expertise of our teachers, every day
broadens our knowledge to benefit our growing minds.
Even the most basic lessons of English, Maths and Science can be
both challenging and exciting, each topic thoroughly worked
through with the support of our teachers. Mr. Roche brings
English to life and with his drive helps us produce outstanding
creative writing pieces. Ms Gilham has coached us through the
most dreaded Algebra and long division in Maths, so each of
us no longer feel the fear and now know, each problem is not
as large as we may first think. Lastly, we all get thrilled heading
to the science Lab for science lessons as Ms Gilham turns into
Professor Gilham and we can then take joy or disappointment
in proving our scientific theories wrong - or right! This year we
went from the lunar cycle to forces and friction - we do cover
a lot!
The vast amount of other lessons is mind blowing. In year 5 we
have French, Latin, Geography, Music, PSHCE, RE, Computing,
Art, PE and Drama. I am particularly fond of PE with Miss Walker
and Mr. Dyson, they provide us the experiences of many
different sports throughout the year and always push us to do

Fitness Over Lockdown
We all know that keeping fit over lockdown
was essential and tough (especially if you had
a lockdown diet like me). The most important
foods to eat were vegetables, mainly greens,
and your 5 a day. J
oe Wicks helped a lot of people keep fit,
including me, and inspired people with his 24
hours of exercise while raising £580,000 for the
NHS.
Devan S

our very best (even in the rain!). Art is always a serene pleasant
experience with Mrs. Pruce, we have experimented with batik
work and David Hockney style paintings this year, we rush to
the Art studio every Tuesday to work on our creations, and
sometimes, we even have our work displayed on Instagram! In
music over the years we have learnt to read musical notes and
we have this year progressed from the recorder to the ukulele
(which must be easier on our parent’s ears). In computing,
poor Mr. Lewis has had to monitor us all online which must have
been hard and we created our own individual Pac Man game
on Scratch. History has recently become very exciting as Mrs.
Hopkins is covering crime and punishment going back through
the ages and Mr. McLaughlin lets us express ourselves through
his insightful drama lessons on a Friday.
Learning doesn’t end when we leave school, the school portal
where our homework is uploaded has so many activities and
with a to‐do list so we can keep track. Atom and Century are
easy to navigate and complete and Times Table Rock Stars has
proved to be a big hit with every year group. With both TT Rock
Stars and Languagenut we can compete with each other, all
the time improving our skills so therefore benefitting us in every
way.
I have thoroughly enjoyed Year 5. With the lessons, homework
and extra curricular activities I don’t think we could get much
more in! I look forward to the extra challenges coming in Year 6.
Charlotte M

iArt competition 2021
This year I took part in the iArt competition where I designed a
mandala (a circular figure representing the universe in Hindu
and Buddhist symbolism) from scratch as my entry. The drawing
took me about 3 hours to create, including the base template.
A mandala is a geometric mix of symbols. In various spiritual
traditions, mandalas may be used for focusing attention. In the
Eastern religions of Hinduism, Buddhism, Jainism and Shintoism it
is used as a map representing deities.
Mandala as an art form first appeared in Buddhist art that were
produced in India during the first century B.C. In the New Age
it is a cosmic diagram that shows the relation to the infinite and
the world that extends beyond and within various minds and
bodies.
A mandala is a symbolic picture of the universe. It can be a
painting on a wall or scroll, created in coloured sands on a table
or a visualization in the mind. It can be found peaceful, relaxing
or calm to the mind.
Other people who entered the competition had done silhouette
painting, sketches and more. The person who got chosen to go
forward was Riya C in Year 6.
Riddhi S
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The Three Little Wolves
Once upon a time there lived three little
wolves who were brothers. Contentedly,
they lived with their mum in a small,
thatched cottage on the outskirts of
Lapland with lots of snow and ice all
around them. They thought it was very
luxurious,but really it was not that great
because lots of different things could
happen like burglaries and avalanches.

After a long time of sweat and stress, he
was very pleased with his new home.
One night, he was watching the news
and he saw that there had been a rise
in burglaries when there was more snow
around. Then suddenly, “I know I shall get
some defences!” he muttered to himself.
From that day on, he had mouse traps with
alarms! How cool was that! He thought to
himself.

One gloomy, bleak day, their mum said
that she had big news. She said “I’m afraid
young boys, that you’re getting older by
the twitch of a nose, so in that case you
will have to go and live on your own”. The
wolves were very upset but they knew
they had to obey their mum because
they knew what their mum was capable
of. She could make them wash the dishes
for a whole month if she wanted to. So,
glumly, the three little wolves packed up
their belongings and meandered down
the icy road, leaving little wolf footprints
behind them.

After that Wolf 2 saw someone coming
with a cart full of bricks so he thought “I
cannot miss this chance. If I don’t get those
bricks now I might never get any to build
a house. After a whole day, Wolf 2 was
very, very happy with his comfortable new
home. Suddenly Wolf 1 called him and
said “There has been a rise in burglaries
when the snow has been out so you might
want to get some defences for your home.
That’s if you have got one yet! Pass this
message on to Wolf 3 ok”. After that, Wolf
2 had night vision cameras that would
record everything and I mean everything,
because every time something went past
or came in close contact with them, an
ear piercing alarm went off.

On the way, they met a jolly person with
a wheelbarrow that had lots of bricks and
tiles in it. So wolf 1 asked if he could use
some to build a nice warm, cosy home.
Surprisingly, the man said “Yes!”. Wolf
1 was very excited so he grabbed the
wheelbarrow and strolled down the lane
with a beaming grin on his face singing
“I’m going to build a house for myself!
Yahoo!”.

Wolf 3 saw someone walk down the road.
But MORE bricks! He thought that he had
to have them so when the man wasn’t
looking, he snatched the barrel off him and
ran as fast as his little legs could carry him.
Next, he built his house and after that he
thought he should have some defenceslike sharp, rotating spikes on his fence!

One evening, the alarm of the mouse
trap went off, so Wolf 1 ran to the window
and called his brothers. “There is a burglar
in my front garden so just be warned”. He
realised that his mouse traps had hurt the
burglar too much so he ran away!
The burglar’s next stop was Wolf 2’s
house. Wolf 2 was watching the television
that evening so he didn’t realise that
there was a burglar on his front path, until
he heard the horrendous noise of the
annoying cameras. The burglar couldn’t
stand the noise anymore so he ran away
again! Wolf 2 was relieved that it was all
over and then remembered what his
brother had said. “There is a burglar in my
front garden so just be warned”. Could
that have been the same burglar?
One stormy night, when Wolf 3 was
getting ready for bed, he heard a
squeal from his driveway. Now Wolf 3
was sensible, so instead of letting him run
away, Wolf 3 called the police! He told
them his location so the police could
come and catch the intruder.
When the police finally came they got
out of their car and sprayed the burglar
in the eyes with pepper spray. Then they
escorted the Big Bad Pig to prison. After
that day, the pig was never ever to be
seen again. Everyone was happy and
safe in the village so they lived… Well you
know the ending but just in case! They all
lived happily ever after!
Oliver T
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Virtual Singing Lessons
Virtual music lessons were introduced from the beginning of the first lockdown in March 2020 to limit the spread of Coronavirus. It
took a long time for me to get used to online singing lessons, and for a short while online choir sessions.
I have mixed feelings about virtual singing lessons, but I mostly
prefer face-to-face lessons. One of the main downsides to
online lessons is that technical problems can sometimes occur,
such as bad internet connection which can cause lagging in
transmission. My experience of virtual singing lessons has mainly
been positive, but it has also been a difficult adaptation for
me as it was an unexpected and sudden change. One of the
biggest difficulties that I’m encountering is that there are slight
differences in the sound I am receiving through the speakers of
my laptop. Which can affect the quality of my singing, as there
can be slight differences in pitch and clarity.

Q3. Do you think they are just as effective as face-to-face
lessons?
Mrs. Garnes: “The lesson content, teaching, duration and
purpose is exactly the same, the only difference is the online
element. Many of my students have been able to learn entire
graded programmes and complete remote exams with great
results! I am very proud of what my students have achieved
during this pandemic - they have proved to be very focused
and resilient, despite the challenges of the situation. So yes,
surprisingly, I feel that online lessons are just as effective for the
majority of students, no matter their standard.”

My greatest challenge was preparing and successfully passing
my Grade 4 singing exam (whilst achieving a Merit grade) via
Zoom. Due to Coronavirus, ABRSM have changed the format
of music exams and they now expect a submission of one
continuous video recording with four accompanied songs. I felt
more nervous when preparing this recording than during a live
exam, because I had to try even harder to make sure that I was
clearly heard through the speakers.

Q4. Do you encounter any problems with teaching online?
Mrs. Garnes: “Yes.”

I decided to ask my singing teacher, Mrs. Garnes, for a teacher’s
perspective of virtual singing lessons. Here’s what she had to say
for my questions:
Q1. How do you feel about teaching singing virtually?
Mrs. Garnes: “At first I felt a little apprehensive as I had never
taught online previously, but I quickly adapted to this new way
of working. I am currently teaching all of my clarinet, saxophone
and music theory students online, as well as singing students.”
Q2. What is your opinion of online music lessons generally?
Mrs. Garnes: “Although I very much miss teaching face to face,
overall teaching online has been a very positive experience for
me and my students. Ultimately, it enables us to stay connected
and continue our musical journey while normal life is on pause.”

Q5. If so, what sort of problems occur?
Mrs. Garnes: “Occasionally, there are technical problems,
of course. If so, I extend the lesson or if this is not possible I
reschedule the lesson. Also, there is a delay in the internet so if I
am singing with my student I need to play backing music from
my end, whereas if I listen to them I need them to play music
from their end ideally, which is not always possible.”
Q6. I prefer face-to-face lessons, how about you?
Mrs. Garnes: “I certainly prefer teaching face to face. However,
we are very lucky to have an alternative option to continue
with musical development safely and be able to take remote
exams in this way. Music has been an enjoyable activity during
this time and I have been very grateful that online lessons were
possible for us all.”
I agree with Mrs. Garnes that we have been fortunate enough
to continue with our music lessons throughout this difficult time.
Music has certainly helped me to stay positive and upbeat!
Shruthi T
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Year 5 Paccar School Trip
One of the most anticipated trips at St.
Helen’s College tends to be the residential
trip to the Isle of Wight. Unfortunately,
due to the pandemic, we were unable
to do this. However, all was not lost, and
unlike last year, we were lucky enough
to go on a school trip this year. On 27th
May (which happened to be one of
the hottest days of the year), we went
to Paccar Scout Camp in Chalfont St
Peter’s, Buckinghamshire.
With a huge range of activities to keep
us busy, it seemed “adventure” was the
main objective of the day. From treetop
exploration on their high ropes course,
to rifle ranges and archery - they had it
covered. After a brief welcome and
introduction from the friendly staff at
Paccar, we were split into smaller groups.
The first activity we jumped into was
“The Gladiator Challenge”.
This was
no easy feat as this was essentially a 20
metre vertical ascent, which had me
climbing ever higher from one obstacle
to the next. From tackling poles, cargo
nets and tyre walls, I had to seriously
channel my inner Spiderman to reach the
top. Once I reached the top, the views
were spectacular and made the climb
worthwhile.
We each did this challenge in pairs and
it was somewhat of a race to the top.
Not everyone found it easy. However,
it was so inspiring to see some of my
friends working as a team rather than
individually, helping each other out in
overcoming some of the obstacles and
reaching the top together. Teamwork
makes the dream work!
Some of the other activities we did
included the “Pedal Go Karts”, which
had me and my team whizzing round the

course which was a figure of 8 circuit on the main field. This was so much fun, and I
definitely felt a bit like Lewis Hamilton in my Go Kart, although I imagine he’s a bit faster
around the track.
We stopped briefly for lunch at which point I had worked up quite an appetite. So
it was just as well that my Mum had packed my favourite meal, Keema and Roti for
lunch. My Mum honestly makes the best Keema! For all those meat eaters out there...
if you don’t know what this is - I suggest you try it immediately (you can thank me later).
After lunch, it was time for some “Archery”. We were given clear instructions on how
to do this safely and responsibly and once we got stuck in, it was really enjoyable. I
found it a great way of testing my focus, flexibility and attention skills. Despite a rocky
start, I was able to hit the bullseye which was so satisfying! Take that Robin Hood!
As the day drew to a close, we ended with my favourite activity...the “Twin Zip Wires”.
The Zip Wires cut right across the valley which ran through the woodland. It was over
170m of high speed adrenaline fuelled fun, and it was amazing! I got to do this with
my friend Devan, who was a bit scared at first - but after a few goes, he wasn’t scared
at all! We took so many turns that by the end, we were doing it backwards, with no
hands, leaning back, swinging side to side and even having a chat with one another
whilst on the wires. It was a blast!  
Paccar Scout Camp was quite honestly the best school trip ever! I’m so glad I got to
experience this with my year group. It challenged me and my friends to do things we
never thought we could in the most fun and friendly way. If having adventure, fun,
teambuilding, being challenged (mentally and physically) was the mission? Then I’d
say it was mission accomplished!! Reiss D

Guitar
When I started playing the guitar I was a bit anxious. I thought
I wouldn’t be very good, but I persevered and practised every
day to try and improve and get better and better. I did get
an app to learn chords and improve even more! It helped me
learn how to tune my guitar.
Even though I had an app I still couldn’t have done it without
Mr Chan, who made me have a lot of fun. He also guided me
to improve my skills of using the guitar. I had my own book to
practise and learn how to play songs. I tick off the song I have
learnt and 3 ticks means I know it perfectly! The only reason I
started playing the guitar was because my best friend did it as
well. He knows a bit more than me but I love to play the guitar
– it is by far my favourite instrument. Louis B
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Don’t Unleash The Beast
Don’t Unleash The Beast is a tv program and I applied for a
role in the show because I thought it looked fun. There were
3 rounds. The 1st round I had to fill in an application and I was
stressed they wouldn’t like it. But guess what? I got through!
This woman Rachel messaged my Dad and he told me I was
through. I was so happy.
The 2nd round was a phone call (not a Zoom call, but that
comes in later). Rachel is very fun and happy. She liked the
interview with me and when I finished talking to her she said that
I was through to the 3rd round. I was so excited. It was amazing
that I actually got past the first two rounds. I got picked out of
thousands of people.
Now onto the last round, the 3rd round. As I said that the Zoom
call comes in later, well the 3rd round is the Zoom call. There was
a woman called Indi and a man called Liam and they were
going to ask me questions. Well Indi was asking the questions

and Liam wrote down the questions and the answers on a piece
of paper. What I didn’t tell you was that they were recording
the Zoom call. When the Zoom call came to an end they told
me and my dad that they would message him in the middle
of July and if I didn’t hear from them by then I wouldn’t be on
the show. It is very stressful waiting for the results. So I hope I get
through. Antony F

During lunchtime or after school we were supposed to have
extra-curricular classes including: tennis, chess, maths club,
English club and many more.
After school, some people have to do music Lessons like piano
& trumpet. Some people do it at lunchtime and in the morning
so that is fun. At lunchtime we get split off into little ‘Covid
bubble’ groups so we don’t get to play with our friends in the
other years. Aarya D and Kiran A

Back To School
I was very excited as I walked along the school path from Windsor
gate towards the main school building. It was the start of a new
academic year and I was going to Year 5. My understanding
was that Year 5 was going to be a challenging year, both as
a result of Covid rules which didn’t exist before and the 11+
exams. But nevertheless I was very keen and enthusiastic.
It was the first time my classroom was upstairs and my new
teacher Ms Gilham (my Year 4 science teacher and now our
Year 5 science teacher!). It was very exciting meeting my friends
after a very long time and playing with them after lockdown.

Coming Back To School
Coming back to school was lots of fun as we got to see a lot of
friends and the teachers. The teachers welcomed us back to
school with open arms. It took a few weeks to get to know each
other. It was really fun to welcome new teachers but very sad
when we found out some of our teachers were leaving so we
made a scrapbook with messages from everyone in the school.
We had separate areas in the playground like before, but now
we could stay as a year group. We were separated in Year 3
and most of my friends were in the other class so it was nice
seeing them again - it felt like you were reignited with your long
lost friends. We hadn’t been in our class for months so it was so
empty and bare so we wrote a couple of stories and even did
some batique work. Avaani M

Lockdown Activities Outside Lessons
During lockdown, I did some activities outside of school which
were really fun. I did some art competitions and drawing
challenges with my family and when the restrictions were
slightly lifted, my family and I went to the park for bike rides and
we went for walks.
I also baked some cupcakes and made some chocolate
brownies which were delicious. I did some gardening and
helped my dad paint the fence in my back garden. I also
helped my dad build a small climbing frame in my garden which
my brothers and I absolutely loved playing on. Sometimes, my
family and I played board games such as chess and Monopoly.
Ria M

Lockdown
Activities
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A Covid Christmas
On Christmas Eve I went on a walk around
West Drayton with mum, Sheera and
Lucy (the dogs) and Les (my stepfather).
I was eager to get home and open
my one present for Christmas Eve, but
then I realised that family time is more
important than gifts. I had a good chat
with Les about books and I kept on asking
him to guess what he thought I had got
him. It is helpful for your wellbeing to talk
to people when you need it, especially
parents or carers. Covid Christmases are
great times for social media because you
need to contact family and friends, but
socialise in person when you can. We
walked around a block of flats (to rent)
at least seven times, discussing presents,
and I dropped a few hints about the
Cadbury’s chocolate I had bought him!
When you need to talk to somebody (like
a parent or carer) about something, then
just ask them and I’m sure they’ll respond
positively. Christmas Eve strolls are great
for health and wellbeing, because you
can have fun chats with your parents/
carers/siblings/friends/other and you can
also get fit into the bargain! Just make
sure that when it’s a Covid Christmas you
stay two metres apart, wear a mask and
wash your hands afterwards!
After our Christmas Eve stroll, I went
home, watched Oliver! and The Lion
King, opened one of my presents (which
happened to be the novel, ‘Murder on
the Orient Express’) and then I snuggled
into bed. I couldn’t sleep for a while,

because I was so excited, but then
something seemed strangely missing.
Oh! I had forgotten to put out the carrots
for the reindeer, mince pies for Father
Christmas and some milk with a tiny
smidgeon of brandy in it! I crept into the
sitting-room, but mum had already put
out the snacks, and I breathed a sigh of
relief. I actually got to sleep that time,
and fell into a deep sleep...
I woke up with a bouncy feeling, and I
glanced over at the clock, which said the
time was 2 a.m. - yet I still woke my mum
up and skipped into the living room!
The floor was showered with presents, in all
shapes and sizes, and enclosed in exotic
wrapping paper. I ripped some open (my
favourite one from those first few being a
reading light you hook around your neck
from Les), feeling excitement rise in my
chest. For about half an hour,
I sat there opening presents, not one bit
tired. It was also my tenth birthday, so I
had twice as many gifts to open, but
mum insisted we go back to bed and
wake up again later. It was 7 a.m. when
I woke up again, so I went back to the
living room feeling wonderful, and turned
to open the biggest present of them all a Nintendo Switch from my Uncle Mun! I
told myself firmly not to play with it then,
so I then ripped the wrapping paper of
the second biggest one away - it was
actually a 4 Privet Drive Lego set!

My mum and I had made plans for my
Uncle Mun and his wife and daughter
to come to our house for Christmas
Day, but because we went into Tier 4
we were unable to meet up. Just when
I was nearly finished building my Lego
set, my mum announced dinner. The
turkey was a magnificent golden colour,
and the parsnips were as delicious as the
birthday cake, which I had multiple slices
of. I played with some Christmas cracker
toys for a bit - a mesh bag of marbles and
a silver notebook - while mum helpfully
cleared the table.
When it was getting dark, we watched
the Christmas special of Strictly Come
Dancing together and I began to
assemble my second Lego set. Nobody
could socialise unless they were in your
bubble, and the only people in my bubble
were myself and my mum, so it was a
pretty lonely Christmas. We couldn’t see
Uncle Mun or Uncle Asif - although he did
come round to the door with a few giant
balloons - and we couldn’t see friends,
either. I will admit that Christmas with
mum is really, really fun, but on previous
Christmases I had enjoyed the time with
uncles, grandparents or even the allfamous Les. Now, three months later,
when Christmas is over, I acknowledge
the fact that we are back in lockdown,
but hopefully soon we will be back at
school, and restrictions will ease, and then
next Christmas we can spend more time
with family and be ourselves! Shakira V
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Football
When Covid started everyone was
worried about lots of different things.
I wondered what would happen to
playing football with my friends at school,
for the school team and for my local
team outside school. Everyone was
talking about washing their hands and
staying home; I was thinking of when I
could next kick a ball around with my
friends. Suddenly, I found myself sitting at
home on the weekends hearing about all
the things we couldn’t do; football was
one of them. School was shut, my football
club was shut. How was I going to get
through this?
Every chance I had, I ran out into the
garden to kick around my ball, but it
wasn’t the same on my own. Then out
of all the sadness came a small bit of
happiness. My coach started sending
us video challenges and wanted to see
us taking part. All of a sudden, I had a
purpose again! Every day I practised my
new challenge and by the end of the
week I was ready to record my efforts to
send to my coach. The best bit was then
watching everyone else’s videos. Even
the dads got involved. My favourite was
trying to do kick-ups using a toilet roll.
So many of the dads tried this one too

and I think they were more competitive
than the team members. I remember my
mum telling me not to waste the toilet roll
because there was a shortage. I ended
up being able to do 16 kick-ups as it was
very hard to keep the toilet roll balanced.
Eventually, school opened up again and
I was so excited to see my friends and
be able to play football with them. The
elation was short lived because in our
bubbles we couldn’t play football. I was
still hopeful that the school football club
would start again. Disappointment once

more. For now, all I had was my weekly
video challenges. Life with Covid brought
many changes but this was certainly the
worst!
Eventually, things started to get back to
normal. We could visit shops, eat out,
see our friends and family. All I wanted to
know was could we play football again?
The answer was yes! The school football
club started up again, my local football
team started having matches again. All
was right with the world again. Football
was back. Adam K

What has been difficult about remote
learning? It has been extremely stressful
not being able to see friends at school.
I have felt really lonely because I have
not been able to interact with people in
the way I am used to. This emotion has
often made remote learning a challenge
because it distracts the learning brain
from the lessons.

The Prime Minister, 2020
Remote learning has meant that we are all trapped in our rooms rather than being
freer at school. It can feel very claustrophobic and like the walls are coming in on you.
However, I think that St. Helen’s College has coped really well with it.
How have we done this? We have relied on technology to see, speak and learn. We
have also been really lucky because 15 years ago they didn’t have technology as
advanced as we have. Being able to see my classmates and teachers, even virtually,
has helped me a lot with my work. If we did not have this amazing technology, we
might have been able to socially distance ourselves but it is much safer to be at home.

In contrast, what has been enjoyable
about remote learning? One thing that
I hope continues from remote learning
is I hope that everyone continues
playing video games online. Personally, I
thoroughly enjoy video games and it has
been fun to share that with my friends as
we found ways to socialise via computers.
I hope to see you soon, like how we used
to before, and eventually give you all a
massive hug! Sohan R
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Yeast Experiment
Science in Year 6 has been spectacular!
Our experiments have been so much fun
and the support on the way has helped
us immensely. One of our science tasks
has been our yeast experiment.
Yeast is a micro-oorganism and is in the
fungus family. Yeast is what bakers use to
make their breads and scones etc.
This is a mnemonic we use to remember
what living things need - MRS GREN:
Moving
Respire
Sensitivity
Growth
Reproduction
Energy
Nutrients
The equipment used for this experiment
was:
• Vinegar		
• Water			
• Lemon juice		
• Magnesia milk		

• Coke
• Plastic bag
• Cling film
• Sugar

We used different liquids to see which
one respires the most. First, we added all
the liquids into their own bags. Then we
added sugar. After that, we sealed the
bags. The time was set for ten minutes.
Soon after the time was up, we measured
the width of each of them and recorded
them onto graphs.

These were the results:

Yeast and
Liquid data

10 mins
cm

20 mins
cm

30 mins
cm

Lino

25

25

27

Sandpaper

21

27

24

Wood

27

27

25

Carpet

24

25

24

Carpet

24

24

25

In conclusion, this experiment showed that the liquid that helps the yeast to respire
most is coke! Water is what is originally used in the recipe so it makes sense that
it came in second place. An extension activity was to find the pH level of each of the
liquids.
1 means that it had the most acidity and 14 means the most alkaline. 7 is neutral.
Coke= 3
Lemon juice = 4
Vinegar = 4
Milk of Magnesia = 10
Water =7
This shows that coke is the most acidic. Water is proven to be neutral and that’s why it
is used in the normal recipe. Milk of Magnesia is known to be very alkaline. Lemon juice
and vinegar have got quite similar levels of acidity. Manisher L

• Wire work
• Victorian Christmas
• Plaster of Paris
• Beatrix Potter
• Lewis Caroll
Art in Year 6
This year, art has turned for Year 6. Mrs. Pruce has taken it to a new dimension.
In Year 6 we have got to experiment and find our inner self, exploring who we are on
a page. What I think is truly tremendous about art is how it has transformed for me into
a lesson where we find out more about ourselves, others and things you would never
imagine a Year 6 student doing.
This has been a learning opportunity for so many: those who struggle with art, those
who excel in art and those that need a little push, and Mrs. Pruce learns more about
our characters - even more than we know! Even just sitting in the Art Studio gives you
that feeling that reassures you that you are in a safe place and this is your time.

My favorite topic out of all of them
has to be the wire work as we got to
experiment with different twists and turns,
shapes and sizes, objects and many more
manoeuvres. In the end, my wire work
piece looked amazing.
Art in Year 6 has been out of this world!
We know so much more than an average
10-11 year old and that’s all down to Mrs.
Pruce. Art is hard work but the results at
the end are absolutely phenomenal!
Manisher L
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Starting Year 6
In the summer holidays just before starting Year 6, I was feeling a mixture of emotions:
happiness, sadness, worry and frustration. I felt happy because I was going to have Mr.
McLaughlin as a teacher, as former students had said he was great. I was also really
happy that I would get to see my friends in person again. I felt sad because it was
going to be my last year at St. Helen’s College and it is likely that me and my friends will
be going to different schools next year and I may not see some of them again. I was
worried because I had 11+ exams coming up. I also felt disappointed and frustrated
because we might not be able to go to France for the end of year trip or do an end
of year production because of Covid-19.
On our first day, Mr. McLaughlin gave us a talk where he told us what to expect in Year
6. He also told us that we could go to him or any of the adults if we had any worries or
problems. This made a lot of my worries go away because I knew I could trust them.

In the second week of term, those who
wanted to be selected as Head Girl
had to give a speech to the rest of the
school; because we were in our Covid
bubbles, these had to be done by
Google Meet. I was feeling nervous as I
had to be first because my surname was
first alphabetically. After the speeches
were over, they announced that Mr.
and Mrs. Crehan were also watching.
Unfortunately, I wasn’t selected so I tried
for House Captain and I got that! I was
additionally given the responsibility of
being a music and library prefect and I
am also an Eco-Rep.
In conclusion, the start of Year 6 has gone
really well. I am glad that we are coming
into school and not stuck at home in
lockdown and I am really looking forward
to the next term. Zara B

Cressida Cowell
Author Visit
On Monday 9th November 2020, Cressida Cowell visited our
school virtually via Zoom. Cressida Cowell is the bestselling
author and illustrator of How to Train Your Dragon and The
Wizards of Once book series. Cressida is also currently the
Children’s Laureate and was awarded an MBE by The Queen in
1985 for services to children’s literature. She has now sold over
11 million books worldwide in 38 languages!
Cressida grew up in London and on a small, uninhabited island
off the west coast of Scotland. She was born on the 15th of April
1966. She now lives in Hammersmith, London, with her husband,
three children and a dog called Pigeon. Her favourite book was
“The Ogre Downstairs”. Cressida has been writing books ever
since she was 9 years old. Her first book was published in 1999
when she was 33.
When she was eight years old, her family built a small house
on the island and they bought a boat so they could spend a
whole summer there. She spent her time on the island fishing,
writing stories and looking for dragons. Her dad told her stories of
Vikings, rival tribes and mythical dragons. When she left school,
she went to university to study English. After that, she went to art
college and got a degree in graphic designing and illustration.
Cressida spoke about the inspiration behind her books. She got
her inspiration for the How to Train your Dragon series by the
summers she spent on the island off the west coast of Scotland.
The island had no roads, houses or electricity so she imagined
that there were dragons living in the caves and cliffs.
I am currently in the middle of reading the first book in the
Wizards Of Once series which I am thoroughly enjoying and I am
already looking forward to reading the next book in the series.
Riya C
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Covid-19 Restrictions
Who would have thought that this
catastrophic pandemic would ever
strike? Well, it did, and it has been almost
one whole year since the first case was
detected. Can you actually believe it,
one whole year?! The time has flown by
and none of us realised. During this time
there have been many ups and downs;
there have also been many changes.
These changes have had a huge impact
on school and how we have our lessons.
Before the coronavirus struck and all of
the new restrictions came into place,
we were able to go around the school
without any worries and were able to
travel freely. Now, we cannot interact
with other classes and students who
are not in our social bubble. Because
of Covid-19, we are not able to access
the things that we usually had previously,
such as the footballs that we used to
play with and the large goal posts. We
also cannot go on any trips nor have any
physical visits from people out of school.
Nevertheless, we still had an online talk
with the wonderful author Cressida Cowell
as well as having our yearly Christmas
panto. However, these experiences were
different to what we had been used to,
as they were held online, keeping all the
safety rules in mind.
The last Year 6 group missed out on their
trip to France earlier in 2020, and our
year missed out the annual Year 5 trip
to Isle of Wight, because of the same
situation. Other major things, globally,
were also cancelled: events like the
London Marathon and the UEFA Euro
2020 tournament.

As all of you may know, the classrooms have changed slightly as well. Now, there are
white tapes used as an area marker, so the teachers have their own space and are
separated from the students. Everything has to be cleaned using sanitisers, so other
members of staff and the students can use the items too.
Out in the playground, there are now different sections for each class, and a different
set of equipment for each too. This means that the children won’t be able to interact
as much, but can keep safe whilst remaining with their class friends.
This has been a very hard time for everyone across the world, and, in order to remain
safe, we must adhere to the rules. So, remember:
• Wash hands regularly for a minimum of 20 seconds.
• Wear a face covering while you are in public.
• Keep a 2 metre distance between people who are not in
your school bubble or family.
Maybe the coronavirus happened for a reason. During this one whole year, and
especially during ‘lockdown’, all of us had the time to spend more time with our family
and loved ones. These events have brought humanity closer, which normally may not
have happened because of people’s busy routines. Hopefully, everyone continues to
remain safe, everyone has a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year in 2021!
And remember: always try to look for the positives in every possible situation. Vidhit N
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Guru Nanak’s Birthday (Gurpurab)
This is my speech for Guru Nanak’s 551st
birth anniversary, which I read in an online
assembly.
One day in November marks Guru Nanak
Dev Ji’s 551’st birthday. Guru Nanak is
our first Guru of 10 and the founder of the
Sikh faith. Today I will talk to you about 5
different reasons why I think Guru Nanak
is one of the greatest human beings to
touch this earth.
*5: He wasn’t just the First Guru and the
founder of Sikhism but he was also a
motivational speaker. Have you ever
heard the quote, ‘Conquer your mind
and conquer the world’? Well, he wrote
that in the Japji Sahib (which is a Sikh
prayer). It means that the biggest enemy
is within us and if we can conquer that by
understanding our thoughts, changing
our beliefs and breaking down the
shackles that keep us trapped inside
then we can be FREE. He promoted
NAAM JAPNA which was to remember
God through meditation. In recent times,
meditation and mindfulness have been
essential practices to help people through
the stressful times upon us through the
pandemic and lockdown.

years or so. Guru Nanak was all about equality between men and women, black and
white, Muslim and Hindu. He was all about everyone being equal. There should not
be a high and a low - we are all one and we should help each other and serve each
other. There are no differences between you or me. We are all ONE. Modern-day
examples of this are the hashtag black lives matter movement to mention just one.
*1 That brings me to number 1 of why I think Guru Nanak is one of the greatest human
beings to ever bless this planet. He delivered the message of oneness. We hear all
about these concepts of oneness today but do we understand it? Guru Nanak was
talking about this years ago but all he was saying was that we are all connected to
a divine energy. The same energy that is in my hands is in your hands, in the plants, in
the trees, in the earth, in the sky, in the universe and when we can understand that,
we cannot see each other as different but the only thing that will keep us separated
is this mind. If we can remove these limiting beliefs we can achieve anything, we can
help others, we can connect to this divine energy called Waheguru and that is what
it means to be living in oneness with no judgement, no hate, to serve others, to feel
equal, to be equal and to serve humanity to our best, experience our best life and be
the best versions of ourselves. Pavitar D

*4: Guru Nanak was a great musician. He
was like a rock star of his time; he and his
buddies would travel city to city, village
to village and country to country, singing
about his beliefs and how he saw the
world and how we could make it a better
place. By teaching about the principles of
KIRAT KARO which is earning a livelihood
by means of earnest, honest efforts and
VAND CHAKKO which is to selflessly serve
others - sharing income, charity donations
and resources such as foodstuffs. The
concept of langar was introduced by
Guru Nanak Dev Ji over 500 years ago. In
recent months, the Sikh temples opened
up their doors to provide free hot meals
for people regardless of colour, caste,
religion and if you’re poor or rich.
*3: Guru Nanak wasn’t just a great
musician; he was a poet and he had a
brilliance with words. Guru Nanak starts
the whole Sikh scriptures with one word: IK.
This means ‘one.’ Can you comprehend
how big a conscious awakening he must
have had to start the whole Sikh scripture
on the principle of ‘ONE?’ There is only
one universal creator of all and we are
connected to that.
*2: Guru Nanak promoted equality way
before it was cool to protest or talk about
it like we have been doing for the last 100
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Book Review
This is my book review of our Year 6 class reader, Letters from the Lighthouse.
The story takes place during World War 2 and is set in England.
The main characters in the story are three siblings (Olive, Cliff and Sukie) and Ephraim
the Lighthouse Keeper.
During an air raid on London by the German army, Olive’s older sister - Sukie - goes
missing. Olive and her brother Cliff have to be evacuated. Olive and Cliff have a
mystery to solve when they find a mysterious note. They are determined to solve the
mystery as it will lead them to their missing sister. They have to be evacuated to Devon
because things have become too dangerous in London. They stay with an old man
called Ephraim, who is a lighthouse keeper.
My favourite character in the book is Olive because she is brave, adventurous and
very smart. She is especially good at breaking codes.
I really enjoyed reading this book as the storyline was extremely interesting as it kept
me guessing as to what was going to happen next. It has been written very well with
lots of descriptive detail. The mystery in the story kept me turning pages to see what
was going to happen next.
I would thoroughly recommend this book to people who like stories of mystery and
adventure. The author, Emma Carrol, has done an incredible job writing this amazing
story. Happy reading! Zail T

The Big Pedal
In the last week of April, we all came to
school on our bikes and scooters. This was
because we were going to take part in
a school event called The Big Pedal. The
Big Pedal is a year group scooting and
cycling challenge that is designed to
promote active travel in order to help
protect the environment.
On Wednesday, we were all due to do
an extra cycling challenge at Court Park.
It was soon the end of lunch break and
we were all uncontrollably excited. Then
after what felt like an eternity, we were

finally at the park and ready to begin. As
soon as we got permission to start, we all
shot off like rockets around the track.
The challenge lasted for an hour, and
despite the bleak weather conditions, we
all still had a thrilling time cycling around
the park with our friends.
I thoroughly enjoyed the Big Pedal
experience and I really hope that we can
partake in another activity like this again
in the future as it was an exceedingly
healthy and fun way to spend a
Wednesday afternoon.
James S

High Flight
High up in the sky,
I spread my wings and fly
Where never lark nor eagle flew
Up, into the deep magnificent blue
In the sky, an ocean of calm
No one would ever come to harm
Gliding up there, as free as a bird,
Hearing tales that have never been heard
To glide, to play, to cloud surf!
We’ve got so far away from Earth
Up in the stars, up in the sky
I know I will succeed if I try
I may have left without a trace
But now I am gone, away to space
Ben L
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Book Review
This is my book review of Holes by Louis
Sachar.
Stanley Yelnats - an innocent boy - was
falsely accused of stealing a pair of
sneakers. He has a choice of prison or
camp - obviously he chooses to go to
camp because who wants to go to jail?
At the camp, it is definitely not all fun and
games! Stanley finds out that the campers
have to dig deep holes every single day
as a punishment for committing their
crimes.
The story includes multiple timelines,
which adds to the intrigue of the plot. The
different parts go back into the past and
show links between the characters and
the bleak setting. It is also quite funny in
parts with memorable characters such as
Zero, Armpit and the despicable warden.
My rating: 4.8/5 Joban K

French Day
French Day was on the 20th of May 2021.
As we could not go to France this year,
we had French Day instead with lots of
fun activities and games. We arrived first
thing in the morning and dropped our
bags in the classroom. We then made
our way to the Evans Hall where we had
breakfast: hot chocolate and a croissant.
It was delicious! Once we finished that,
we went upstairs, did the register and got
our pencil cases ready for our first activity.
Bread making was our first activity for
the day. We went to the Evans Hall and
sat down at a place where a bowl was.
The teachers handed us the ingredients,
which we spoke about in French, and
we started mixing. During the session
we had competitions of who could sing
the loudest out of 6M and 6R. When our
dough was ready we started making
things out of it. I made a plait wreath
where I plaited the dough and joined it
together, forming a wreath. We also got
to put chocolate chips and raisins on our
bread to decorate.
After that 6R went to the playground
and we stayed in the Evans Garden. We

started playing get the beret. A beret was
in the middle and you were numbered up.
Once the teachers call your name you
then run up before the other person does.
If you touch the beret you then have to
get back to your team before the other
person tags you. Our class was split into
two - one half played get the beret and
the other half played boules. Boules is a
game when you have two balls each and
someone will roll a small ball. The game
begins. The aim to win is to get your ball
closest to the small ball. We then switched
with 6R, we went to the playground and
started playing ‘Un Deux Trois Soleil’. This
is when someone was at the front and
everyone else was on the other side. The
person will then say ‘un deux trois soleil’
and will turn around. If the person at the
front sees someone moving, you will then
have to go to the start and start again. It
is the French version of ‘What’s the time,
Mr Wolf?’
Then we went inside and had a French
quiz. We got to choose our teams and
it was really fun. Mrs. Stark then came in
and she said the crepe van had arrived.
Everyone was so excited and couldn’t
wait. We arrived and I was second to be

The Lion King
Hello! My name is Samir and I will be
playing Simba in the Year 6 production of
The Lion King. Simba is one of the main
characters in the play, so I was very
happy to be chosen for the role. When
I heard we were doing the Lion King
musical, I was really excited because it
is one of my favourite plays. This term in
school we practise most days and we
have a rehearsal club after school. It is
good fun because we rehearse with 6R.
We have all been trying really hard to
make this play amazing.
My favourite song in the play is He Lives
In You, which is sung by Rafiki. I think at
the end of the rehearsals it will be an
outstanding play and all the hard work will
have paid off. Our parents and teachers
will be really proud of us.
The interesting fact I learnt a few weeks
ago is that Simba is the Swahili word for
lion. Bye for now … I need to work on my
roar! Samir H

served. I had my galette. It was amazing!!
My table was then allowed to go and get
our drinks. There were many syrup flavours
but my favourite was berries of the forest.
The drink was a mix of lemonade and
syrup called a Diabolo. After we finished
our galette we got up and ordered
our crepes. I had a caramel salt crepe
which was so nice and sweet and it was
satisfying to watch the man make them.
When everyone was finished we went out
for our play time.
Our last activity of the day was a French
play. A lady from Freshwater Theatres
came. Her name was Betheny. She
performed the Three Musketeers to us
and we all had roles to play too. We
were asked questions on our knowledge
of France and the three musketeers. It
was really fun. We all had a great time
watching people play the roles and act
out whilst speaking French. This was a
really fun day. We wore our own clothes
and learnt a lot of French too. Even
though we all wanted to go to France,
this was probably better. We then came
to the end of the day. Everyone was sad
that French Day was over but we will
never forget it. Sophia H
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I ran upstairs, pulled down the blackout
curtains and got into my soft and comfy
pyjamas. “Goodnight mum!”
‘Night sweetie!” I heard mum say.
It was midnight when I heard a
reverberating roar. I woke up all sleepy
until I realised in terror what it was: an air
raid siren! I slipped into my clothes and
ran into my mum’s room to get her up,
but her bed was made and her pyjamas
were left folded on her dressing table.

Air Raid Narrative
This piece of work from my English book is
based on a scene from the book Letters
from the Lighthouse by Emma Carroll.
I was in the kitchen washing up the plates
and cups from our dinner. It was my last
chore of the day. How I hate chores! They
are so boring; I only do it to earn a shilling
and to keep mum happy. She misses dad
a lot - she cries at night but pretends that
she has hayfever. Then mum called me,
“Heather! Come here please.”
Mum was in the living room, pulling down
the blackout curtains.
“Heather, you’ve washed the dishes,
right?” asked mum.
“Yes I have,” I replied.
“Well then, here is your shilling and
now go to bed and make sure that the
blackout curtains are pulled down,” she
said matter-of-factly.
“Yes mum!” I said obediently.

Letters from the Lighthouse by Emma
Carroll (Review)
Type: Mystery
Set: World War ll
Summary: This book is about a family of a
mother with three children living in London
during World War II. They are shaken when
the eldest daughter suddenly disappears.
The younger two children get evacuated
to Devon, where one of their pen pals
lives by a lighthouse. They come across a
secret code which leads to a dangerous
mission.

I went downstairs to the kitchen to grab
my coat and gas mask, then ran outside.
An air raid warden came to me, shouting
“Come on! Are you waiting for Christmas?
The Jerries are coming!”
I ran for my life, “Mum, Mum!” I screamed.
As I ran to the station, the loud, tell-tale
noise came, then an eerie silence…
“Get
down!
BOMB
INCOMING!”
screeched the air raid warden. WHUMP!
A bomb hit a few yards away. The ground
rocked. Air was sucked from my chest,
making me stagger backwards. Glass
and bricks fell, planes droned forward.
Everything was so busy that I forgot which
way the sky was.
As the dust cleared, I saw a tall slender
woman half limping to an unknown
man. I recognised her dark silhouette
- it was mum! I ran closer to her and
this strange man. He was giving mum a
piece of paper before taking her hand
and squeezing it in his. I couldn’t hold
it anymore, “MUM! MUM!” I screamed.
“What are you doing?!”

Mum looked at me with horror and ran;
the man; however, stepped into the
shadows. Mum and I ran on to a road
that was full of potholes. Either side there
were blackened, shadowy shop fronts.
Smashed glass from blown out windows
crunched beneath my feet. This felt
unreal - like I was watching myself in a
movie.
The planes kept on coming. Whoosh!
Silence…...You could count the beats.
Then THUD as a bomb hit. I was angry and
my feeble legs got tired. I had to stop. Up
ahead Mum stopped. Thank goodness!
“Mum s…...t…..op!” I gasped.
Mum limped over to me, shaking her
head.
“Heather, you shouldn’t have followed
me!” She sounded furious. I was scared,
so I grabbed onto her singed sleeve; now
I found her, I wasn’t letting her go. More
planes droned and mum looked worriedly
at the sky: “Heather! Get down!”
A terrific thump made me fall, something
fell on me - but I was too scared to look.
After what felt like an hour, I lifted my
head. The street was full of glass and
water. Mum had disappeared into thin
air and the shop fronts were now rubble.
I tried to stand, but there was nothing to
stand on. The air smelt of burning hair. The
sky flashed a brilliant white. I felt myself lift
up. Up and up, like I’d never stop. Then,
there was falling down again, very hard
and very fast.
I don’t remember the landing part.
Amar C

My favourite part: When London gets
bombed, because it is an action scene
rather than a talking scene and I prefer
action.
Main characters: Olive, Cliff, Queenie,
Ephraim and Sukie.
Comparable to: The Lion, the Witch and
the Wardrobe and The Famous Five
Recommended age: 9+
Ratings: 5 Stars
Anson L
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My Time at St. Helen’s College
What a prodigious journey it was at St. Helen’s College! I can
say for sure that I will cherish and never forget the memories
made here.
When I joined, I thought this was going to be just another boring
school, but I was mistaken. A couple of days after I joined, I
started having the time of my life. I had new friends, I had nice
teachers (there were a lot more than I had expected!) and I
was very interested in the subjects.
My top 4 memories:

• My fourth memory was when I became a mathematics
prefect. I was very proud of the work which I had done over the
years and now I am seeing that it paid off.
Lastly, I would like to give a huge thank you to all the teachers
and pupils at St. Helen’s College for helping me learn more and
having such a wonderful time here. Anay S

• When I first met Mr. Tovell (my Year 4 teacher), I thought that
he was going to be a normal and boring teacher. But he wasn’t,
he was very jolly!! When I was in Year 5, I was very sad to hear
that he was leaving, so we made a thank you card for him!
• My second memory is about Sports Day two years ago. I
was very worried about whether I would get an award for at
least one of the sports which we did. I was very scared and I did
not want to do it. But then, I came third in the 50-metre race,
the triple jump and the hammer throw! When I came home, I
showed a grin of immense joy!
• My third memory was when I performed as a background elf
when I was in Year 3. We were in the Compass Theatre and I was
very nervous, but I went out on the stage and I did really well!

Miss Trunchbull stormed through the door with a face like
thunder and slammed her ruler on the desk. Everyone jumped,
even Miss Honey. Miss Trunchbull asked what they had been
learning. A little girl started saying a poem, then everyone else
joined in. Before they could finish, Miss Trunchbull smacked her
ruler on the desk again and everyone sat down instantly.
Miss Trunchbull went to the front of the class and poured
herself a glass of water. As soon as it was poured, everyone
realised the newt was still in the glass.
Miss Trunchbull screamed her head off, shouting "Snake!
Snake! Snake!"
Miss Trunchbull was screaming at Matilda. “YOU DID THIS!"
Matilda used her power and made the water shake. The newt
flew into the air. She was about to become the punisher.
Maisie H

The Trunchbull
This piece of creative writing was inspired by a scene from Roald
Dahl’s book, Matilda.
As Miss Trunchbull stormed through the door with a ferocious
scowl on her face, she stomped her humongous feet, which
made a thud like a stampeding elephant.
After she had shouted at the top of her lungs, “Get on with it!”,
and listened to the children’s dreadful song, she helped herself
to a large glass of water.
As she looked up, Miss Trunchbull noticed that she was being
laughed at by the children. “What’s so funny?!” she asked. She
followed their gaze to her glass of water that lay by her side.
Inside of it was a long, slippery newt. “Arrgghh!” shouted Miss
Trunchbull even louder than before. “WHO DID THIS?!” Maya S
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The Lion King
In our Year 6 Lion King production I am Young Simba.
The Lion King production is the end of year play that the whole of
Year 6 put together. There have been different plays in previous
years. We started in the summer term and have finished on 1st
July.
It took a lot of effort and determination but in the end it paid
off. We had to make props, try costumes then make sure the
costumes fitted and especially act. At first I was nervous. I didn’t
know if I would be good or bad. But after the audition result I
was very proud of myself because I was cast as Young Simba.
Young Simba is a little cub who dreams about being king. I have
to act all the way until Hakuna Matata and then I switch with
Older Simba (Samir) and he finishes the production off.
Although Samir and I are the Simbas, there are other characters
too, such as: Nala and Young Nala, Zazu, Scar, Hyenas, Rafiki
and many more. It took us a lot of practice and everyone fitted
their roles. The more we acted the more we found ourselves
becoming our characters.
I have a solo song, Just Can’t Wait To Be King, and a little solo
in Hakuna Matata. My favourite part of the show is Hakuna
Matata because Samir and I switch and Hakuna Matata is
a very popular song. Be Prepared is also a very good song
because all the hyenas are on the stage and you can really see
the villainous side of Scar.

We had three performances and everyone got better. My personal favourite was the 1st July one because it was our last and
all the parents were really cheering and clapping. Also our performances were different because we never got to perform in a
theatre. We performed on a stage outside the Evans Hall which was just as cool.
So in conclusion we all had a lot of fun and this year’s production was very unusual because of the stage. However, we all tried and
it was just as good and probably even better so well done to everyone. I will really remember this performance forever!
Reece G
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Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s
551st Birthday
Introduction into Sikhi or Sikhism
On Monday 30th November it was Guru
Nanak Dev Ji’s birthday. This is a very
important day for Sikhs because he was
the first Sikh guru.
At school we had a virtual assembly
about Guru Nanak De Ji and I had the
honour of speaking. There were 10 Sikh
Gurus. The first was Guru Nanak Dev Ji
and the tenth was Guru Gobind Singh Ji.
There are also 2 eternal Sikh Gurus which
are Guru Granth Sahib Ji and Guru Khalsa
Panth Ji.
Background of Guru Nanak Dev Ji
Guru Nanak Dev Ji was born in Hindustan
in a small village called Talwandi which
is modern day Punjab based Pakistan.
This momentous site is the place where
Gurdwara Nankana Sahib now stands.
Even when Guru Nanak was born,
he radiated a light of pure love and
kindness. He was named after his sister
Nanaki which means one who is born at
a maternal grandparent’s house. Guru
Nanak Dev Ji was born under a star that is

REMEMBRANCE DAY
What is Remembrance Day?
Remembrance Day is a memorial day
observed in Commonwealth member
states. Remembrance Day has been
observed since the end of the First World
War to remember those of the armed
forces who have died in the line of duty
for their country.
What day do we celebrate Remembrance
Day?
We always celebrate Remembrance
Day on the second Sunday of the month
closest to the 11th of November. At
St. Helen’s College on Remembrance
Day, we observed this special event by
stopping what we were doing and stood
in silence for 2 minutes, remembering the
soldiers who gave their lives so we could
live ours today.

a natural phenomenon; this phenomenon
only happens once every few centuries.
About Guru Nanak Dev Ji
Guru Nanak Dev Ji was not called Guru
when he was born as his parents and
people around him did not see the godly
light resting inside his heart. Before he had
the title of guru, he was called Nanak.
Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s first sound was a
saintly laugh when most babies cry at
birth. Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s parents are
Mehta Kalu Ji and Mata Tripta Ji. Nanaki
is seen as the first Sikh because as soon as
Guru Nanak Dev Ji was born she knew he
was special straight away. Guru Nanak
Dev Ji was born into the Bedi tribe which
means his surname was Bedi.
Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s Travels
Guru Nanak Dev Ji embarked on 4 udasis
or journeys. He travelled to Nepal, Sri Lanka,
Bengal, China, Iran, Italy, Turkey, Tibet and
many others. He was accompanied by
Bhai Mardana Ji who before he met Guru
Nanak Dev Ji was called Marjana which
means he will die as well. Bhai Mardana
was the village (which Guru Nanak Dev
Ji was born in) minstrel, (musician). Bhai
Mardana Ji played the rabab which is an
Afghani string instrument that is similar to a
lute. Guru Nanak Dev Ji travelled the world
spreading the word of Waheguru or God.

Facts about Guru Nanak Dev Ji
●	 Guru Nanak Dev Ji married Mata 		
Sulakhni
●	 Guru Nanak Dev Ji had 2 sons; their 		
name are Baba Sri Chand and Lakhmi
Das
●	 Guru Nanak Dev Ji was born on the 		
29th November 1469
●	 Guru Nanak Dev Ji died 22 September
1539
●	 Guru Nanak Dev Ji was implemented
the idea of Langar (free kitchen)
●	 Guru Nanak Dev Ji’s chosen successor
was Guru Angad dev Ji who was 		
known as Bhai Lehna prior to Guruship
Arjan D

World War II - Operation Bodyguard
Now you know what Remembrance Day
is, I am going to highlight one of the most
famous operations from WWII where our
dedicated soldiers gave their lives for
their country: Omaha Beach (Operation
Bodyguard/D-Day/Normandy 1944). This
is the most famous operation from WWII.
France, a close ally of Britain, was invaded
by the Germans. With the help of our
American friends, both American Troops
and British Soldiers pushed the German
invader out of France. If it had not been
for France’s allies, France today would
have possibly been part of Germany, if
we had lost WWII.
Why do we wear red poppies?
We wear red poppies because, on the
battlefield where the battle was fought,
red poppies grew in the fields. So wearing
red poppies is another way to show our
remembrance for the soldiers who fought
in the war. Aaran P
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How To Train Your Dragon
She started off her talk by telling us about
how she got her idea for ‘How To Train
Your Dragon’. She said that when she
was young, she went to an island near
Scotland every year because her dad
loved bird watching. It was there that
she had her idea for ‘How To Train Your
Dragon’. The island was one of the first
places that the Vikings invaded, and
there was a legend that dragons were
real so she started exploring the island for
dragons.

The Wizard Of Once series
In the Wizard Of Once series she drew all
the pictures; she said that she sometimes
mixes real creatures to make her magical
creatures. We were also able to create
our own unique animal which was really
fun, and I was really happy that we could
take signed books home - mine is sitting
proudly on my shelf.

CRESSIDA COWELL
Introduction
On Thursday the 12th of November, St.
Helen’s College were lucky to have an
online visit from Cressida Cowell - the
author of How To Train Your Dragon and
The Wizards Of Once series.
About Cressida Cowell
Cressida Cowell wrote all of her books in
her shed at the end of her garden. She
is a MBE and a Children’s Laureate. She
grew up in London and when she was
young she never dreamed she would
be a writer. When she was little, her
handwriting was terrible, so her teacher
gave her a book so that she could write
all her ideas down and forget about the
quality of her handwriting.

What was inspiring about Cressida Cowell’s visit
I felt that Cressida Cowell’s visit was inspiring because she told us how much effort that
she put into the book. She said that it doesn’t matter how bad your handwriting is. Just
go for it!! Maya T

MY TIME AT ST. HELEN’S COLLEGE
My time at this amazing school has
been thrilling. Let me tell you some of my
favourite times.
I joined the school in nursery and have
made such good friends. The school has
given me a lot of confidence which will
help me make new friends at my new
school. This school has also given me a lot
of opportunities to build my self-esteem
and help me thrive in the next chapter of
my life.
In this school I have been on many
school trips; I have been on day trips and
residential trips. For those of you who are
unaware of what residential trips are,
they are when the school takes us on trips
for more than a day and we also stay
overnight. My personal favourite residential
trip was Flatford Mill because the activities
were so fun and the food was great. It was
impeccable!! My favourite day trip was
Hampton Court (Year 5) because there
were lots of things to see and do. The
highlight of the day in my personal opinion
was the haunted corridor. Also every year
from Year 2-6 we go to a pantomime
which is extremely exciting.

Performances
We have (as a year group) put on multiple school productions such as Stella the Starfish
in Year 1. I have thoroughly enjoyed putting on these shows as they have improved my
performance skills. I have improved on my dancing, singing and acting skills.
Moving up to Upper School
Moving up to Upper School was a big deal because it has given me more opportunities
to build myself up and has given me more confidence. When I came to Upper School
in Year 1 on moving up day (when you go to the class that you have in the next
year), I knew that I was going to enjoy being at the Upper School. After the summer
holidays, when I came to Upper School officially, I was mind-blown to see the things
that surrounded me, like the tranquil Zen Garden. The play times were also extremely
different. We now had the facilities of the adventure playground and the treehouse.
These have been so fun to play on and enjoy with my friends. Esha C
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LIFE IN YEAR 6
New Beginnings
Coming into Year 6 was exciting but nerve-wracking at the
same time because we are the head of the school now, and
we have more responsibilities. We are also the role models for
the younger students. Our new form teacher, Mr. Roche, made
myself and my class feel welcome.
At the start of the year there were responsibility applications for
Head Girl and Boy, Deputy Head Girl and Boy, House Captains
and Sport Captains. First the Head Girl and Boy, and Deputy
Head Girl and Boy speeches were made and Mrs. Drummond
had a tough decision to choose the Head and Deputy Head
Girl and Boy for this academic year. A few weeks later, we did
prefect applications.
Lessons
In our lessons, we get challenged with all our learning - especially
in mathematics. We have been doing quite a bit of flipped

FRENCH DAY
On Thursday 20th May, Year 6 had a French Day. We enjoyed
a variety of activities: we enjoyed a French breakfast, bread
making and games. We saw the Three Musketeers perform and
a crepe and galette van even came to our school!
Breakfast
All Year 6 students had to wake up extra early to be in time for
the delicious breakfast. We for sure didn’t want to miss it. We
had some yummy hot chocolate and then we had soft, mouth
melting croissants. When I was eating it, I felt like I was in France;
I was also talking to my friends about how exciting the day was
going to be!
Bread making
After breakfast, 6R and 6M went into the Evans Hall and started
to make bread. We put the flour (farine), yeast (levure) salt (sel)
and water (l’eau) into the bowl and mixed it, getting all messy!!
While we were kneading the dough, we sang a French song
and did a competition between 6M and 6R to see who could
make the most noise! Then once everyone was done kneading,
we had the option to add chocolate chips or raisins. After that
we made a shape with our dough and put it on the baking tray.

learning. For those of you who are unaware of what flipped
learning is, it is when you get a video and you make notes and
understand what you’re learning about the following day.
We are currently studying creative writing and stories in English.
These stories are very fun to make because we get to use our
imagination and make anything real. Right now we are working
on action books and they are really fun to create because
you get to make a problem and help your character solve the
problem that you chose to happen.
Friendships/environment
During this Covid time, we have been sanitizing our hands. Also
our break times are completely different as well. Because of this
we have not been able to visit the school library, so the librarians,
Mrs. Emanuel and Mrs. Smith, have made each class a mobile
library which consists of multiple books of all different genres.
Someone from each class will record the relevant information:
the barcode number, who took the book out and the title of the
book. Jena J

Games
As soon as we finished the bread making we played some
French games, such as Quelle est l’heure Mr Loup? which means
What’s the time Mr Wolf in French. Then, we played grab the
beret. We were given numbers in French and someone would
call our numbers. After hearing our number, we would run and
try take the beret before the other person. It was really fun!
Crepe and Galette Van
For lunch we had a delectable galette. There was so much to
choose from: pizza, veggie and classic. When we got up to the
van, we had to order in our best French! Once we finished the
delicious galettes, we went back to the van to get our crepes.
We could choose between: lemon and sugar, chocolate
sauce or caramel sauce. We also had diabolos which is like a
lemonade with a syrup which was so good I wish we could have
it more often.
The Three Musketeers
We saw an amazing one woman show of The Three Musketeers.
The lady played several roles but she needed some help, so
Year 6 got to play some roles as well!
Georgia S and Jessica L
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We wrote non-chronological reports about lighthouses.

We also wrote blackout poems,
inspired by ‘The Letters From The
Lighthouse’.
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FUNTASIA
What is Funtasia?
Funtasia is an after school club/daycare
for our school. When parents still work
after school hours, then their children can
go to Funtasia. It is very fun!!
What can you do at Funtasia?
You can also play games, go outside
and play, do fun activities - like making
biscuits, painting and modelling. If you
want, you can even do some of your
homework and go on the chromebooks.
We each go to Funtasia very often.
Fredericka goes every day and Isabelle
goes sometimes: Monday, Tuesday and
Thursday.
Can you eat at Funtasia?
At Funtasia, we also get tea time which
is basically snack time. You can bring a
snack from home or you can also eat
some food that they have provided.
Where is Funtasia?
Funtasia is also in Lower School, not just
Upper school, so we have a lot of time
to do a lot of fun things. In Upper School
Funtasia is in the main hall.
What time does Funtasia start and end?
Funtasia starts at 3:00 in Lower School but
in Upper School it starts at 3:20. It finishes
at 6:00, so we have a lot of time to do a
lot of fun activities.
Staff
The Upper School Funtasia has many
friendly staff members: Mrs Gilbey (Head
of Funtasia)Mrs Flemming, Mrs Lawrence,
Miss Rai, Miss Mirza
Fredericka T & Isabelle K

Why I Wanted To Become A Sports Captain
In September, I was presented with the opportunity to become a Cambria Sports
Captain. In Year 4 I knew that I wanted to become a Sports Captain because in Year
4 I got really into sports and wanted to be an Olympic athlete. So to help myself get to
that level I decided that I wanted to apply for Sports Captain.
Firstly, we had to write an influential speech to Year 6, Miss Walker and Mrs. Drummond.
The people applying for Cambria and Windsor girl and boy Sports Captain would say
their speech to their fellow Windsorians and Cambrians. Then, after everyone had
said their speech, everybody did a secret vote, but the people who applied for Sports
Captain couldn’t vote for themselves. Then all the votes were counted and our new
Sport Captains for Cambria and Windsor were selected.
Another reason that I wanted to become Sports Captain is that when I was younger I
always admired them and I strived to become an amazing athlete like them. I knew
from that moment that I wanted to be a Sports Captain to make all pupils feel the way
that the previous Sports Captains made me feel. Everyone should have someone that
can encourage them, be kind to them, never discourage them and most importantly
be a good sports role model to them.
At St. Helen’s College there are a wide variety of sports that are available for you to
do. We have racket sports, ball sports, acrobatic sports, water sports and track and
field sports. Every class here at St. Helen’s has 2 PE lessons every week in which we
cover a range of sports to better our fitness. Recently, every two weeks, we do the
bleep test which gets our hearts beating and our fitness growing. One day we have
Games so we will normally go to the field or track to do our sport, but on the other day
we have proper PE which means we do it in the playground.
Fredericka T

The Siren!!
On a dull Saturday morning at the local
cinema, I was with my family watching
the newsreel. The news reporter said
there would be an air raid today, which
shocked everyone, but nobody believed
him. Then the newsreel paused – and two
seconds later I heard these words coming
from the grand screen:
“Air raid in progress, please leave the
building IMMEDIATELY!”
The air raid siren was hurting my ears as
everyone panicked to leave the building.
I paused for a second and thought of
my dog but it was too risky to go and get

him. As I ran to the bomb shelter, I was
thinking to myself how my family and I
would survive because I had never been
in an air raid before. Other people I saw
in the bomb shelter looked like it was
on their monthly schedule to do this; it
didn’t seem to bother them at all so I just
did what they did - little did I know they
were risk takers!! They went out of the
bomb shelter looking for any remaining
people to rescue and retrieve to the
bomb shelter. I was too afraid to do that;
there were bombs the size of a car and
the radius of the explosion was large too,
about the size of two cars.
Stefan F-B
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THE LION KING PLAY PREPARATION
Every Tuesday after lunch, we have two
hours to rehearse the play instead of
drama and music - the lesson is taken
by Mr. McLaughlin and Mrs. Fawbert.
We are learning our lines at home,
and practising the songs and the
choreography in the lesson. The main
characters are off rehearsing their script
in the lessons as they are not involved
in the majority of the songs, however,
some characters have soloist songs that
they practice while we do the songs.
Every year the Year 6s have a play they
perform at the theatre but this year it
will be performed in school because of
social distancing guidelines.
For the production the school will
supply us with our costumes along
with the stage settings like Pride Rock.
We are all working exceptionally hard
and the main characters are working
even harder. We hope to put on an
outstanding performance to impress the
younger years and to inspire them to do
just as well when it is their time to shine.

Aaron is Shenzi and I am Banzai, we are both Hyenas. We have all been given
enormous play scripts so we can learn the lines and the lyrics to our songs. Everybody
is definitely nervous for the play, but we all still look forward to it and want to see the
surprised faces of our parents as we perform. Even though singing and dancing is not
my strong suit I can’t help enjoying every second of it.
When we were first told that we were going to perform the end of year play, we were
all very excited, but what we didn’t know was that we were going to be performing
The Lion King! I thought we were going to be performing the play Singing In The Rain.
Vandan V and Aaron S
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SPY STORY
The FBI HQ in Washington DC was surrounded by what seemed
to be an everlasting darkness and was just dimly lit by oncoming
car headlights and lamp posts that showed the bare streets.
At 1 a.m. inside the FBI HQ, two men were chugging down some
coffee (they had already drunk 30 cups of Starbucks coffee)
and were staring like mindless zombies at their monitors when
Agent 1 made contact, saying that the mission was a success
and that he was heading home.
The next day Agent 1 was heading home back from Dubai.
When the plane was nearing Washington there was a deafening
bang, so loud that every bird on a tree had evacuated going
South.
When Allain Donald (the boss) heard this, he was panic stricken
so he went to turn on his monitor. To his shock, instead of the
news there was an incoming transmission from the infamous
villain Skull. He spoke in a deep grave voice, explaining that if
the FBI didn’t pay him ten million dollars, he would blow up the
HQ so he said to come ALONE. Aditya S
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6R I Mr. Roche
Cricket At School
Lunchtime cricket is very fun and is enjoyed by me and my
friends. In terms of the school playing matches, we have
played very few - one to be precise but that doesn’t mean
that we didn’t have Cricket Club at lunch time, which was very
enjoyable.
Different Types Of Cricket
Sometimes it can be quite fun to gather a group of friends, hire
a big hall, and play cricket there. The rules are slightly different
but it is still fun. Or maybe for younger children of beginners
there is Kwik Cricket. Again the rules are different but the main
objective is the same. There is French Cricket and many other
types, but the main one played all around the world is on TV,
and has almost more views than the 2018 Football World Cup.
CRICKET
A Brief Backstory
Cricket is a fun sport. Invented by the British in 1611, the sport has
spread all over the world because many nations were forced
to play it when the British colonised them. In the end, most of
them ended up beating England in a match; this is not why they
taught the sport globally, but it has made the cricket we watch
today a lot more competitive.

SPEECH COMPETITION WINNER!
Students, Teachers and Principals, I am
proud to share the fact that I have won
the Speech Competition for the whole
of Upper School, for the second time; I
won once in Year 1 and now in Year 6,
alongside being a finalist, class and year
winner every year since being a student
at our wonderful school.
I feel immensely proud of my Speech
Competition achievements as I started
them as an overall winner and now I am
leaving also as an overall winner! How
great is that?

Cricket At A Club
On Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, I have some sort
of cricket activity. Unfortunately, more recently matches have
been cancelled due to rain. I have been at my club for four
years and cherished every moment. Whether it was playing a
shot or bowling really fast, I have always loved cricket. It is a
great sport and even if you are not into sports, give cricket a go.
Sulaiman M

I realised I had raw talent when I won for
the whole school in Year 1. This motivates
me to strive to win every year. I made sure
I practised once every day leading up to
the competition until I felt it was perfect.
This was never easy, especially at the
beginning when I thought I would never
remember all the lines let alone adding
expressions. I surprised myself as not only
did I remember all the lines but also I was
able to enjoy and express myself to the
max. I still know my poems to this day!
I knew even if I lost, I tried my best and
that’s all that matters.

I have learnt so much about myself during
this experience. Firstly, I know that I do not
get as nervous as others on the stage, as
I am able to channel my nerves into my
performance.
Secondly, I feel that I am naturally good
at expressing myself. Lastly, I just want
to say that practice makes perfect and
anything you focus on and believe in you
will achieve!
Remember you can never achieve your
goals without trying! Adam O

WHAT WILL I TAKE FROM ST. HELEN’S COLLEGE TO MY NEW SCHOOL?

Jena
I will take the friendships that I have
made and the confidence
I have built up.

Maya
I will take the independence I have
developed and memories of my
lovely friends.

Jessica
I will take all my relationships
I have made and all the confidence
I’ve built up.

Arjan
I will take away many friendships and
hard work to get ready for RGS.

Aaron
I will take confidence and friendship.

Georgia
I will take my friendships and my
memories.

Arsal
I will take my confidence, kindness and
loads of funny memories.

Vandan
I will take all of my friendships and the art
I have made.

Fredericka
I will take the friendships I have made
and all the skills I have learned.

Aaran
Confidence, being a better person,
learning more things. Happy memories!!

Isabelle
I will take all my confidence the teachers
have taught me.

Sulaiman
I will take away many friendships and
many, many jokes.

Adi
Friends and friendship.
Stefan
Friends, jokes, confidence and
friendships.
Adam
I will take all my friends,
perseverance and happiness.
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Library I Mrs Smith & Mrs Emanuel

Lockdown may have closed the Library
room, but nothing will stop the students of
St. Helen’s College from reading!

Birthday Books
Many students have been celebrating their birthdays by
donating a book to the library. We have been very pleased
to accept these books and record the name of the student in
the book to mark the occasion. We hope this trend continues;
however, to avoid duplication of titles already available in
the library, families may prefer to donate a book token/online
voucher to enable us to pick titles not currently available.
Television By Roald Dahl

Every week a book box is delivered to
each classroom with a wide selection of
books, from which the children get a free
choice. The book selection is tailored
to the reading levels of the individual
classes.
The children have enjoyed reading the
books and they may also request specific
titles from the library if they wish.
Some weeks the boxes contain a mystery
title. The book is wrapped up as a present
and the class decide who will receive this
present each week.
Lockdown has had one benefit for the
librarians: it has given us some time to
start checking through our book stock,
repairing and checking our fiction titles.
We have also been able to start the
process of checking our information
resources to ensure that they are upto-date and relevant, with a view to
refreshing and renewing the books.

The most important thing we’ve learned,
So far as children are concerned,
Is never, NEVER, NEVER let
Them near your television set -Or better still, just don’t install
The idiotic thing at all.
In almost every house we’ve been,
We’ve watched them gaping at the screen.
They loll and slop and lounge about,
And stare until their eyes pop out.
(Last week in someone’s place we saw
A dozen eyeballs on the floor.)
They sit and stare and stare and sit
Until they’re hypnotised by it,
Until they’re absolutely drunk
With all that shocking ghastly junk.
Oh yes, we know it keeps them still,
They don’t climb out the window sill,
They never fight or kick or punch,
They leave you free to cook the lunch
And wash the dishes in the sink -But did you ever stop to think,
To wonder just exactly what
This does to your beloved tot?
IT ROTS THE SENSE IN THE HEAD!
IT KILLS IMAGINATION DEAD!
IT CLOGS AND CLUTTERS UP THE MIND!
IT MAKES A CHILD SO DULL AND BLIND
HE CAN NO LONGER UNDERSTAND
A FANTASY, A FAIRYLAND!
HIS BRAIN BECOMES AS SOFT AS CHEESE!
HIS POWERS OF THINKING RUST AND FREEZE!
HE CANNOT THINK -- HE ONLY SEES!
‘All right!’ you’ll cry. ‘All right!’ you’ll say,
‘But if we take the set away,
What shall we do to entertain
Our darling children? Please explain!’
We’ll answer this by asking you,
‘What used the darling ones to do?
‘How used they keep themselves contented
Before this monster was invented?’
Have you forgotten? Don’t you know?
We’ll say it very loud and slow:
THEY ... USED ... TO ... READ! They’d READ and READ,
AND READ and READ, and then proceed
To READ some more. Great Scott! Gadzooks!

One half their lives was reading books!
The nursery shelves held books galore!
Books cluttered up the nursery floor!
And in the bedroom, by the bed,
More books were waiting to be read!
Such wondrous, fine, fantastic tales
Of dragons, gypsies, queens, and whales
And treasure isles, and distant shores
Where smugglers rowed with muffled oars,
And pirates wearing purple pants,
And sailing ships and elephants,
And cannibals crouching ‘round the pot,
Stirring away at something hot.
(It smells so good, what can it be?
Good gracious, it’s Penelope.)
The younger ones had Beatrix Potter
With Mr. Tod, the dirty rotter,
And Squirrel Nutkin, Pigling Bland,
And Mrs. Tiggy-Winkle andJust How The Camel Got His Hump,
And How the Monkey Lost His Rump,
And Mr. Toad, and bless my soul,
There’s Mr. Rat and Mr. MoleOh, books, what books they used to know,
Those children living long ago!
So please, oh please, we beg, we pray,
Go throw your TV set away,
And in its place you can install
A lovely bookshelf on the wall.
Then fill the shelves with lots of books,
Ignoring all the dirty looks,
The screams and yells, the bites and kicks,
And children hitting you with sticksFear not, because we promise you
That, in about a week or two
Of having nothing else to do,
They’ll now begin to feel the need
Of having something there to read.
And once they start -- oh boy, oh boy!
You watch the slowly growing joy
That fills their hearts. They’ll grow so keen
They’ll wonder what they’d ever seen
In that ridiculous machine,
That nauseating, foul, unclean,
Repulsive television screen!
And later, each and every kid
Will love you more for what you did.
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